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THYDE-B1/M0D1 : A Computer Code for Analysis of

Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident of Boiling Water Reactors

Ken MURAMATSU and Masayuki AKIMOTO

Division of Nuclear Safety Evaluation,

Tokai Research Establishment, JAERI

(Received August 14, 1982)

THYDE-B1/M0D1 is a computer code to analyze thertnc—hydraulic transients

of the reactor cooling system of a BWR, mainly during a small-break

loss-of-coolant accident (SB-LOCA) with a special emphasis on the behavior of

pressure and mixture level in the pressure vessel.

The coolant behavior is simulated with a volume-and-junction method based

on assumptions of thermal equilibrium and homogeneous conditions for two-phase

flow. A characteristic feature of this code is a three-region representation

of the state of the coolant in a control volume, in which three regions, i.e.,

subcooled liquid, saturated mixture and saturated steam regions are allowed to

exist. The regions are separated by moving boundaries, tracked by mass and

energy balances for each region. The interior of the pressure vessel is

represented by two volumes with three regions: one for inside of the shroud

and the other for outside, while other portions of the system are treated with

homogeneous model. This method, although it seems to be very simple, has been

verified to be adequate for cases of BWR SB-LOCAs in which the hydraulic

transient is relatively slow and the cooling of the core strongly depends on

the mixture level behavior in the vessel. In order to simulate the system

behavior, THYDE-B1 is provided with analytical models for reactor kinetics,

heat generation and conduction in fuel rods and structures, heat transfer

between coolant and solid surfaces, coolant injection systems, breaks and

discharge systems, jet pumps, recirculation pumps, and so on.

The verification of the code has been conducted. A good predictability of

the code has been indicated through the comparison of calculated results with

experimental data provided by ROSA-III small-break tests.

This report presents the analytical models, solution method, and input

data requirements of the THYDE-B1/MODI code.

Keywords: BWR, THYDE-B1 Code, Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis, Computer Code, ECCS,

Small Break, LOCA, Accidents, Safety
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沸膿水型炉の小破断冷却材喪失事故}終析用計算コード

THYDE -B 1/ MOD 1 

日本原子力研究所東海研究所安全解析部

村松健・秋元正幸

C 1982年 8月 14日受理)

THYDE-B 1/ MOD 1は沸騰水型炉 CBWR)の非常用炉心冷却系の性能評価のために日

本原子力研究所で開発された計算コードシステムの一部であり，小破断冷却材喪失事故における

原子炉冷却系の過渡的挙動を，主として圧力容器内の圧力と水位の挙動に注目して解析する計算

コードである。

冷却水の熱水力挙動は，流体の質量・熱・運動量の保存則を積分型で表現するいわゆる，ボリ

ューム・ジヤンクション法によって解く。二相流モデルは均質流・熱平衡の仮定を基礎としてい

る。乙のコードの特徴は. 1個のボリューム内の流体を未飽和相，飽和混合相，蒸気相の三領域

に分けて個別に質量と熱の保存を考える三領域ノードモデルを導入した点である。圧力容器内部

は炉心シュラウドの内側と外側に分けて 2個の三領域ノードで表現する。乙の手法は単純である

が，小破断事故では系の圧力と水位の挙動が炉心の冷却状態を強く支配するので，そのような場

合に対しては，適切である。

BWRの原子炉冷却系のシステム挙動を模擬するために，核動特性，燃料・構造物内の熱伝導.

固体壁と冷却材の熱伝達，各種注水系，破断口における臨界流， ジェットポンプ及び再循環ポン

プ等を棟擬するモデルが備えられている。

コードの性能検証は原研のROSA-ill装置による小破断LOCA実験との比較により行って

おり，実験とのよい一致を得ている。

本報告書は乙の THYDE-B 1 / MOD 1コードの解析モデル，解法，および入力データについ

て記述したものである。
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1. Introduction

This report is intended to be a user's manual on THYDE-B1/M0D1, the

latest version of the THYDE-B1 code l 2 3 ) as of August 1982. It provides a

description of physical models, solution methods, and input requirements.

As an introduction to THYDE-B1 this chapter provides a very brief summary

of the code at first, and then, gives an overview of the developmental works

related to this code.

1.1 Summary of the Code THYDE-B1/MODI

(1) Purpose of Development

THYDE-B1/M0D1 was developed as part of a computer code system developed

in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) for the evaluation of the

performance of the emergency core cooling system(BCCS) of a boiling water

reactor (BWR). In this system, THYDE-B1/MOD1 is intended to be used together

with other three codes, namely, ALARM-B245), THYDE-B-RERJOOD^ and

SC0RCH-B25' as a computational tool to evalute the ECCS performance with a

reasonable coservatism.

(2) Function of the Code

THYDE-B1/M0D1 is to simulate the thermo-hydraulic transient of the

reactor cooling system of a BWR during, mainly, a small-break loss-of-coolant

accident (SB-LOCA) with a special emphasis on the behavior of pressure and

mixture level in the pressure vessel under various modes of accident

conditions and ECCS operation.

(3) Analytical Model

The coolant behavior is simulated with a volume-and-junction method based

on assumptions of thermal equilibrium and homogeneous conditions for two-phase

flow. A characteristic feature of this code is a three-region representation

of the state of the coolant in a control volume, in which three regions, i.e.,

subcooled liquid, saturated mixture and saturated steam regions are allowed to

exist. The regions are separated by moving boundaries, tracked by mass and

energy balances for each region. The interior of the pressure vessel is

represented by two volumes with three-regions: one for inside of the core

shroud and the other for outside, while the other portions of the system are

treated by a homogeneous model. This method, although it seems to be very

- 1 -
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simple, has been verified to be adequate for cases of BWR SB-LDCAs in which

the hydraulic transient is relatively slow and the cooling of the core

strongly depends on the mixture level behavior in the vessel.

In order to simulate the system behavior, THYDE-B1 has various analytical

models, including reactor kinetics, heat generation and conduction in fuel

rods and structures, heat transfer between coolant and solid surfaces, coolant

injection systems, breaks and discharge systems, jet pumps, recirculation

pumps, and so on.

(4) Program Language

THYDE-B1 is programmed in PORTRAN-IV.

(5) Computer

THYDE-B1 is operational on both FACOM M-200 and IBM 3033 computer

systems.

(6) Core Memory

Required core memory size is about 250 kwords.

(7) Running Time

The running time depends on the number of time steps and the complexity

of the nodalization of the system to be analyzed. A rough estimate of CPU time

requirement is about 6 ms/volume.step on FACOM M-200. As a BWR is usually

modelled by 4 to 6 volumes with time step size of 3 to 10 miliseconds, the

total CPU time for a transient of 500 seconds is about 0.5 to 2 hours.

(8) Auxiliary Program

The results of THYDE-B1 calculation can be plotted by SPLPLOT-1

program7' .

(9) Other Requirements

Since THYDE-B1 uses the steam table subroutines of RELAP48) , a steam

table data set which is the same as that used in RELAP4 must be supplied.

1.2 An Overview of THYDE-B1 Development and Related Works
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JAERI's code development for ECCS performance evaluation was started in

1973. The approach taken in JAERI was to develop two independent code systems

respectively for PWRs and BWRs considering the differences of the reactor

cooling system, core structure, and method of ECCS between two types of LWR.

The first version of the JAERI BWR code system was completed in 1979. This

code system is designed to provide a computational tool to analyze the whole

necessary processes of typical LOCAs and to evaluate the performance of the

ECCS with an "Evaluation Model (EM)* in compliance with the requirements of

'Safety Evaluation Guideline for the Performance of ECCS of LWRs"9) .

The code system consists of ALARM-Bl+) , HYDY-B1IO) and THYDE-B1 for

analysis of the system blowdown, THYDE-B-REFLOOD for the reflooding phase, and

SC0RCH-B2 for the calculation of the fuel assembly hot plane temperature

(ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1 have recently been replaced by ALARM-B2?' . ). The

performance studies for individual codes have been made through analyses of

available experiments or sensitivity calculations. The performance of the

codes as a system has also been studied from the view point of system

consistency with use of a large commercial BWR to show the capability of an

evaluation analysis in compliance with the Guideline. The first version has

been delivered to the Institute of Nuclear Safety, Japan (JINS) and is under

an assessment by JINS.

THYDE-B1/MOD1 described herein is a modified version of THYDE-B1 which

was, as mentioned above, one of the codes comprized in the first version of

the code system. THYDE-B1 was originally designed to analyze the coolant

behavior for small breaks in which the mixture level behavior becomes

important and, therefore, to be a similar but much simpler revision of the

large break analysis code ALARM-B1. THYDE-B1 was also required to analyze a

slow and long-term transient in as shorter running time as possible. According

to the above design basis, the developmental work was commenced in 1975 and

the programming was completed in 1978. Since that time the code had been

tested against various related problems until the description of the initial

version together with a performance study for a large commercial BWR were

reported. The initial version was also examined for its validity from a

physical point of view by comparisons with experimental data provided by the

RQSA-III tests and with the calculated results of available computer code,

namely, RELAP4/MQD6/U4/J3 which was an improved version of RELAP4/M0D6 made in

JAERI. Especially, the results of an analysis for ROSA-III experiment

RUN912I!) , which was designated as the OECD/NEA CSNI (Committee on the Safety

- 3 -
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of Nuclear Installations) LOCA standard problem No.12. indicated a very good

predictability of the code. The results of this anlysis is shown in Figs.1.2.1

and 1.2.2. In addition JINS has made an independent assessment of the code

system from a licensing point of view. Some recommendations were given from

staffs of JINS to the authors on possible improvements of THYDE-B1.

The favorable results of the assessments encouraged the authors to

continue developmental work to provide a more user-oriented version of the

code. Considering the results of the assessments made in JAERI and the

recommendations of JINS, follcVxng items were selected to be most desirable

and worth doing.

(1) Extension of critical flow model options

The initial version had two critical flow model options: one was a

incompressible liquid flow model and the other the Moody's model. By the

implementation of the Henry-Fauske model and the Homogeneous Equilibrium

Model, the code would be more straight forwardly compliant to the

Guideline.

(2) Incorporation of RELAP4 pump model

In the pump model of the initial version, the pump is treated as a flow

resistance during reverse flow conditions. Even if this treatment is

adequate for an evaluation calculation, the implementation of the RELAP4

pump model would contribute to the user's convenience.

(3) Incorporation of a core spray heat transfer model

There was no special model for the spray cooling of the core in the

initial version. It would be beneficial to incorporate a modelling option

that allows the user to specify the heat transfer coefficient to be used

for spray cooling. This makes it possible to use experimentally

determined heat transfer coefficients such as those derived from

BWR-FLECHT34' .

Above improvements have been implemented in THYDE-B1/MQD1 as described in

this report.

Further improvements are now going on. Among possible improvements in the

future, the most important is the reduction of running time. The authors

believe that the present version of THYDE-B1/MOD1 is faster than , or as fast

- 5 -
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as, most of the computer codes developed for LOCA/ECCS analysis. It is

apparent, however, that the reduction of running time would greatly enhance

the usability of the code. A forward explicit method is used in the present

version of THYDE-Bl/MODl for the solution of hydraulic equations. This method

imposes a severe restriction on time step size. It can, therefore, be expected

that the running time would be greatly reduced by incorporation of a more

stable numerical method.
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2. Analitycal Model

2.1 General Description of Analytical Model and Its Characteristic Features

The hydraulic models of THYDE-B1 are based on a node-and-junction model.

The interior of the primary system is divided into control volumes .which are

called nodes or volumes, to give integral forms of the conservation laws of

mass and energy and of the thermodynamic state equations. Fluid flow rate is

determined from momentum balance along a one-dimensional flow path called

junction, which connects the two adjacent nodes. Heat transfer to fluid from

fuel and other metals is calculated with use of a one-dimensional heat

conductor model.

A typical nodalization example is shown in Fig. 2.1.1. The characteristic

features of THYDE-B1 are summarised in the following.

(1) Homogeneous Node Model and Three-Region Node Model

A characteristic feature of THYDE-B1 is its node model. The subnode model

with moving boundaries which was originaly used in the SAFE code12^ has been

incorporated in the node-and-junction scheme of THYDE-B1. The inside of the

pressure vessel is divided into two nodes corresponding to inside and outside

of the core shroud. And each node is divided into three subnodes which are

called the vapor region, the saturated mixture region, and the subcooled

liquid region, according to the thermodynamic state of the fluid. The three

regions are partitioned by two horizontal moving boundaries. The elevations of

the boundaries are tracked by the mass and energy conservation for each

region. This model has, in addition to the merit of simplicity, a remarkable

advantage of making it possible to take into account the effect of incomplete

mixing of the subcooled liquid injected by ECCS and the vapor in the pressure

vessel. This effect strongly influences the pressure response in the vessel.

In THYDE-B1 the subcooled liquid injected into the vapor region or the mixture

region of a three-region node will be mixed with the fluid in the regions

according to the mixing efficiency parameters given by the user. This effect

is difficult to analyze by conventional homogeneous equilibrium codes.

The three-region node model of THYDE-B1 is similar to that of SAFE. The

- 7
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only difference between two codes in respect to the nodalization in the

pressure vessel is that the pressure can be different between inside and

outside of shroud in THYDE-B1, while only one pressure is allowed in SAFE.

Recirciulation pipes are represented by ordinary homogeneous nodes in

which fluid is assumed to be homogeneous and in thermal equilibrium.

In Fig. 2.1.1, the interior of the pressure vessel is represented by two

three-region nodes Nl and N2, while the recirculation pipes are represented by

two normal (homogeneous) nodes N3 and N4.

(2) Junction Model Options

THYDE-B1 has several junction model options to represent the functions of

various hydraulic components of a BWR. These options are listed below.

(i) normal junction (homogeneous junction)

The flow rate between two adjacent nodes is obtained by solving a momentum

balance equation with the neglection of momentum flux terms and the effect

of relative velocity of vapor and liquid phases.

(ii) steam separator junction (slip junction)

The normal junction model was modified so as to allow slip between vapor

and liquid which may largely influence the flow quality through steam

separators in a slow transient. Separation efficiency that determines the

vapor carry under is specified by the user as a function of mixture level

in the downcomer.

(iii) jet pump junction

A jet pump is modelled as a set of three special junctions for which

momentum flux differences due to flow area change and momentum mixing are

taken into account.

(iv) leak junction

The flow rate through breaks or relief valves can be calculated with use

of flow rate table specified by the user or with use of a choked flow

model.

(v) fill junction
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only difference between two codes in respect to the nodalization in the 

pressure vessel is that the pressure can be different between inside and 

outside of shroud in百有 国:-B1，while only one pressure is allowed in SAFE. 

Recirciulation pipes are represented by ordinary hαnogeneous nodes in 

which fluid is asslwed to be hαnogeneous and in thermal equilibrium. 

In Fig. 2.1.1， the interior of the pressure vessel is represented by two 

three-region nodes Nl and N2， while the recirculation pipes are represented by 

two normal (h叩 ogeneous)nodes N3 and N4. 

(2) Junction 肋 delOptions 

THY斑~Bl has several junction model options to represent the functions of 

various hydraulic c叩 ponentsof a BWR. These options are listed below. 

(i) normal junction (hαnogeneous junction) 

The flow rate between two adjacent nodes is obtained by solving a mαnentum 

balance equation with the neglection of momentum flux terms叩 dthe effect 

of relative velocity of vapor and liquid phases. 

(ii) steam separator junction (slip junction) 

The normal junction model was modified so as to allow slip出 tweenvapor 

and liquid which may largely influence the flow quality through steam 

separators in a slow transient. Separation efficiency that determines the 

vapor carry undel' is specified by the user as a function of mixture level 

in the downcomer. 

(iii) jet pump junction 

A jet pump is modelled as a set of three special junctions for which 

momentum flux differences due to flow area change and mαnentum mixing are 

taken into account. 

(iv) leak junction 

The flow rate through breaks or relief valv儲 伺nbe calculated with use 

of flow rate table specified by the user or with use of a choked flow 

model. 

(v) fill junction 
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Flow rate of a injection system is specified by the user as a function of

time or pressure of the connected node.

(vi) main steam line junction

The steam flow rate through the main steam lines can be calculated either

by the leak junction model or by a model similar to SAFE. The functions of

turbine flow control valves, isolation valves, and flow restrictors are

taken into account in the latter model.

The head of the recirculation pump can be included in the momentum

balance equation for the normal junctions or the drive flow junctions of the

jet pumps. The head is calculated with use of a centrifugal pump model based

of the homologous lawl5) . In Fig.2.1.1, this option is used in the junctions

J7 and J8.

(3) Heat Transfer Model

Fuel rods and other structures are modelled as one dimensional heat

conductors in cylindrical or rectangular geometry. Each unit of the conductor

is called a heat slab. A heat slab may have one or two heat transfer surfaces,

and each surface is allowed to face one hydraulics node. Examples of heat slab

model applications are included in Fig.2.1.1. In this figure, the fuel rods

are axially divided into five heat slabs, SI to S5, while the pressure vessel

and vessel internals are represented by heat slabs S6 to S12.

The heat generation rate in the fuel rods may be specified by the user as

a function of time or calculated by the code by solving a one-point kinetics

equation with radioactive decay heat by a method similar to that of RELAP4.

The heat transfer coefficients between fluid and solid surfaces are determined

by the correlations used in THETA1-BI3) .

(4) Numerical Method

The numerical method utilized in THYDE-B1 is very simple. Time

integration for all differential equations are performed by a forvard explicit

difference technique with use of the time step size given by the user.

The initial condition of nodes and junctions are specified by the user,

while the initial temperature of heat slabs are calculated by the code on the

assumption of steady state condition.

(5) Nodalization

- 1 0 -
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Flow rate of a injection syst剖 iss開 cifiedby the user as a function of 

time or pre.ssure of the connected node. 

(vi) main st回 mline junction 

The steam f10w rate through the main steam 1ines can be ca1cu1ated either 

by the 1eak junction mode1 or by a mode1 similar to SAFE. The functions of 

turbine f10w contro1 va1ves. iso1ation va1ves. and f10w restrictors are 

taken into account in the 1atter mode1. 

The head of the recircu1ation pump can be inc1uded in the m閣 lentum

ba1ance equation for the norma1 junctions or the drive f10w junctions of the 

jet pumps. The head is回 1cu1atedwith use of a centrifuga1 pump mode1 based 

of the h叩 ologouslaw'5) . In Fig.2.1.1. this option is us剖 in the junctions 

J7 and J8. 

(3) Heat Transfer肋 del

Fue1 rods and other structures are mode11ed回 onedimensiona1 heat 

conductors in cy1indrica1 or rectangular ge叩 etry.Each unit of the conductor 

is cal1ed a heat slab. A heat slab may have one or two heat transfer surfaces. 

and each surface is a1lowed to face one hydraulics node. Ex釧p1esof heat slab 

model applications are included in Fig.2.1.1. In this figure. the fuel rods 

are axially divided into five heat slabs. SI to S5. while the pr邸 sure vesse1 

and vesse1 interna1s are represented by heat sla凶s6to S]2. 

The heat generation rate in the fue1 rods may be s開 cifiedby the user as 

a function of time or calculated by the code by solving a one-凹int kinetics 

equation with radioactive decay heat by a method similar to that of RELAP4. 

The heat transfer coefficients between fluid and solid surfaces are determined 

by the correlations used in TIfEI'Al-B'3) 

(4) Numerical Method 

The numeri伺 1 method utilized in 官町阻ーBl is very simp1e. Time 

integration for a11 differential equations are performed by a forward exp1icit 

difference technique with use of the time step size given by the user. 

The initial condition of nodes and junctions are specified by the user， 

whi1e the initial t側 lperatureof heat slabs are calcu1ated by the code on the 

錨 sumptionof steady state condition. 

(5) Noda1ization 
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As THYDE-B1 is programmed with use of a variable dimension technique, no

restriction is imposed on number of nodes , junctions, or heat slabs. However

the nodalization of the interior of the pressure vessel is fixed as described

before.

2.2 Homogeneous Node Model and Three-Region Node Model

Two types of models are provided in THYDE-B1 for describing the fluid

state in a control volume. One is the 'homogeneous node model", which is

usually used for the representation of the recirculation lines and the other

is the 'three-region node model" for the inside of a reactor pressure vessel.

(1) Homogeneous Node Model

This model assumes homogeneity and thermal equilibrium in a node.

Neglecting the kinetic energy terms, mass and enegy balance equtions can be

written as

— = (EW)i , (2.2.1)
at

= (EhW), + <m)i + - — . (2.2.2)
J dtdt J dt

where

M, = total mass in node i,

(EW)i = sum of mass flow rates of junctions connected to node i (treated as

positive value when the flow enters node i),

(DiW)i = energy input due to convection,

hi = specific enthalpy of fluid in node i,

Vi = volume of node i,

Pi = pressure in node i,

(EQ)i = heat input to node i from solid walls,

J = Joule constant (4186 J/kcal),

gc = Gravitational conversion factor (9.80665 N/kg/ ).

Since the volume of each node is unchanged with time,
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As TIiY斑:-B1is programmed with use of a variable dirnension technique. no 

restriction is irnposed on nurnber of nodes • junctions. or heat slabs. However 

the nodalization of the interior of the pressure vessel is fixed as described 

before. 

2.2 Hαn暗 eneousNode Model and Three-Region Node Model 

Two types of rnodels are provided in THYDE-B1 for describing the fluid 

state in a control volurne. 白le is the "hαnogeneous node rnodel ・.which is 

usually used for the representation of the recirculation lines and the other 

is the ・three-regionnode rnodel" for the inside of a r伺 ctorpressure v白 sel.

(1 ) Hornogeneous Node Model 

This rnodel assurnes hornogeneity and therrnal equilibriurn in a node. 

Neglecting the kinetic energy terrns. rnass and enegy balance equtions can be 

written as 

where 

dMj 

dt 
(四)j

d(Mjhj) 

dt 
(口lW)j + (羽)j

Mj total rnass in node i. 

+ 9c CI1汽
一一
J dt 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

(LW)j = surn of rnass flow rates of junctions connected to node i (treated as 

positive value when the flow enters node i). 

(口，W)j energy input due to convection. 

hj = specific enthalpy of fluid in node i. 

Vi = volurne of node i， 

Pj = pressure in node i. 

(DQ)j = heat input to node i fr叩 solidwalls. 

J = Joule constant (4186 J!kcal)， 

。c = Gravitational conversion factor (9.8α渇5N!kgj ). 

Since the volurne of each node is unchanged with tirne. 
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^ i = — (MjVi) = 0 , (2.2.3)

dt dt

where v< = specific volume of fluid.

From the equation of state, the specific volume '.s a function of pressure

and specific enthalpy of the fluid and it can be written as

v< = v(Pi,hi) , ' (2.2.4)

Equations (2.2.1) to (2.2.3) give necessary conditions for obtaining P,

M, and h of the node assuming that the mass and energy input through junctions

and heat input from solid walls are known. Models for junction flow

calculation are described in sections 2.5 to 2.13, while the heat input to a

node from solid walls is determined by the models in sections 2.14 to 2.17.

The thermodynamic properties of water used in this code are all calculated

with use of the steam table subroutines cited from RELAP4.

(2) Three-Region Node Model

The interior of the pressure vessel is divided into two special nodes.

One node corresponds to the inside of the core shroud and the other to the

outside. These two nodes are further divided into three subnodes (or they can

be called regions), according to the thermodynamic state of the fluid as

illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1. These three regions are the subcooled liquid, the

mixture, and the vapor region. To derive the mass and energy equations for

each subnode, following assumptions are made.

(i) The fluid properties of all regions can be calculated from one

pressure P^.

(ii) The vapor region are kept at saturated state, that is, thermodynamic

equilibrium is assumed between the vapor region and the saturated

mixture region.

(iii) The fluid state is uniform and in equilibrium within each region.

From above assumptions , the mass and energy equations for the three

regions can be written as

-13-
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CN; d 
ー」 三一(MjVj)= 0 • 
dt dt 

(2.2.3) 

Whel"e Vj = specific volume of fluid. 

Frαn the equation of state. the specific volume :s a function of pressure 

and specific enthalpy of the fluid and it can be written錨

Vj v(Pj .hi) • (2.2.4) 

Equations (2.2.1) to (2.2.3) give necessary conditions for obtaining p， 

M. and h of the node assuming that the mass and energy input through junctions 

and heat input frαn solid walls are known. Models for junction flow 

calculatio:1 are described in sections 2.5 to 2.13. while the heat input to a 

node frαn solid walls is determined by the models in sections 2.14 to 2.17. 

The thermodynamic properties of water used in this code are all calculated 

with use of the steam table subroutines cited frαn RELAP4. 

(2) Three-Region Node M伺 el

The interior of the pr部 surevessel is divided into two special nodes. 

One node corresponds to the inside of the core shroud and the other to the 

outside. These two nodes are further divided into three subnodes (or they can 

be called regions). according to the thermodynamic state of the fluid as 

illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1. These three regions are the subcooled liquid， the 

mixture. and the vapor region. To derive the mass and energy equations for 

each subnode， following assumptions are made. 

(i) The fluid properti回 of all regions can be calculated fr叩 one

pressure Pi. 

(ii) The vapor region are kept at saturated state. that is， thermodynamic 

equilibrium is assumed between the vapor region and the saturated 

mixture region. 

(iii) The fluid state is uniform and in equilibrium within each region. 

Frαn above assumptions ， the mass and energy equations for the three 

regions can be written as 
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^ = (EW)?+Wsep,+ -™>*, (2.2.5)
Clt hg/

^ = (DO? - Wsep,i - - ^ 2 i + w u . , (2.2.6)
Cit hg/

— = (EW)J-Wj-.,i , (2.2.7)
dt

? = hg(P l). (2.2.8)

— (M?h?+M?h?) = (EhW)?+
dt

^ - , (2.2.9)
dt

— (Mjh!) = (EhW)i- Wi^.jhj^.j +(HJ){ +-^ V{ ^ i , (2.2.10)
dt •' J dt

where

(DO? (x=i,m,g) = rate of mass input to a subnode

(EhV)f (x=l,m,g) = rate of energy input to a subnode due to convection,

(EQ)f (x=i,m,g) = heat addition from solid structures to a subnode,

hg = specific enthalpy of saturated vapor,

h/ = specific enthalpy of saturated liquid,

hg/ = hg-h/ ( latent heat of vaporization ),

and superscripts l,m, and g represent the subcooled liquid, the mixture, and

the vapor region, respectively. Figure 2.2.2 shows an illustration of the

variables representing the mass and energy inputs to a node.

The term (EQ)?/hg/ in Eq. (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) is the rate of vapor
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訓?

dt 

(回w
(印)干+Wsep.i+一一一，

hgf 
(2.2.5) 

訓一

d

回)?
(印)7-WseD.i 一一一一 +W，__ 

hgf 
(2.2.6) 

制
一
出

(四)j-wぃ・ (2.2.7) 

h? = hg (Pi )， (2.2.8) 

竺(問h'+問h?)= (口1WW+ (口1W)~+ W，__， ih，_・・+(~)1 + (~)' 
dt 

日 一。

+三三(V?+V1)こ人
J dt 

(2.2.9) 

旦州hj) ー)l-W，_・ ih'-..i+側+生 vjE
dt.'  J dt 

(2.2.10) 

where 

(LW)1 (x=l，m，g) = rate of mass input to a subnode 

([hW)~ (x=l，m，g) = rate of energy input to a subnode due to convection， 

(~)~ (x=l，m，g) = heat addition from so1id structures to a subnode， 

hg = specific entha1py of saturated vapor， 

hf = specific entha1py of saturat凶 liquid，

hgf = hg-hf (latent heat of vaporization )， 

and superscripts 1，m， and g represent the subcoo1ed 1iquid， the mixture， and 

the vapor region， res開 ctively.Figure 2.2.2 shows an i11ustration of the 

variab1es representing the mass and energy inputs to a node. 

The term 羽 )?/hgf in Eq. (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) is the rate of vapor 
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generation due to heat input to the vapor region. Since superheating of vapor

in the vapor region is not allowed in this model (assumption (ii)), the heat

transferred to the vapor region is assumed to be consumed in vapor generation

at the mixture surface (boundary between the mixture and the vapor regions).

The rate of vapor separation from the mixture region Wsep,i is calculated by a

bubble rise model described in section 2.3. The term W|_»,j is a correction

term to account for the effect of local temperature rise in the subcooled

region, which will be explained in section 2.4. Equations (2.2.5) through

(2.2.10), together with the state equation and the volume equation :

^ j j J j ) = 0> (2.2.11)
dt dt

give necessary conditions to get solution for the unknown variables

Pi, M|, M*. M?, hi.h? and h?.

Once mass and enthalpy of each subnode are determined, the elevation of

the region boundaries are calculated by linear interpolation of a volume

versus elevation table which is given as input.

Z.u =/i(V!) (2.2.12)

Zg..,- =/,-(Vi+V?) (2.2.13)

where

Z,i,i = elevation of top of subcooled liquid region,

Zg»,i = elevation of top of mixture region,

ft (V) = elevation above bottom of a node as a function of fluid volume V.

Figure 2.2.3 shows the cross sectional flow areas of RQSA-III pressure

vessel n) as functions of elevation above the bottom of pressure vessel. This

kind of information is required for the preparation of the function /t (V).
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generation due to heat input to the vapor region. Since superheating of vapor 

in the vapor region is not allowed in this model (assumption (ii))， the heat 

transferred to the vapor region is assumed to be cons四 edin vapor generation 
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2.3 Phase Separation Model

Two optional models are provided for the calculation of vapor separation

rate from the two phase mixture region in a three-region node.

Model 1. (Method of bubble separation calculation with void fraction

correction factor)

The rate of vapor separation from a mixture surface can be written as

(2.3.1)

where

As = flow area at mixture surface,

as = void fraction just under the mixture level,

Ub = bubble rise velocity,

pg = density of saturated vapor.

The void fraction at the top of the mixture region as is assumed to be

proportional to the average void fraction in the mixture region a and is

calculated as

fC«a (a<
a. H

ll (a^

(oKl/C),
(2.3.2)

where the coefficient Ca is a constant given by the user.

The bubble rise velocity is calculated by the Wilson's correlation l4) ,

which is a function of pressure, void fraction, and hydraulic diameter. The

correlation is :

if l/(/i(P)/2(P)} <2.85,

U b = ( 2 3 1/1.78
0.136/,(P)/2(P)

and

if l/{/i(P)/2<P>}*2.85,
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2.3 Phase Separation 肋 del

Two optional models are provided for the calculation of vapor separation 

rate fr叩 thetwo phase mixture region in a three-region node. 

Model 1. (Method of hubble separation ca!culation with void fraction 

correction factor) 

The rate of vapor separation from a mixture surface can be written as 

Wsep = AsαsUbρ9 ' 

where 

As flow area at mixture surface， 

αs = void fraction just under the mixture level， 

Ub = bubble rise velocity， 

ρ'g = density of saturated vapor. 

(2.3.1) 

The void fraction at the top of the mixture region αs IfJ assumed to be 

proportional to the average void fraction in the mixture region αand is 

calculated as 

rCaα(α<1ICa)， 
αs ~ 

11α孟1IC，α)， 

where the coefficient Ca is a constant given by the user. 

(2.3.2) 

The bubble rise velocity is calculated by the Wilson's correlation 14) ， 

which is a function of pressure， void fraction， and hydraulic diameter. The 

correlation is 

and 

if 11 (fl (P)f2 (P)) <2.85， 

α )  1/1.78 (D"f2 (p)I/0.19g) 0.5， 
O.136fl (P)f2 (P) 

if 11げ1(P)f2 (P))孟2.邸，
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where /i (P) and fa(?) are dimensionless functions of pessure defined as

follows :

f\ <?>{-&- ) 0 3 2 , (2.3.4)
P/-Pg

1
/2(P)= C —Vo/{g(p/-pg)} ]

0 1 9 (2.3.5)

where

o = surface tension of water,

D/, = hydraulic diameter,

g = gravitational acceleration,

P/ = density of saturated liquid.

Model 2 (Bubble separation calculation with a sweep-out length)

In this model a parameter is introduced to represent the average length

through which bubbles in the mixture region travel before they leave the

mixture. Using this average length XL and assuming that the void fraction in

the mixture region is uniformly distributed, the bubble separation rate is

calculated as

(2.3.6)

where Mgb = mass of bubbles in mixture region.

The term Ub(a) is the bubble rise velocity calculated by the Wilson's

correlation with use of the average void fraction of the mixture region a.

The sweep-out length XL is given by the user or, optionally, calculated

by the code at the begining of the calculation from the steady state heat

balance. This option can be used only for the node for the inside of the

shroud. Further description can be found in section 2.7 for this option.
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Ub = (α ー)1ル.78 (日hf2(P) 1;0. 199) 0.5， 
O.75fl (P)f2 (P) 

where fl (P) and f2(P) are dimensionless functions of pessure defined as 

follows 

where 

fl (P)=( ~ )0.32， 
ρf-ρ9 

f2 (P)== (土~a/ {g(ρ「ρg)}) 0.19 
以h

a surface tension of water， 

Dh = hydraulic diameter， 

。=gravitational acceleration， 

ρ'J == density of saturated 1iquid. 

Model 2 (Bubble separation calculation with a sweep-out length) 

(2.3.4) 

(2.3.5) 

In this m吋 ela parameter is intr吋 ucedto repr笛 entthe average length 

through which bubbles in the mixture region travel before they leave the 

mixture. Using this average length XL and assuming that the void fraction in 

the mixture region is uniformly distr・ibuted，the bubble separation rate is 

calculated as 

b(α) 
Wsep 叫b・でアー，

λL 

where Mgb = mass of bubbles in mixture region. 

(2.3.6) 

The term Ub(αis the bubble rise velocity calculated by the Wilson's 

correlation with use of the average void fraction of the mixtu~e region α. 

The sweep-out length XL is given by the user or， optionally， calculated 

by the code at the begining of the calculation frαn the steady state heat 

balance. This option can be used only for the node for the inside of the 

shroud. Further description can be found in section 2.7 for this option. 
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The given value of XL is kept constant until the mixture level drops

and the height of the mixture region becomes smaller than this XL, then the

given XL is replaced by the height of the mixture region.

XL = min (XL0, (Zg.-Z.()} . (2.3.7)

where XLO is the initial value of

2.4 Local Temperature Rise Model for Subcooled Liquid Region

in a Three-Region Node

When the three-region node Tiodel is used to represent the inside of the

core shroud as in Fig 2.1.1, the subcooled liquid region may expand beyond the

bottom of the core. In such a case, the assumption of thermal equilibrium

within a region causes unrealistic heat diffusion from the core to the lower

plenum. To avoid this difficulty, a local temperature rise model was adopted.

In this model it is assumed that a certain fraction of the heat added to

the subcooled liquid region from solid walls will not diffuse homogeneously

but raise locally fluid temperature and bring this local part to saturation.

The mass of liquid that is locally heated and becomes saturated per unit time

is given as

(2AA)
h/-h

where the term Cj_. is a constant coefficient that defines the fraction cf

heat consumed for this local heating, and is given as input by the user. The

mass flow rate W;-, is subtracted from the subcooled liquid region and added

to the mixture region. At the same time, the energy rate convected by this

flow

W,-.h|.. = W(_.h/ , (2.4.2)

is also moved from the subcooled liquid region to the mixture region.

The coefficient C|_» must be given by the user for each three-region
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The given value of XL is kept constant until the mixture level drops 

and the height of the mixture region becαnes smaller than this XL， then the 

given XL is replaced by the height of the mixture region. 

XL :::: min {XLO， (Zg.-Z.l )} ， 

where XLO is the initial value of XL・

2.4 Local T，剖Iperat'JreRise Model for Subcooled Liquid Region 

in a Three-Region Node 

(2.3.7) 

When the three-region node ~odel is used to represent the inside of the 

core shroud as in Fig 2.1.1， the subcooled liquid region may expand beyond the 

bott叩 Iof the core. In such a case， the assumption of thermal equilibrium 

within a region causes unrealistic heat diffusion from the core to the lower 

plenum. To avoid this difficulty， a lc~al t倒 peraturerise model was adopted. 

In this model it is assumed that a certain fraction of the heat added to 

the subcooled liquid region frαn solid walls will not diffuse hαnogeneously 

but raise locally fluid t側 peratureand bring this local part to saturation. 

The mass of liquid that is locally heated and becαnes saturated per unit time 

1S g1ven as 

W，__ = Cl_. (向)1 
1-・ hrh1

(2.4.1) 

where the term Cl-. is a constant coefficient that defines the fraction cf 

heat consumed for this local heating， and is given as input by the user. The 

mass flow rate Wl-. is subtracted frαn the subc∞led liquid region and added 

to the mixture region ‘ At the same time， the energy rate convected by this 

flow 

Wl_.hl→. Wl_.hj， (2.4.2) 

is also moved fr叩 thesubcooled liquid region to the mixture region. 

The c伺 fficient Cl-. must be given by the user for each three-region 
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node. The values recommended by the authors are 1.0 for the node representing

the inside of the core shroud and 0 for the node outside the shroud.

2.5 Momentum Balance Equation and Normal Junction Model

This section presents the basic model for the calculation of fluid flow

between two adjacent nodes. This model is called the normal junction model as

opposed to other derivative model options.

In this model, the fluid flow rate is calculated with use of a

lumped-parameter momentum balance equation in which the momentum flux term is

neglected and the homogeneous flow condition is assumed. Since THYDE-B1 is

intended to be used with relatively coarse nodalization, the momentum flux

term is usually much smaller than other terms in the lumped equation except

for jet pumps for which a special model is provided (see section 2.8). This

equation is written as

-(-)eff — = Pin-Pout -AP/rjc+APp-APg™ , (2.5.1)
gc A dt

where

(L/A)e// = effective inertia ( given as input ),

W = flow rate of junction ,

Pin'Pout = pressure of inlet node and outlet node,

APP = pump head,

= frictional pressure drop,

= gravitational pressure drop.

The loss term AP/rjC and pump head APP are described in section 2.6 and
2.9, respectively.

The gravitational head APgra« is calculated by

APgrau = — {/ PindZ - / Poutdz), (2.5.2)
gc •%,,„ •%,„„,

where

Pin.Pout = fluid density in inlet and outlet node,
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node. The va1ues rec佃~ended by the authors are 1.0 for the node representing 

the inside of the core shroud and 0 for the node outside the shroud. 

2.5 門司lentumBa1ance Equation and Norma1 Junction Mode1 

This section presents the basic mode1 for the ca1cu1ation of f1uid f10w 

between two adjacent nodes. This mode1 is ca11ed the norma1 junction mode1 as 

opposed to other derivative mode1 options. 

In this mode1， the f1uid f10w rate is ca1cu1ated with use of a 

1umped-parameter mαnentum ba1ance equation in which the mαnentum f1ux term is 

neg1ected and the hαnogeneous f10w condition is assumed. Since ~nE-B1 is 

intended to be used with re1ative1y coarse noda1ization， the momentQ~ f1ux 

term is usua11y much sma11er than other terms in the 1umped equation except 

for jet pum阿 forwhich a specia1 mode1 is provided (see section 2.8). This 

equation is written as 

where 

1L  CN -←)eff一 Pin-Pout -APfγiC+APp-APgTav ， σc A .. dt 

(L/A)eff = effective inertia ( given as input )， 

W = f10w rate of junction ， 

Pin，Pout pressure of in1et node and out1et node， 

APp = pump head， 

N'fγic frictiona1 pr儲 suredrop， 

AP gTav gravi ta tiona1 pressure drop. 

(2.5.1 ) 

The 10ss term APfric and pump head APp are described in section 2.6 and 

2.9， respective1y. 

The gravitationa1 head APgTau is ca1cu1ated by 

9 ， (ZI'同 I
APgrav 一{I Pindz - I ρ'outdz} ， 

9c JZp，." JZp，out 
(2.5.2) 

where 

ρ叩，ρ'out= fluid densi ty in in1et and outlet node. 
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Zj,,n.Z,,out = junction elevations above bottom of inlet node and outlet

node (given as input),

Zp,in,Zpi0Ut = elevations of terminal points above bottom of inlet and

outlet nodes.

The fluid density pin and pout are obtained with the assumption of

homogeneous density distribution within a homogeneous node and within a

subnode of a three-region node. The elevations of the two terminal points of

the integration, Zp,in and Zp,out> are specified by the user. These points are

called "representative points" and the pressures at these points, Pjn and

Pout, are assumed to be the pressures of the nodes determined from the heat

and mass balance described in section 2.2. The elevations of these points are

usually specified to be the bottom of the nodes.

The properties of the flowing fluid are determined from the upstream

condition as

Pi = \ (2.5.3)

fhin (WSO),
h> = \ (2.5.4)

I (W< 0),

where the terms p, and h, are the density and specific enthalpy of the fluid

flowing at the junction.

When the upstream node is a three-region node, the upstream condition is that

of the subnode at which the junction is connected. Since this method results

in abrupt changes of the junction properties when a subnode boundary moves

across the junction location in one time step, a numerical difficulty may

arise. In order to avoid this difficulty, the property change can be smoothed

by averaging the property within a certain range in vertical direction. This

range must be given by the user as a junction diameter DIAMJ as described in

section 5.3(6)+) .

*) This option was provided only for leak junctions in the original version
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Zj. in .Zj .out junction elevations above bottαn of inlet node and outlet 

node (given as input)， 

ZP.in，ZP.out elevations of terminal points above bott棚 of inlet and 

outlet nodes. 

The fluid density ρin and Pout are obtained wi th the assumption of 

hαnogeneous density distribution within a hαnogeneous node and within a 

subnode of a three-region node. The elevations of the two terminal points of 

the integration. ZP.in and ZP.out， are specified by the user. These points are 

called "representative points ・ and the pressures at these points. ?in and 

Pout， are assumed to be the pressures of the nodes determined fr叩 the heat 

and mass balance described in section 2.2. The elevations of these points are 

usually specified to be the bott叩 oftte附 es.

The properties of the flowing fluid are determined frαn the upstre釧

condition as 

lρ'" 
ρj = ~ 

kρ'out 

(W孟0).

(W< 0)， 
(2.5.3) 

r hin (W孟0).
hjニイ

lhout (Wく 0)，
(2.5.4) 

where the terms ρj and hj are the density and specific enthalpy of the fluid 

flowing at the junction. 

When the upstre品 nodeis a three-region node， the upstream condition is that 

of the subnode at which the junction is connected. Since this meth吋 r儲 ults

in abrupt changes of the junction properties when a subnode boundary moves 

across the junction location in one time step， a numerical difficulty may 

arise. In order to avoid this difficulty， the property change Qan be sm∞thed 

by averaging the property within a certain range in vertical direction. This 

range must国 givenby the user回 ajunction diameter DIAMJ as d笛 cribed in 

section 5.3(6)本

本) This option was provided only for leak junctions in the original version 
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At the user's option, the junction flow can be limited by critical flow models

described in section 2.12. If this option is selected, the flow is calculated

with both Eq.(2.5.1) and a critical flow model, and the smaller one is

selected as the junction flow.

2.6 Frictional Pressure Drop

The frictional loss term AP/rjC in Eq.(2.5.1) is calculated as

AP/ric = RoP2 — I W I W, (2.6.1)
Pi

where

Ro = loss coefficient for single phase liquid,

Pi = density of flowing liquid,

<p2 = two-phase multiplier.

The loss coefficient Ro for single phase liquid can be given by the

user or calculated by the code from initial steady state pressure distribution

given by the user as

R, = (Pi"-p°ut +APp-APgrou)pi
I W I W<p2 .

This is derived from Eq.(2.5.1).

The two-phase multiplier cp2 is calculated from the correlations of

Thom16) and Martinelli17) . These correlations are provided as a built-in table

in the code.

In transient conditions, the direction of the flow may be different from

the steady state and the pressure loss coefficient may not .be equal to the

value derived from the initial state. The user can give reverse loss

coefficient for each junction. If not given, the loss coefficient for normal

(JAERI-M 8119). The value L ^ x in Fig.2.12.1 is equivalent to DIAMJ above.
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At the四 er'soption， the junction f10w can be 1imited by critica1 f10w mode1s 

described in section 2.12. 1f this option is se1ected， the f10w is ca1cu1ated 

with both Eq. (2.5.1) and a critica1 f10w mode1， and the sma11er one is 

se1ected as the junction f1ow. 

2.6 Frictiona1 Pressure Drop 

The frictiona1 10ss term dP/ric in Eq. (2.5.1) is ca1cu1ated as 

dP fri c = Rocp2土 IWIW， (2.6.1) 
ρl 

where 

Ro 10ss coefficient for sing1e phase 1iquid， 

ρ1 = density of f10wing 1iquid， 

cp2 ニ two-phasemu1tip1ier. 

The 10ss coefficient Ro for sing1e phase 1iquid can 加 given by the 

user or ca1cu1ated by the code from initia1 steady state pressure distribution 

given by the user as 

• Ro=.iPin-Pout +dPp-6Pgrau )Pl 

I W I Wcp2 . 

This is derived frαn Eq. (2.5.1). 

(2.6.2) 

The two-phase mu1tip1ier cp2 is ca1cu1ated fr叩 the corre1ations of 

Th叩 16) 卸 dMartine11il7) • These corre1ations are provided as a bui1t-in tab1e 

in the code. 

1n transient conditions， the dir配 tionof the f10w may加 different fr叩

the steady state and the pressure 10ss α>efficient may not !加 equa1to the 

va1ue derived fr棚 the initia1 state. The user can give reverse 10ss 

cωfficient for each junction. 1f not given， the 1ωs coefficient for norma1 

(JA回1-M8119). The va1ue Lmix in Fig.2.12.1 is equiva1ent to D1AMJ above. 
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flow is used also for the reverse flow.

2.7 Slip Junction Model for Steam Separators

The liquid and vapor flow rates through steam separators are important in

the calculation of the liquid inventory and mixture level inside and outside

the core shroud. The accuracy of the calculation of these flows are strongly

influenced by the velocity difference between two phases flowing through upper

plenum and stand pipes. The normal junction model, described in the section

2.5, is modified to take this slip effect into account. In addition to this, a

model of the separation efficiency of steam separators is also provided.

This option is used when a junction is specified as the steam separator

junction. The mass flow rate W of this junction is calculated by the same

method as a normal junction but the vapor quality of the flow is modified with

the consideration of the slip effect. The vapor and liquid components of the

flow are calculated by solving next equations.

W9 + W/ = W, (2.7.1)

Wg = OffopUgAtopPg , (2.7.2)

W/ = (l-atop)u/AtopP/. (2.7.3)

- uf = rib, (2.7.4)

where the subscripts g and / indicate saturated vapor and liquid, and the

subscript top stands for the fluid condition at the top of upstream node( node

representing the inside of the shroud). The slip velocity Ub is calculated
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f10w is used a1so for the reverse f1ow. 

2.7 Slip Junction Mode1 for Steam Separators 

The 1iquid and vapor f10w rat田 throughsteam separators are important in 

the ca1cu1ation of the 1iquid inventory and mixture 1eve1 inside and outside 

the core shroud. The accuracy of the ca1cu1ation of these f10ws are strong1y 

inf1uenced by the ve10city difference between two ph鎚 esf10wing through upper 

p1enum and stand pipes. The norma1 junction mode1， described in the section 

2.5， is modified to take this slip effect into account. In addition to this， a 

mode1 of the se開 rationefficiency of steam separators is a1so provided. 

This option is used when a junction is specified as the steam separator 

junction. 百le mass f10w rate W of this junction is ca1cu1ated by the same 

method as a norma1 junction but the vapor qua1ity of the f10w is modified with 

the consideration of the slip effect. The vapor and 1iquid c棚 ponentsof the 

f10w are ca1cu1ated by solving next equations. 

Wg 十時 W， (2.7.1 ) 

Wg =αtop~Atopρ9' (2.1.2) 

Wf (1-atop )UfAtopρf' (2.1.3) 

~ - uf = Uo， (2.1.4) 

where the subscripts 9 and f indicate saturated vapor and 1iquid， and the 

su凶cripttop stands for the f1uid condition at the top of upstream node( node 

repr田 entingthe inside of the shroud). The slip ve1∞ity Ub is ca1cu1ated 
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by the Wilson's correlation. Above equations yield

Wg = (W-Wshp) ££{££ + W s | i p , ( 2 .7 .5 )
+ d )

W| = W-Wg, (2 .7 .6)

where

= PgOjopUbAtop. (2.7.7)

The void fraction at top of the upstream node is determined according to

the bubble separation model specified for the inside node. When the Model 1 of

the section 2.3 is chosen,

•f
(Caa

at0P = \ _ (2.7.8)
1/C)

where Ca and a are the same as those in Eq.(2.3.2). When the Model 2 is

selected, a.top is determined from

S OttopUgPgAfop = ^ ^ (2.7.9)
XL,

where the terms Mgb and XL are the same as those in Eq. (2.3.6). This slip

model is not used when the flow direction is negative or flow condition is one

phase; the homogeneous flow model is used for these cases.

The steam separator actually has two flow path, that is, the upward

separated steam flow and the downward liquid flow. Since the rate of vapor

carry under may influence the mixture level calculation for the downcomer

node, the separated steam flow is obtained using a separation efficiency

specified by the user as
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by the Wilson ・scorrelation. Above equations yield 

Wg = (W-Wslip)ρ句αtop +Wslip， 
内向叩+ρ'f(1-at叩)

(2.7.5) 

W， = W-Wg， (2.7.6) 

where 

Wslip =ρgαtopubAtop・ (2.7.7) 

The void fraction at top of the upstream node isdetermined according to 

the bubble separation model sp配 ifiedfor the inside node. When the M叫 elt of 

the section 2.3 is chosen， 

rCaα(α<1!Ca ). 

αtop = ~ 
ltα孟 t;C，α)• 

(2.7.8) 

where Ca and α are the same as those in Eq. (2.3.2). When the肱刈el2 is 

selected， αtop is determined fr叩

ん
叩
ア
ル

A
A
 

向日
『α

 

u" 
(2.7.9) 

where the terms ~ and xt. are the same as those in Eq. (2.3.6). This slip 

model is not used when the flow direction is negative or flow condition is one 

ph錨 e;the hαnogeneous flow model is used for these cas回.

The steam separator actually has two flow path， that is. the upward 

鶴岡rated steam flow and the downward liquid flow. Since the rate of vapor 

carry under may influence the mixture level calculation for the downcα胎 r

node. the separated steam flow is obtained using a separation efficiency 

specified by the user as 
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= r}Vg, (2.7.10)

where

Wg = steam flow rate through junction,

Wjj = separated steam flow that will be added to the vapor region of

downcomer node,

t) = steam separation efficiency.

The steam separator efficiency t) is specified by the user as a function

of the mixture level in the downcomer.

The liquid component of the junction flow and the rest of the steam flow

will be added to the mixture region of the downcomer node.

2.8 Jet Pump Model

The momentum flux term plays an important role in the momentum balance

for jet pumps. The jet pump model of ALARM-B14) was incorporated in THYDE-B1.

ALARM-B1 had two methods of solution: one model ignored the temporal momentum

change of the suction flow, while the other did not. The former was

incorporated in THYDE-B1.

In THYDE-B1, two options can be selected for the treatment of the

momentum flux terms in conjunction with the mixture level in the downcomer. In

the first model the momentum flux terms are considered throughout the

transient, while they are neglected after the mixture level drops below the

top of a jet pump in the second model.

(1) Model 1

The characteristic magnitude of a jet pump is shown in Fig.2.8.1. A jet

pump is treated as a combination of three junctions that

correspond .respectively, to the flow path from downcomer to point 1, from

recirculation pipe to point 1, and from point 1 to lower plenum. Assuming

that :

(i) Pi , P2, P3 are constant over the cross section,

(ii) fluid is incompressible,
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時 =η，W9 • (2.7.10 ) 

where 

W9 steam flow rate through junction. 

時 separatedsteam flow that will be added to the vapor region of 

downcαner node. 

η= steam separation efficiency. 

The steam separator efficiency ηis specified by the user as a function 

of the mixture level in the downcomer. 

The 1iquid c側関nentof the junction flow and the r回 tof the steam flow 

will be added to the mixture region of the downcomer node. 

2.8 Jet Pump 刊odel

The mαnentum flux term plays an important role in the m側 entumbalance 

for jet pumps. The jet pump model of ALARM-B14) was incorporated in 官町田一B1.

ALARM-B1 had two methods of solution: one model ignored the t剖 poralm叩 lentum

change of the suction flow. while the other did not. The former was 

incorporated in THY回一B1.

In 官官斑~B1. two options can be selected for the treatment of the 

m側 entumflux terms in conjunction with the mixture level in the downc側 er.In 

the first model the mαnentum flux terms are considered throughout the 

transient. while they are neglected after the mixture level drops below the 

top of a jet pump in the second model. 

(t) Model 1 

The characteristic magnitude of a jet pump is shown in Fig.2.8.1. A jet 

pump is treated as a c叩 bination of three junctions that 

correspond .respectively， to the flow path frαn downc叩 lerto阿 int1， fr叩

recirculation pipe to point 1， and fr叩 point to lower p~enum. Assuming 

that 

(i) P¥ ， P2. P3 are constant over the cross section. 

(ii) fluid is inc棚 pr田 sible，

F
D
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2 p
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Fig. 2.8.1 Characteristic Magnitude of Jet Pump
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(c) (d)

Fig. 2.8.2 Flow Patterns of Jet Pump
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Fig. 2.8.1 Characteristic Magnitude of Jet Pump 
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Fig. 2.8.2 Flow Patterns of Jet Pump 
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(iii) mixing of Vfe and Wb is completed within L] ,

(iv) the inertia of the suction flow can be neglected,

the momentum equations for the three junctions are given by:

— (-)j^7 = PI-PL+AP..J+ — 4 ( \ - •!) - ~) - tS>gravJ
9c A dt pj 2 AR AC AH

- AP/rie,j, (2.8.1)

1 ,L
( ) D b | . . o « r « . . D / r i c . D p . (2.8.2)

gc A dt

0 = Ps-P]+AP..s-APgrai,,s-AP/Hc.s. (2.8.3)

where the subscripts J, D, and S refer to the throat, the drive, and the

suction flow, respectively, and

Pi = pressure at top of jet pump (point 1 in Fig.2.8.1),

Ps = pressure of the node representing outside of core shroud,

PD = pressure of the node representing jet pump drive line,

PL = pressure of the node representing inside of the core shroud,

AL = flow area of lower plenum,

AP» = pressure drop due to change in momentum flux,

AP,j = momentum flux at jet pump throat.

The momentum flux terms are determined with the consideration of the

effect of flow directions of three junctions. Four flow patterns illustrated

in Fig.2.8.2 are considered.

(a) VD>0, VS>0, WJX),

AP..j =—Lr(r-
 + 4)« (2.8.4)

gcPiA« As AD

AP..O = -=?-(-£- - -=), (2.8.5)
2gcpo Ajipe AD

W? 1 1
AP..S = - ^ - ( - 5 5>. (2.8.6)

2gcps Aao,,n AS
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(iii) mixing of Ws and WD is completed wi thin Ll・
(iv) the inertia of the suction flow can be neglected， 

the mαnentum equations for the three junctions are given by: 

t .L. dWJ W'i • t. t 1 . 
ー(ー)Jーーニ=Pl-PL+~..J+ .::.;:. {ー(一一一〉一一-
gc A . dtρJ  '2' AR AE' AR 

- ~fric.J ， 

1 .L. dWn -←)0 _.." =向-Pl+ AP・ .0-~grav.0-~fric.0+~p， 
gc A . dt 

o = PS-Pl +~..S-~gr白川-~fric.S ，

- ~graυ.J 

(2.8. t ) 

(2.8.2) 

(2.8.3) 

where the subscripts J， D， and S refer to the thr伺 t，the drive， and the 

suction flow， respectively， and 

Pl pressure at top of jet pump (point 1 in Fig.2.8.1)， 

Ps pressure of the n叫 erepresenting outside of core shroud， 

Po pressure of the node representing jet pump drive line， 

PL = pressure of the node repr伺 entinginside of the core shroud， 

AL flow area of lower plenum， 

~. pr笛 suredrop due to change in mαnentum flux， 

~・ .J = mαnentum flux at jet pump throat. 

The mαnentum flux terms are determined with the consideration of the 

effect of flow directions of three junctions. Four flow patterns illustrated 

in Fig.2.8.2 are considered. 

(a) WD>O， Ws>O， WJ>O， 

1 ，W~. WD 
'..J 一一一(ー+ー)， 

gcρlAn 'As • M 
~.n =~(~一一~)
-.1'匂cρD 、~ipe AB' 

AP.s-1Lc-L-1) ー、ー.

・・ 2gcρs
、
Aao..n M 

(2.8.4) 

(2.8.5) 

(2.8.6) 
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Pi = p ( P | , h t ) . (2 .8 .7)

hi = (Wshs+WDhD)/Wj , (2 .8 .8)

Pi = Wj/(—+—), (2.8.9)
PS PD

where Apipe = drive pipe flow area,

4fo»n = downcomer flow area,

Ps = suction fluid density,

Pi = throat fluid density,

Pi = fluid density at the cross section 1,

h| = specific enthalpy.

(2.8.10)

(2.8.11)

(b)

for

and

WD<0-

W0<0,

• Us>0

AP..J

AP..0

AP..s

Pi =

Ws>0

hi =

PD =

for Wn>0,

, Wj<0, and I /BX) , b

W?
g PIAMAJ ' Jel

ry

2gcpo A2 ipe A^ril

Wg 1 1
2g c ps AaOmn As

p ( P | , h | ) ,

and Wj<0 ,

- (Wshs-Wjhj )/WD ,

w Wy Ws

P^ PD
Ws<0 and Wj>0 ,

s < 0 , Vj>0,

- A , | W J IAi 1 1 >

~ ) i Adriue A | W °
^ ' w S

(2.8.12)

(2.8.13)

(2.8.14)

(2.8.15)

h, = hD, (2.8.16)

pj = PD, • (2.8.17)

Ps = PD, (2.8.18)

where hs = suction flow enthalpy,

he = drive flow enthalpy,
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ρρ(PJ .hJ ). 

hJ (WShS+WDhD )!WJ 

Ws. WD 
ρJ = WJ/(一+ー)• 

ρsρD 

where Apipe dr i ve pipe flow area. 

んお附 downcαner f10w area. 

ρ's = suction fluid density. 
PJ throat f1uid density. 

ρf1uid density at the cross section 1. 

hJ = specific entha1py. 

(b) I"D<O， l"s>O. WJく:0. and I"D>O. Ws<O. I"J>O. • 

企P・J ニ W1 • A加=AsI竺1.
9cρJAnAJet Ws 

企P・ D ニ~(~ _ _ ... _1_). A.Jriue = AsIWDI. 
29cρ'D A~ipe A品川 崎

Ws ， 1 、
一《一一一 一 一 ‘凶・ 29cρ'S\~o附 p;s' 
ρρ(PJ .hJ ). 

for WD<O， Ws>O and WJ<O • 

hJ 一(Wshs-WJhJ)!WD ， 

WJ Ws 
ρD = WD/C一一一)， 

ρJρD 

and for WD/O， Ws<O and WJ>O • 

hJ ニ hD，

ρJρ'D， 

ρsρD. 

where hs = suction f10w entha1py. 

hl) = drive flow entha1py， 
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(2.8.8) 

(2.8.9) 

(2.8.10) 

(2.8.11) 

(2.8.12) 

(2.8.13) 

(2.8.14) 

(2.8.15) 

(2.8.16) 

(2.8.17) 

(2.8.18) 
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( c ) WD<0, WSX), WJ>0, and WD>0, Ws<0, Wj<0, ,

AP.., = - ^ - 2 , Aj.t=As\-\, (2.8.19)
AA§ Ws

AP..o = -^-(-4 r—) . Adr̂ u. = As l - I , (2.8.20)
2gcP0 Ajjipe ASriue Ws

where i f |Vfo | ^ |WsA/)/As I* ^nue =A).

and i f |WD I > |WsAo/As I, A ^ e =AslWD/Vs|,

AP..s = - ^ - ( - 1
? - - 4 ) ' • (2.8.21)

2gc Ps ASOTO, A§
Pi = P(Pi .h i ) , (2.8.22)

for WD<0, WSX) and Wj>0 ,

h, = h s , (2.8.23)

P̂  - PS, (2.8.24)

PD = Ps. (2.8.25)

and for WoX), Ws<0 and W.K0 ,

hi = - (Wohp-Wjhj )/Ws , (2 .8.26)

Ps = Vs/(- - - ) . (2.8.27)
PS PD

(d ) !tb<0, Ws<0, Wj<0, ,

W?
AP».j = , (2.8.28)

A
APB,D = same as (a), (2.8.29)

AP».s = same as (b), (2.8.30)

Pi = p(P | ,h | ) , (2.8.31)

h i = h j , (2.8.32)

PS=PJ, (2.8.33)
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(c) WD<O. WS>O， ItlJ>O， and WD>O， WS<O， WJ<O， ， 

WiAI一-
AP..J =ーよとら， AJet = As I~I ， 。cρ，AHAS Ws 

D =1L(ー---ー)， Adriυe = AsIWD 1， 
29cPD A3wA3nυe Ws 

where if IWD I壬 IWsAo/As I ， I¥J川 e =Av， 

and if同 I> I WsAo/As ! ， I¥Jriυe =As !WD!WS ! ， 

AP. 可~(.ーL-1 】.
..-' 2gcρs 必。酬 ~"

ρ， = p(P， .h，). 

for WD<O. WS>O and WJ>O ， 

h， = hs. 

ρρs， 

ρ'D ρs. 

and for WD>O. WS<O叩 dWJ<O ， 

h，ー (WDhD-WJhJ)!WS • 

WJ WD 
ρ'S = WS/ (一一一)， 

ρJρD  

(d) ItlD<O. ItlS<O， J，の<0，• 

W~ 
or..J :=ーー一一一一，

gcp，AH 
AP・.D= same as (a). 

AP・.s= same as (b)， 

p，ρ(P， ，ht ). 

h， = hJ. 

ρ'S ρJ， 

一29-

(2.8.19) 

(2.8.20) 

(2.8.21 ) 

(2.8.22) 

(2.8.23) 

(2.8.24) 

(2.8.25) 

(2.8.26) 

(2.8.27) 

(2.8.a) 

(2.8.29) 

(2.8.30) 

(2.8.31 ) 

(2.8.32) 

(2.8.33) 
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PD = PJ. ' (2 .8 .34)

where A»=Ao +As.

The frictional pressure drop AP/rjC is calculated by the method given in

section 2.6. The gravitational pressure drop APgrau for the suction and the

drive flows are obtained from Eq.(2.5,2). As for the throat flow, the head of

the fluid in the jet pump diffusers must be considered. Equation (2.5.2) is

replaced by

(2.8.35)

for the throat flow, where p; is the density of fluid flowing through the

throat junction.

(2) Model 2

The second model is the same as the Model 1 except that the momentum flux

terms are ignored when the mixture level of downcomer becomes lower than the

jet pump suction nozzle.

2.9 Recirculation Pump Model

The centrifugul pump model of THYDE-B1/MODI is almost equivalent to that

of RELAP4/M0D58) except that the pump is treated in a junction model in

THYDE-B1 while it is treated as a volume in RELAP4.

The performance of a centrifugal pump is represented by a set of

homologous curves describing the relationships among normalized head h,

normalized pump speed a, normalized flow v, and normalized torque (i. An

example of such curves is illustrated in Fig.2.9.1 and Fig.2.9.2, where the

definitions of normalized variables are as follows.

a = co/cofi, (2.9.1)

h = H/HR , (2.9.2)

v = Q/QR , (2.9.3)
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ρD ρJ・ (2.8.34) 

where An =Ao +As . 

The frictiona1 pressure drop APjric is ca1cu1ated by the method given in 

section 2.6. The gravitationa1 pressure drop APgr日u for the suction and the 

drive f10ws are obtained from Eq. (2.5.2). As for the throat f1ow. the head of 

the f1uid in the jet pump diffusers must be considered. Equation (2.5.2) is 

rep1aced by 

rZ，・o.t
M'qra!1 旦ト (LJ+l2+l....J)ρj - I Poutdz). (2.8.お)

9c JZp •o• t 

for the throat f1ow， where ρis the density of f1uid f10wing through the 

throat junction. 

(2) Mode1 2 

The second mode1 is the same as the Mode1 1 except that the mαnentum flux 

terms are ignored when the mixture 1eve1 of downcomer becomes 10wer than the 

jet pump suction nozz1e. 

2.9 Recircu1ation Pump Mode1 

The centrifugu1 pump mode1 of THYDE-Bl/MQDl is a1most equiva1ent to that 

of RELAP4/MQD58) except that the pump is treated in a junction mode1 in 

百fYDE-Blwhi1e it is treated as a vo1ume in阻l..AP4.

The performance of a centrifuga1 pump is represented by a set of 

homologous curves describing the re1ationships among norma1iz剖 head h. 

norma1ized pump speed αnorma1ized f10w v. and norma1ized torque s. An 

examp1e of such curves is i11ustrated in Fig.2.9.1 and Fig.2.9.2. where the 

definitions of norma1ized variab1es are as fo11ows. 

α=ω/ω'R. (2.9.1 ) 

h = H/HR ， (2.9.2) 

v = Q/QR t (2.9.3) 
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gu , (2.9.4)

where the subscript R indicates a rated condition and

co = pump speed,

H = pump head (APp/p, p=fluid density),

Q = volumetric flow rate,

Thy = hydraulic torque.

The user is required to provide tables of normalized head versus the

ratio of normalized pump speed and volumetric flow and normalized torque

versus the ratio of normalized pump speed and volumetric flow.

At the user's option, the degradation of pump performance for two-phase

flow conditions can be taken into account by the use of a separate sets of

homologous curves for head and torque for a degraded condition. These curves

are in the form of difference curves, that is, the degraded head and torque

are calculated as

(2.9.5)

(2.9.6)

where

subscript <pl = single phase value,

subscript p2 = two-phase fully degraded value,

Mu = multiplier on head difference curve,

NT = multiplier on torque difference curve,

a = void fraction of the flowing fluid (upstream condition).

Available data base for degraded pump performance is very limited.

Figures 2.9.3, 2.9.4 and Table 2.9.1 shows an example of such curves.

The differential pressure change APP is calculated by

APP = PiH.

where p, is the fluid density of the upstream node.
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日=Th!J/Th!J.R ， (2.9.4) 

where the subscript R indicates a rated condition and 

ω= purnp speed， 

H = pump head (企Pp/ρ，ρ=f1uiddensity)， 

Q = volurnetric flow rate， 

Th!J hydraulic torque. 

The user is required to provide tables of normalized head versus the 

ratio of normalized pump speed and volurnetric flow and normalized torque 

versus the ratio of normalized purnp speed and volurnetric flow. 

At the user ・soption， the degradation of pump performance for two-phase 

flow conditions can be taken into account by the use of a separate sets of 

homologous curves for head and torque for a degraded condition. These curves 

are in the form of difference curves， that is， the degraded head and torque 

are calculated as 

H=HψJ -!1H(α) (HψJ-H"，2 ) (2.9.5) 

Thy = T.ψJ -!1r(α) (T，ψJ-T"，2 ) (2.9.6) 

where 

subscript ~1 = single phase value， 

subscript 倍 two-phasefully degraded value， 

~~ = multlplier on head difference curve， 

Mr = multiplier on torque difference curve， 

α= void fraction of the flowing fluid (upstream condition). 

Available data base for degraded pump performance is very limited. 

Figures 2.9.3，2.9.4 and Table 2.9.1 shows an example of such curv回.

The differential pressure change aPp is calculated by 

企Pp=ρjH. 

where ρis the fluid density of the upstream node. 

向。
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The coast down of a pump after the power supply has been shut off by the

input trip signal, is calculated by a momentum conservation equation for the

pump rotor.

I T,
dt

where

7 = net torque,

I = moment of inertia,

( = time.

The total pump torque is obtained by considering the hydraulic torque

from the homologous curves, the pump frictional torque, and the motor torque

as :

T = - Thu - Tjric + TKOt

where

T/r.e = frictional torque,

7»ot = motor torque.

The frictional torque is calculated as a cubic function of pump speed as

Tfnc = Co + Ci(—) + C2(— Y +C3(—)3,
UR COR COR

where Co, C\, C? and C3 are constants given by the user.

The motor torque before the pump motor has been shut off is calculated as

a function of pump speed. An example of torque/speed relationship for an

induction motor is given in Fig.2.9.5.

The heat addition to the fluid due to energy dissipation in the pump is

ignored in THYDE-B1.
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The coast down of a pump after the power supply has been shut off by the 

input trip signal， is calculated by a momentum conservation equation for the 

pump rotor. 

I
dw

ニ T，
dt 

where 

T = net torque. 

Iニ momentof inertia. 

time. 

The total pump torque is obtained by considering the hydraulic torque 

from the homologous curves. the pump frictional torque. and the motor torque 

as 

T = -Th~ -Tfric 十 T悶ot

where 

ηric frictional torque. 

T，.ot motor torque. 

The frictional torque is calculated as a cubic function of pump speed as 

Tfroc 匂+C， (と) + C2 (丘)2 +凸(と)3.
ωRωRωR  

where Co. C，. C2 and C3 are constants given by the user. 

The motor torque before the pump motor has been shut off is calculated as 

a function of pump speed. An example of torque/speed relationship for an 

induction motor is given in Fig.2.9.5. 

The heat addition to the fluid due to energy dissipation in the pump is 

ignored in 1干fYDE-Bl.
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HVR
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Normal turbine
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Fig.2.9.3 Single-Phase Homologous Head Curves for
1-1/2 Loop MOD-1 Semiscale Pumps (Reference 8)
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Table 2.9.1 Head Multiplier and Void Fraction DataCReference 8)
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1.00
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Fig.2.9.5 Torque versus Speed, Type 93A Pump Motor
(Rated Voltage) (Reference 8)
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Table 2.9.1 Head Mu1tip1ier and Void Fraction Data(Reference 8) 

出旦iα 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.10 

0.05 0.15 

0.80 0.24 

0.96 0.30 
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Fig.2.9.5 Torque versus Speed， Type 93A Pump Motor 
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2.10 Main Steam Line Model

The steam flow rate through the main steam lines can be calculated by the

use of the leak junction model described in section 2.12 or by use of a model

similar to SAFE12' . This section describes the latter model.

The functions of the turbine flow control valves , the main steam line

isolation valves, and the flow restrictors are taken into account in this

model. The steam line flow is determined as the smaller of the flow allowed by

the turbine control valves and the flow allowed by the isolation valves. The

turbine control valves are controlled by the pressure just upstream the

valves P\j to give a flow rate of

WST = W S R C - ^ ^ ) , (2.10.1)
Gs

where

WST = flow allowed by the turbine control valves,

WSR = rated flow rate (junction flow rate at initial state ),

Pus = pressure set point,

Gs = controller regulation band (input constant).

The upstream pressure is expressed as

Pu = P-APR(—)
2, (2.10.2)

WSR

where

APR = pressure drop for rated flow (input constant),

P= steam dome pressure (pressure of the node representing the outside of

core shroud.

The controller set point is determined as

Pus = PR - APR - Qs, (2.10.3)

where
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2.10 Main Steam Line Model 

The steam flow rate through the main steam lines凶 nbe calculated by the 

use of the leak junction model described in section 2.12 or by use of a m叫 el

similar to SAFE12) • This section describes the latter m叫 el.

The functions of the turbine flow control valv回， the main steam line 

isolatlon valves， and the flow restrictors are taken into account in this 

model. The steam line flow is determined as the smaller of the flow allowed by 

the turbine control valves and the flow allowed by the isolation valves. The 

turbine control valves are controlled by the pressure just upstre訓 the

valves Pu to give a flow rate of 

町一PUS
Wsr = WSR (一一一一) ， 

Gs 

where 

where 

耐 flowallowed by the turbine control valves， 

WSR rated flow rate (junction flow rate at initial state )， 

PUS pressure set point， 

Gs controller regulation band (input constant). 

The upstre創npressure is expressed as 

Pu = P一企PR(-監)2，
WSR 

企PR pressure drop for rated flow (input constant)， 

(2.10.1) 

(2.10.2) 

P= steam dome pressure (pressure of the node representing the outside of 

core shroud. 

The controller set point is determined as 

PUS = PR - APR - Gs， (2.10.3) 

where 
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PR= rated steam dome pressure (initial value of P).

The flow rate through the turbine control valve is obtained from

Eqs.(2.10.1), (2.10.2), and (2.10.3) as

Wsr = ̂ - ( V G S + M W + A P R + G S - P R ) -GS) , (2.10.4)
2APR

Considering the function of the flow restrictors, WST is bounded by

(2.10.5)

where WSTM is the maximum flow rate specified by the user.

The flow rate allowed by the isolation valve Wsi is calculated with the

consideration of the transitional flow area change as

Wsi =

. (t>tsig)

(2.10.6)

where tsig is the time at which the valve closure signal is actuated, and

T C is the time constant of the closing action. The actuation of the valve

closure signal can be specified with use of the trip control options described

in section 2.13.

2.11 Fill Systems and Mixing Efficiency Model

The EEC water injection systems and the feed water system can be modelled

in THYDE-B1 by a fill junction model. In this model the mass flow rate and the

specific enthalpy of the injected liquid are specified by the user as

functions of time or as functions of the pressure of the node at the outlet

side of the junction. The trip control option for the actuation of fill

systems is described in section 2.13.
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PR= rated steam d叩 epr笛 sure(initial value of P). 

The flow rate through the turbine control valve is obtained fr明

白s.(2.10.1)， (2.10.2)， and (2.10.3) as 

W訂=竺ι(~oS+企PR(P+出品-PR )一色) ， (2.10.4) 
2APR 

Considering the function of the flow restrictors， ~訂 is bounded by 

O孟 WST壬WSTH (2.10.5) 

where WSTM is the maximum flow rate specified by U".e user. 

The flow rate allowed by the isolation valve WSI is calculated with the 

consideration of the transitional flow area change錨

fWS'fH， (t>tsig) 

WSI = ~ WSTH ( 1一{(t-t吋 )/Tc}4) ， (tsig壬t孟しig+Tc)， 

lO. (t>tsig+Tc) 

(2.10.6) 

where tsig is the time at which the valve closure signal is actuated， and 

Tc is the time constant of the closing action. The actuation of the valve 

closure signal can be specified with use of the trip control options descri出d

in section 2.13. 

2.11 Fill Systems and Mixing Efficiency M吋el

The EOC water injection syst聞 sand the feed water syst叩 canbe modelled 

四百町回一Blby a fill junction model. In this model the mass flow rate and the 

specific enthalpy of the injected liquid are specified by the user as 

functions of time or as functions of the pr笛 sureof the node at the outlet 

side of the junction. The trip control option for the actuation of fill 

syst側 sis descri国din section 2.13. 
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Since the coolant injected by the BCCS is usually highly subcooled and

the system pressure response is strongly influenced by the degree of the

mixing of injected liquid and steam inside the pressure vessel, a special

model is provided to take the mixing efficiency into consideration. This model

can be used only for junctions connected to a three-region node; complete

mixing is assumed for injections to homogeneous nodes.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.11.1, the incompleteness of the mixing can be

taken into account by adjusting the distribution of the injected mass and

energy into three regions. This distribution is determined as a function of

the elevations of the subnode boundaries with use of a set of mixing

efficiency parameters given by the user.

Figure 2.11.2 shows an illustration of possible three cases. The first

case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the steam region. In this case,

the vapor condensation rate is calculated by the same model as SAFE. This is

expressed as

= F 9 - m i n { 1 ,
Z / i " Zg'} - (.hf-h/m ) • W/<M , (2.11.1)

Wcond = - ^ ~ . (2.11.2)
hg-h/

where

Qg = heat transfer rate from vapor to injected liquid,

= rate of vapor condensation,

= specific enthalpy of injected liquid,

= mass flow rate of injected liquid,

h/ = specific enthalpy of saturated liquid,

hg = specific enthalpy of saturated vapor.

The parameters Fg and L^ are the mixing efficiency and the length which

is required for mixing, respectively, and they must be given by the user. The

values of Fg=0.95 and Lg=1.0 feet are recommended in reference 21 for a high

pressure injection system (HPCI), which supplies water into the downcomer
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Since the c∞lant inject凶 bythe EOCS is usually highly subcooled and 

the syst叩 pressurer回 po悶 eis strongly influenced by the degree of the 

mixing of inject凶 liquid and steam inside the pressure v回 sel，a s開 cial

model is provided to take the mixing efficiency into consideration. This model 

伺 n be used only for junctions connected to a three-region node; c叩 plete

mixing is assumed for injections to hαnogeneous nod回.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.11.1， the incαnpleteness of the mixing can be 

taken into account by adjusting the distribution of the injected mass and 

energy into three regions. This distribution is determined as a function of 

the elevations of the subnode boundaries with use of a set of mixing 

efficiency parameters given by the user. 

Figure 2.11.2 shows an illustration of possible three cases. The first 

case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the steam region. In this case， 

the vapor condensation rate is calculated by the same model鎚品FE. This is 

expressed鎚

where 

Zj i 1/-'z.g. 
弘=九-minli--E-i-(hf-hfttl)・Wjill ， 

Eゐ
W"nnd 一一一，

hg-hj 

弘 heattransfer rate frαn vapor to injected liquid， 

Wcond rate of vapor condensation， 

hjill = specific enthalpy of injected liquid. 

Wfill = mass flow rate of injected liquid， 

hj specific enthalpy of saturated liquid， 

hg specific enthalpy of saturated vapor. 

(2.11 .1 ) 

(2.11.2) 

The parameters Fg and lq are the mixing efficiency and the le昭 thwhich 

is r伺 uiredfor mixing， res開 ctively，and they must be given by the user. The 

values of 九=0.95and lq=1 .0 feet are rec叩 mendedin reference 21 for a high 

pr回 sureinjection syst倒(阻む).which suppli回 waterinto the downcomer 
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through feed water spargers. As for core sprays, the authors recommend the

values of Fg=l. and Lg=0.1m.

The condensed vapor Wcond and its enthalpy hgWcond will be subtracted

from the vapor region and added to the injected liquid.

The second case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the mixture

region. As shown in Fig.2.11.2, this case is encountered when the elevation of

a fill junction is located within the range of the mixture region. And this

case also occurs when the subcooled liquid injected to the vapor region is not

fully mixed with vapor in that region.

In the mixture region, the mixing of the injected liquid with the

two-phase mixture is assumed to occur in a limited part in the region. The

amount of the two-phase mixture that is mixed with the injected liquid is

assumed to be proportional to the injection rate. It is calculated as

W. = F.-Z/i'i"Z>l-W/iii (2.11.3)

where W, is the amount of mixture mixed with the injected liquid per unit

time. Fm and l^ are a mixing efficiency and a length factor of the mixing,

respectively, and they must be given by the user. If this amount of saturated

mixture is mixed with the injected liquid, the amount and the specific

enthalpy of the resultant fluid become

V.,-, = W. + W/.-M, (2.11.4)

h.iX = > (2.11.5)
"mix

where

h" = average enthalpy of the saturated mixture region,

W»iX = flow rate of mixed flow,

h»ix = specific enthalpy of mixed fluid.

If this fluid is saturated (h],iI>h/), it will be added to the mixture
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through feed water spargers. As for core sprays， the authors r回 αnmendthe 

va1ues of Fg=l. and 19=O.lm. 

The condensed va卯 r Wcond and i ts entha1py hgWco吋 wil1 be subtracted 

frαn the vapor region and added to the injected 1iquid. 

The second case is the injection of subcoo1ed 1iquid into the mixture 

region. As shown in Fig.2.11.2， this case is encountered when the e1evation of 

a fi11 junction is 10cated within the range of the mixture region. And this 

case a1so occurs when the subc∞1ed 1iquid injected to the vapor region is not 

fu11y mix剖 withvapor in that region. 

1n the mixture region， the mixing of the injected 1iquid with the 

two-phase mixture is assumed to occur in a 1imited part in the region. The 

訓 ount of the two-phase mixture that is mixed with the injected 1iquid is 

assumed to be proportiona1 to the injection rate. 1t is ca1cu1ated as 

Zfi 11-1.1 W. = F..一一一一，Wfi
L. 

(2.11.3) 

where W. is the amount of mixture mixed with the injected 1iquid per unit 

time. Fm and Lm are a mixing efficiency and a 1ength factor of the mixing， 

respective1y， and they must be given by the user. 1f this amount of saturat剖

mixture is mixed with the injected 1iquid. the amount and the specific 

entha1py of the resu1tant f1uid bec叩 e

Wlliz = W. + Wjill. (2.11.4) 
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where 

h. = average entha1py of the saturated mixture region. 

W.ix f10w rate of mixed f1ow. 

h.ix specific entha1py of mixed f1uid. 

If this fluid is saturated (h.ix>hj). i t wil1 be added to the mixture 
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region, and if not, it will be added to the subcooled liquid region.

The authors recommend the values of F,=l. and L»=0., which correspond to

100% efficiency, for the core sprays because a good mixing can be expected in

the upper plenum and in the core channel. And the values of F»=0.0 and

Lg=l.m which correspond to 0% mixing efficiency, could be recommended for

other safety injections from the conservative point of view. The use of lower

mixing efficiency yields higher calculated pressure and, consequently, lower

flow rates of safety injections. However, it is best to use experimentally

supported data as far as possible.

The last case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the subcooled

liquid region. In this case, all the injected liquid will be added to the

subcooled region.

2.12 Leak Flow Model

The breaks and the relief or safety valves can be represented by a leak

junction model. Following two ways of modelling are allowed.

(1) Calculate mass flow rate as a function of time or node pressure given

by the user,

(2) Calculate mass flow rate by critical flow models in the code.

As for method (1 ), the user must specify the flow rate by a table of following

types.

(l.a) a table of time versus mass flow rate

(l.b) a table of upstream node pressure versus mass flow rate

(l.c) a table of upstream node pressure versus mass flux

As for method (2), following models can be used.

(2.a) Incompressible Liquid Flow Model

This is a model for the case in which critical flow does not occur. This

model determines the flow rate as

W = C0AV2p;gc(P0-Pb) . (2.12.1)

- 4 2 -
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region. and if not. it wi11 be added to the subcoo1ed 1iquid region. 

The authors recαnmend the va1ues of F.=l. and L.=O.. which correspond to 

100% efficiency. for the core sprays because a good mixing can be expected in 

the upper p1enum and in the ∞re channe1. And the va1ues of 凡=0.0 and 

19=1.m which correspond to 0% mixing efficiency. cou1d be recαnmended for 

other safety injections frαn the conservative point of view. The use of 10wer 

mixing efficiency yie1ds higher ca1cu1ated pressure and. consequent1y. 10wer 

f10w rates of safety injections. However. it is best to use experimenta11y 

supported data as far as possib1e. 

The 1ast case is the injection of subcoo1ed 1iquid into the subcoo1ed 

1iquid region. In this case， a11 the injected 1iquid wi11 be add剖 tothe 

subcoo1ed region. 

2.12 L伺 kF10w Mode1 

The breaks and the re1ief or safety va1ves can be represented by a 1eak 

junction mode1. Fo11owing two ways of mode11ing are a11owed. 

(1 ) Ca1cu1ate mass f10w rate as a function of time or node pressure given 

by the user， 

(2) Ca1cu1ate mass f10w rate by critica1 f10w mode1s in the code. 

As for method (1)， the user must specify the f10w rate by a tab1e of fo11owing 

types. 

(l.a) a tab1e of time versus mass f10w rate 

(1 .b) a tab1e of upstre訓 nodepressure versus mass f10w rate 

(l.c) a tab1e of upstream node pressure versus mass f1ux 

As for meth叫 (2)，fo1lowing mode1s can be used. 

(2.a) Inc叩 pressibleLiquid F10w恥 del

This is a mode1 for the case in which critica1 f10w does not ∞cur. This 

model determines the flow rate as 

W = CDA/2P舟 (PO-Pb) ， (2.12.1 ) 
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where

Co = discharge coefficient,

A = junction flow area,
Pi = fluid density evaluated from upstream node condition,

Po = stagnation pressure (upstream node pressure is used),
Pb = sink pressure given as input.

(2.b) Moody Model l8)

(2.c) Henry-Fauske Model 19)

(2.d) Homogeneous Equilibrium Model 20)

The flow rate for models (2.b), (2.c) and (2.d) is calculated by built-in

tables of mass flux as a function of stagnation enthalpy and stagnation

pressure. The tables were cited from RELAP4/M0D5 8) .

Since the applicable ranges of above models differ from each other, the

user can specify three models for application to subcooled liquid, saturated

mixture and super heated steam, respectively. The discharge coefficients to be

used are also allowed to be different.

In addition the user can specify a quality range, in which the flow rate

are determined by a linear interpolation between the flow rates determined by

two models, that is, the flow rate is determind as :

W = AC0subGsub(ho,Po), (for z<0) (2.12.2)

W = (*'""" X)ACP s u bG s u b(ho,Pc>)
X(ran I

+ (—^-)ACDsatGsat (ho ,Po), (for O^x<Xtran\) (2.12.3)
Xtran\

W = ACDsatGsat(ho,Po) (Tor Xttm\*X<Xtnri>) . (2.12.4)

- 4 3 -
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A = junction flow area， 
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ρ =  fluid density evaluated frαn u開 treamnode condition， 

Po = stagnation pr錨 sure(upstre訓 nodepressure is used)， 

Pb = sink pressure given as input. 

(2. b)肋叫yModel 18) 

(2. c) Henry-Fauske Model 19) 

(2.d) Hαn喝 eneousEquilibrium Model 20) 

The flow rate for models (2.b)， (2.c) and (2.d) is calculated by built-in 

tabl回 of mass flux as a function of stagnation enthalpy and stagnation 

pr回 sure.The tabl回 werecited frαn RELAP4;MX汚 8)

Since the applicable ranges of above models differ frαn each other， the 

user can specify three models for application to subc∞led liquid， saturated 

mixture and super heated steam， respectively. The discharge c伺 fficientsto be 

used are also allowed to be different. 

In addition the user can specify a quality range， in which the flow rate 

are determined by a linear interpolation between the flow rat錨 determined by 

two models， that is， the flow rate is determind as 

..， = ACOsubGsub (ho ，PO ) ， (forχ<0) 

χIranl~χ w = <ー一一一一)ACVsubGsub(ho .Po) 
χIranl 

+ <ー xー )ACosロIGsat(ho，町)， (for 0孟χ<χtranl) 
χlranl 

W = ACOsalGsat (ho ，Po) (for Xt~anl 壬χ<χtran2) 
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W = ( * X )ACDsatGsat (ho,Po)
1-XtranZ

rOn2 )ACDl)apGuap (h0,PO ) . (for XtranZ^X< 1 ) (2 .12.5)
\~Xtran2

W = ACDuapGuap(ho.Po) (for l ^ ) (2 .12.6)

where

% = quality evaluated at (Po.ho ).

Co = discharge coefficients specified by the user,

G(ho,Po) = mass flux determined by the model selected by the user,

Xt,-an\ and Xtran2 - transition qualities specified by the user,

and the subscripts sub, sat, vap indicate the subcooled, saturated and

single-phase steam conditions, respectively.

In the course of a LOCA transient, the pressure in the reactor cooling

system eventually drops near the pressure outside the system and critical flow

conditions will be terminated. Considering this possibility, the flow rate for

the incompressible flow model is calculated at any time and this flow rate

will be adopted as the junction flow rate if it becomes larger than the value

for the critical flow model selected by the user.

When the pressure of the upstream node drops below the pressure outside

the break Pt, the flow direction will be reversed. In this case, the junction

flow rate is calculated by the incompressible flow model and the fluid

enthalpy h;-, is assumed to be that of saturated steam.

h> = hg(Pb). (2.12.7)

The stagnation properties are determined from the pressure and specific

enthalpy of the inlet node of the junction ( node from which break flow goes

out ). If this inlet node is a three-region node, they are determined from the

fluid properties of the subnode to which the junction is facing. In this case,

the upstream specific enthalpy can be discontinuously changed due to the
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1-χ 
'tI = (一一一一一)ACOsatGsat(ho .PO) 

1~χtran2 

χ-χtran2 
+(一一一一一)ACOuapGv即 (ho.Po). (for χtran2孟χ<1)

1-χt r日n2 ・ 1

'tI = ACovapGuap (ho • Po ) (for 1豆χ)

where 

χ= qua1ity eva1uated at CPo.ho). 

CO = discharge coefficients specified by the user. 

(2.12.5) 

(2.12.6) 

G(ho.Po) = mass f1ux determined by the mode1 se1ected by the user. 

χIml1l and χtmn2 transition qua1ities specified by the user. 

and the subscripts sub. sαt， 凶 p indicate the subcoo1ed. saturated and 

sing1e-phase steam conditions. respective1y. 

In the course of a LOCA transient. the pressure in the reactor coo1ing 

system eventua11y drops near the pressure outside the syst側 andcritica1 f10w 

conditions wi11 be terminated. Considering this possibi1ity， the f10w rate for 

the incompressib1e f10w mode1 is ca1cu1ated at any time and this f10w rate 

wiU国 adoptedas the junction f10w rate if it becomes 1arger than the va1ue 

for the critica1 f10w mode1 se1ected by the user. 

When the pressure of the upstream node drops be10w the pressure outside 

the break Pb. the f10w direction wi11 be reversed. In this case. the junction 

f10w rate is ca1cu1ated by the incompressib1e f10w mode1 and the f1uid 

entha1py hj • is assumed to be that of saturated steam. 

hj = hgcPb). (2.12.7) 

The stagnation properties are determined frαn the pressure and specific 

entha1py of the in1et node of the junction ( node fr叩 whichbreak f10w goes 

out ). If this in1et node is a three-region node. they are determined fr叩 the

f1uid properties of the subnode to which the junction is facing. In this伺 se.

the upstream specific entha1py can be discontinuous1y changed due to the 
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moving subnode boundaries. To avoid this discontinuous enthalpy change, the

upstream enthalpy is determined by averaging the subnode enthalpies in a

certain range Uii (input constant), as illustrated in Fig.2.12.1. The value

Uix is given by the user as a junction diameter DIAMJ (See section 5.3(6)).

"«•'•,

mix

P , h • •
'leak

Fig. 2.12.1 Inlet Property Smoothing Method for Leak Junctions
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moving subn吋 e 加 undaries. To avoid this discontinuous enthalpy change， the 

upstream enthalpy is determined by averaging the subn吋 e enthalpi回 in a 

certain range L唱は (input constant)， as illustrated in Fig.2.12.1. The value 

」は isgiven by the user as a junction di訓 eterDIAMJ (See section 5.3(6)). 
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2.13 Hypothetical Valves and Trip Control Options

Each junction may have a hypothetical valve attached to it. These valves

control the junction flow by opening or closing actions. The transitional area

change is not considered but the valves are allowed only to be fully open or

fully closed.

A trip control logic is provided to initiate valve actions and other

trips.

The trip actions provided in THYDE-B1 are :

(1 ) termination of the calculation,

(2) opening or closing of the valves,

(3) pump trip,

(4) initiation of a leak,

(5) actuation of a fill system,

The system variables that can be monitored are :

(1) time,

(2) node pressure,

(3) liquid level of a three-region node,

(4) flow rate at a junction,

(5) difference between pressures of two nodes,

(6) difference between flow rate of two junctions.

Since liquid levels in BWRs are usually obtained from the measurement of

differential pressure between two points, the liquid level used for the trip

control is the collapsed level determined by next equation.

Zsjg = (l-a)-min {Zg,,Z2} +a-max {Z»i,Zi( , (2.13.1)

where

Zslg liquid level in a three-region node,

Zg» = upper boundary of mixture region,

Z»; = upper boundary of subcooled liquid region,

a = void fraction of mixture region,
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Each junction may have a hypothetical valve attached to it. These valves 

control the junction flow by opening or closing actions. The transitional area 

change is not considered but the valves are allowed only to be fully open or 

fully closed. 

A trip control logic is provided to initiate valve actions and other 

trips. 

The trip actions provided in THYDE-B1 are 

(1) termination of the calculation， 

(2) opening or closing of the valves. 

(3) pump trip， 

(4) initiation of a leak， 

(5) actuation of a fill system， 

The system variables that can be monitored are 

(l) time， 

(2) node pressure， 

(3) liquid level of a three-region node， 

(4) flow rate at a junction， 

(5) difference between pr回 suresof two nodes， 

(6) difference between flow rate of two junctions. 

Since liquid levels in BWRs are usually obtained fr叩 themeasurement of 

differential pressure between two points， the liquid level used for the trip 

control is the collapsed level determined by next equation. 

Zsig = (1-α)・min{Zg. .Z2} +α ・max{Z.l ，Zl } (2.13.1 ) 

where 

ZSig liquid level in a three-region node， 

zg. upper boundary of mixture region. 

Z.I upper boundary of subcooled liquid region， 

α= void fraction of mixture region. 
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Zi ,Z2 = elevations of level sensors, lower one and upper one,

respectively (input constants).

2.14 Heat Slab Model for Fuel Rods and Internal Structures

A one-dimentional heat slab model is provided for the representation of

the fuel rods and other structures in the primary system. The models for the

calculation of heat generation rate in the heat slabs is explained in section

2.15 while the heat transfer model that gives the boundary conditions for the

slabs is described in section 2.16.

The geometry of a heat slab is assumed to be rectangular or cylindrical

as shown in Fig.2.14.1. The number of the heat slabs is arbitrary. An

application example is shown in Fig.2.1.1. As can be seen in this figure, the

fuel rods are ,usually, axially divided into several heat slabs. The axial

conduction between heat slabs is not considered in this code. A heat slab is

allowed to have one or two(only for rectangular type) heat transfer surfaces

and each of the surface is allowed to face only one fluid node.

By nodalizing the heat slab, the heat conduction is represented by a heat

transfer circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.14.2. In this model, the node

temperature is obtained by

rfV 1
— =— Hln.n-l+q^l.n + Qn). (2.14.1)
dt Cn

Qn.n-I = — — (Ti.-Tn-|), (2.14.2)

where

n = node number ( 1 , 2 . . . , N ) ,

N = number of nodes,

Cn = heat capacity of node n,

q,, ,,-i = heat transfer rate from node n to node (n-1),

Qn = heat generation rate in node n,

rn(1.| = thermal resistance between node n and node (n-1).
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ZI.，Z2 elevations of level sensors， lo....er one and upper one， 

respectively (input constants). 

2.14 Heat Slab Model for Fuel Rods and Internal Structures 

A one-dimentional heat slab model is provided for the representation of 

the fuel rods and other structures in the primary system. The models for the 

calculation of heat generation rate in the heat slabs is explained in section 

2.15 ....hile the heat transfer model that gives the boundary conditions for the 

slabs is described in section 2.16. 

The geαnetry of a heat slab is assumed to be rectangular or cylindrical 

as shown in Fig.2.14.1. The number of the heat slabs is arbitrary. お1

application example is sho....n in Fig.2.1 .1. As can be seen in this figure， the 

fuel rods are ，usually， axially divided into several heat slabs. The axial 

conduction bet....een heat slabs is not considered in this code. A heat slab is 

allo....ed to have one or t....o(only for rectangular type) heat transfer surfaces 

and each of the surface is allo....ed to face only one fluid node. 

By nodalizing the heat slab， the heat conduction is represented by a heat 

transfer circuit illustrated in Fig. 2.14.2. In this model， the node 

temperature is obtained by 

afn 
一(-qn.n-I +qn.1 . n + Qn ) ， 

dt Cn 

qn，n-I (Tn-Tn-I )， 
rn.n-I 

....here 

n = node number 0，2... ，N)， 

N = number of nodes， 

Cn = heat capacity of node n， 

qn.n-! heat transfer rate fr棚 noden to node (n-1)， 

Q" heat generation rate in node n， 

rn，n-I thermal resistance bet....een node n and node (n-1). 
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The heat capacity and thermal resistance are obtained by

Cn = VnPncn> (2.14.3)

I ln(xn)

-tn(Xn+Xn"')} , (for cylindrical type) (2.14.4)
2

and

rnn-i = - ( X"*' I n + I n X"'' ), (for rectangular type) (2.14.5)
A 2fcn 2fcn-i

where

pn = density of heat slab node n,

V,, = volume of heat slab node n,

Z = axial length of heat slab ,

A = heat transfer area,

x = radii or thickness.

The thermal conductivity k and the specific heat capacity c must be

specified by the user as a function of temperature. Density of a material is

assumed to be constant and given as input. For the specification of material

properties, the heat slabs can be divided into regions according to the

difference in composing materials. Each of the material region can be divided

into several nodes of equal thickness.

The gap between the fuel pellet and the cladding is treated as a gap

region as illustrated in Fig.2.14.1(a). The gap region is allowed to have heat

resistance but not to have heat capacity. For each gap region, the user must

specify a temperature-dependent gap conductance table. The temperature of the

gap is determined by simple averaging of the temperatures of two adjacent
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The heat capacity and thermal resistance are obtained by 

and 

c" = VnρnCn. 

rn.u-I ==ーよ-(ln(主+1+In)_ln(In)}+ ー_1_~ Iln(In) 
27rZkn 2 27rZkn-l 

-ln(主土主斗)}. (for cylindrical ty開)
2 

1ノ In+I-Xn
rn~n-I -~一一一一一一

A 2kn 

In-In-I 
+よ二)， (for rectangular type) 

ζ氏 n-I

ρn = density of heat slab node n， 

V" volume of heat slab node n. 

Z = axial length of heat slab • 

A heat transfer area， 

I = radii or thickness. 

(2.14.3) 

(2.14.4) 

(2.14.5) 

The thermal conductivity k and the specific heat capacity c must be 

specified by the user as a function of temperature. Density of a material is 

assumed to be constant and given as input. For the s問 cification of material 

properties. the heat slabs can be divided into regions according to the 

difference in composing materials. Each of the material region can be divided 

into several nodes of equal thickness. 

The gap between the fuel 問 lletand the cladding is treated as a gap 

region as illustrated in Fig.2.14.1(a). The gap region is allowed to have heat 

resistance but not to have heat capacity. For each gap region. the user must 

specify a tem問 rature-dependentgap conductance table. The temperature of the 

gap is determined by simple averaging of the tem問 raturesof two adjacent 
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nodes.

2.15 Heat Generation in Fuel Rods

The heat slab model for fuel rods and other metal structures has been

described in section 2.14. This section describes the heat genaration model

that determines the heat generation rate in the heat slabs representing the

fuel rods.

The spacial power distribution in the core is assumed to be fixed and the

heat generation rate in each heat slab node is calculated as the product of

total power and the power distribution factor specified by the user. The

transient of the power generation can be calculated in the code by solving a

one-point kinetics equation or can be specified by the user as a function of

time.

Using : the initial reactor power, QTO ". normalized power at time t,

(Qr/Qo)(t) ; and power distribution factor for node n, En, the heat generation

rate for a slab node n is calculated as

Qn =Qro- (— )(t)-En, (2.15.1)
Qro

The distribution factor En is determined from four input parameters as

En = — • Esi • Ej> • EJin . (2.15.2)
N

where

En = power distribution factor for a node n of slab i,

Nsi = number of fuel rods that are represented by slab i,

Esi = ratio of the total heat generation rate of fuel rods represented by

slab i relative to the total reactor power, (EEs;=l),

Eftj = ratio of the heat generation rate in region j to the heat generation

in slab i, (EEftj=l),

E|4, = ratio of the heat generation rate in node n to the heat generation in

region j, (EEtfn=l).
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nodes. 

2.15 Heat Generation in Fuel Rods 

The heat slab model for fuel rods and other metal str・uctur閣 h鎚 been

described in section 2.14. This section describes the heat genaration model 

that determines the heat generation rate in the heat slabs representing the 

fuel rods. 

The spacial power distribution in the core is assumed to be fixed and the 

heat generation rate in each heat slab node is calculated as the product of 

total power and the power distribution factor specified by the user. The 

transient of the power generation can be calculated in the code by solving a 

one-point kinetics equation or can be specified by the user as a function of 

time. 

Using the initial reactor power. Cho normalized power at time t. 

(Ch /1島 )(t) and power distribution factor for node n. En. the heat generation 

rate for a slab node n is calculated as 

Qn =Qro ・ (~)(t)・En. (2.15.1) 
針。

The distribution factor En is determined from four input parameters as 

En = Jー・Esi ・ E~j ・日n
NSi 

(2.15.2) 

where 

En power distribution factor for a node n of slab i. 

NSi number of fuel rods that are represented by slab i. 

Esi ratio of the total heat generation rate of fuel ro向 repr自 entedby 

slab i relative to the total reactor power. (~i=l). 

日 ratioof the heat generation rate in region j to the h伺 t generation 

in slab i. (IERj=l ). 

E~n ニ ratio of the heat generation rate in node n to the heat generation in 

region j. 剖 n=l). 

nu 
r
D
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The power distribution factor in a material region Efln is calculated with

the assumption of uniform heat generation rate in a material region as

Eft, = — . (2.15.3)
VRJ

where

VRJ = total volume of region j,

Vn = volume of node n.

Two options are provided for the calculation of the total reactor power

at time t normalized to the initial power, (Qr/Qro)(i). The options are :

(1) specification by the user as a table of time vs. normalized power,

(2) program solution of one-point kinetics equations with radioactive

decay heat.

The reactor kinetics equations and the solution method for the equations

are similar to those used in RELAP48' and IREKIN23) . The kinetics equations

used are

— = - fR-1} n + t^K.d , (2.15.4)
dt A i'\

^ = -AiCj + £i n, (i=1. . .6), (2.15.5)
dt A

6

= £/?,. (2.15.6)

where

n = reactor fission power,

(I = effective delayed neutron fraction,

A = neutron generation time,

R = total reactivity normalized to the delayed neutron fraction,

A = decay constant of delayed neutron group i,
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The power distribution factor in a material region同n is calculated with 

the assumption of uniform heat generation rate in a material region as 

where 

同n=Z己，
VRj 

VRj total volume of region j， 

Vn volume of node n. 

(2.15.3) 

Two options are provided for the calculation of the total reactor power 

at time t norll1alized to the ini tial power， (Qr/I断。)(t). The options are 

(1) specification by the user as a table of time vs. normalized power， 

(2) program solution of one-point kinetics equations with radioactive 

decay heat. 

The reactor kinetics equations and the solution method for the equations 

are similar to those used in斑l..AP48) and 1斑XUf3). The kinetics equations 

used are 

dn 

dt 
!!. {R-l} n + tAiCi 
1¥ j'l 

主i.== -AjCj +企 n，(iニ1.. .6)， 
dt ^ 

s == L.sぃ

where 

n reactor fission power， 

。=eff配 tivedelayed neutron fraction， 

^ = neutron generation time， 

R = total reactivity normalized to the delayed neutron fraction， 

^ == decay constant of delayed neutron group i， 

-51 -
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C, = concentration of delayed neutron group i,

($i = effective fraction for delayed neutron group i.

The delayed neutron constants used in the code are shown in Table 2.15.1.

The value of the ratio A/7? must be given by the user. The reactivity is

obtained by next equation.

R(t) = R,(t)+^(TF)+Rn(a)-R,(O)-RfCfro)-R«(oi)). (2.15.7)

where

Rs(t) = scram reactivity given by the user as a function of time t,

RF (TF) = fuel rod temperature feedback specified by the user as a function

of average fuel rod temperature TF,

Ra(a) = void feedback specified by the user as a function of average void

fraction of the node that represent the inside of the core shroud, a.

The subscript 0 refers to the initial condition. The average fuel rod

temperature TF is the weighted arithmetic mean of the all heat slab nodes

that represent the fuel rods. For this averaging, the user must specify the

weighting factors in a manner similar to that for the power distribution

factors.

The radioactive decay heat is calculated as the sum of decay heat of

fission products and actinides. Since the half lives of actinides are long

enough, the actmide decay heat is assumed to be constant during the

transient. The fission product decay heat is approximated by eleven decay heat

groups as is done in RELAP4. Through these assumptions the normalized power is

calculated by

— ( t ) = (1— E<j—Eact) "t" ^_jE</jXdj + cijct, ( 2 . 1 5 . 8 )() (^c)
Qro n(0)

where

Edj = yield fraction of decay heat group j,

E^ = sum of Edj(i=l...ll),

= contribution of actinide decay heat,

d; = concentration of decay heat group j normalized to the initial steady

- 5 2 -
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Ci = concentration of de1ayed neutron group i. 

si = effective fraction for de1ayed neutron group i. 

The de1ayed neutron constants used in the code are shown in Tab1e 2.15.1. 

The value of the ratio A/s must be given by the user. The r伺 ctivity is 

obtained by next equation. 

R(t) = Rs (t)+砕(Tr)+凡 (α)-Rs (0)-Rr (Tro)一凡(伺). (2.15.7) 

where 

Rs(t) = scram reactivity given by the user as a function of time t. 

Rr(Tr) = fue1 rod temperature feedback specified by the user as a function 

of average fue1 rod temperature Tr. 

凡(α)= void feedback specified by the user as a function of average void 

fraction of the node that represent the inside of the core shroud.α， 

The subscript 0 refers to the initia1 condition. The aver♀ge fue1 rod 

temperature Tr is the weighted arithmetic mean of the a11 heat slab nodes 

that represent the fue1 rods. For this averaging. the user must specify the 

weighting factors in a manner simi1ar to that for the power distribution 

factors. 

The radioactive decay heat is ca1cu1ated as the sum of de回 yheat of 

fission products and actinides. Since the ha1f 1ives of actinides are 10ng 

enough. the actinide decay heat is assumed to be constant duri~~ the 

transient. The fission product decay heat is approximated by e1even decay heat 

groups as is done in RELAP4. Through these assumptions the norma1ized power is 

ca1cu1ated by 

n(t) ι 
一(t) = (t -F.:I-Ea: I )一一+ 2...， ~jXdj +巳cl
Qro n(O) j=1 

where 

白 yie1dfraction of decay heat group j. 

白=sum of F.:Ij(j=1.. .11). 

Ea:1 = contribution of actinide decay heat. 

(2.15.8) 

Xdj = concentration of decay heat group j norma1ized to the initia1 steady 
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state value.

The concentration X̂ j is obtained by

dt n(0)
(2.15.9)

where Ad; = decay constant of decay heat group j.

Table 2.15.2 contains the constants used in above equations. The

contribution of actinides is assumed to be 0.0032 at present.

-53 -
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state value. 

The concentration Xdj is obtain剖 by

dXcJj n(t) 
ー」ニ Adi(-Xdj 十一一)
dt n(Q) 

(2.15.9) 

where Adj = decay constant of decay heat group j. 
Table 2.15.2 contains the constants used in above equations. The 

contribution of actinides is assumed to be Q.∞担 atpresent. 
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Table 2.15.1 Delayed neutron constants

Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

J3j//J

0.038

0.213

0.188

0.407

0.128

0.026

(Reference

Ki (1/s)

0.0127

0.0317

0.115

0.311

1.40

3.87

(8))

Table 2.15.2 Radio active decay constants

Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

6

6

6

6 .

Ej

0.00299

0.00825

0.01550

0.01935

0.01165

0.00645

0.00231

0.00164

0.00035

0.00043

0.00057

(Reference

Aj (1/s)

1.772

0.5774

6.743 x

6.214 x

4.739 x

4.810 x

5.344 x

5.726 x

1.036 x

2.959 x

7.585 x

(8))

10-2

10-3

JO"4

10"5

10"6

io-7

io-7

10"8

10-io
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Table 2.15.1 Delayed neutron constants 

Group βj/s Aj (1/s) 

0.0泊 0.0127 

2 0.213 0.0317 

3 O.H沼 0.115 

4 0.407 0.311 

5 0.128 1.40 

6 O.oa 3.m 

(Reference (8)) 

Table 2.15.2 Radio active decay constants 

Group Ej Aj (1/s) 

0.0α主抱 1.772 

2 0.00825 0.5774 

3 0.01日刃 6.743 X 10-2 

4 0.01田5 6.214 X 10-3 

5 0.01165 4.739 X 10-4 

6 0.0侃 45 4.810 X 10-5 

6 0.00231 5、344X 10-6 

6 0.00164 5.726 X 10-7 

6 0.00035 1.036 X 10-7 

6 0.0∞'43 2.959 X 10-8 

6 0.0αぁ7 7.日5X 10-10 

(Reference (8)) 
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2.16 Heat Transfer between Coolant and Heat Slabs

This subsection describes the heat transfer model that provide the

boundary condition for the heat slab model described in section 2.14.

The heat transfer rates between the coolant and the metal surfaces are

calculated with use of the heat transfer coefficient correlations similar to

those used in THETA1-BI3) . Table 2.16.1 and Fig.2.16.1 shows the correlations

and their selection logic. The critical heat flux is calculated by the

correlations shown in Table 2.16.2.

Another option is provided to specify heat transfer coefficients to be

used for wall surfaces above a mixture level. This option is described in

section 2.17.

It has been stated in section 2.14 that one heat slab is allowed to have

left and right heat transfer surfaces and each surface is allowed to face only

one fluid node. The fluid condition parameters necessary for the use of the

correlations, such as the fluid bulk temperature and pressure, are determined

from the state variables of the fluid node to which the slab is facing.

For a homogeneous node, the mass flux G is calculated in terms of the

node flow area and the node averaged flow rate defined by

Wn = - EWj, (2.16.1)
2

where EW, is the sum of the flow rates of the junctions connected to the

node.

In case of a three-region node, the heat transfer area of a slab may be

divided into three parts by the subnode boundaries in the fluid node and the

heat transfer calculation is performed separately for each subnode as

illustrated in Fig.2.16.2.

The average flow rate in a subnode is defined with the consideration of

the motion of the subnode boundaries as

Wsn = E^ V , + 1 A ( Z t o p ) p ^ + 1 A ( Z b o t ) p ^ l , (2.16.2)
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2.16 Heat Transfer between Coolant and Heat Slabs 

This subsection describes the heat transfer model that provi:e the 

boundary condition for the heat slab model described in section 2.14. 

The heat transfer rates between the coolant and the metal surfaces are 

calculated with use of the heat transfer coefficient correlations similar to 

those used in百iETA1-S13l • Table 2.16.1 and Fig.2. 16. 1 shows the correlations 

and their selection logic. The critical heat flux is calculated by the 

correlations shown in Table 2.16.2. 

Another option is provided to specify heat transfer coefficients to be 

used for wall surfaces above a mixture level. This option is described in 

section 2.17. 

It has been stated in section 2.14 that one heat slab is allowed to have 

left and right heat transfer surfaces and each surface is allowed to face only 

one fluid node. The fluid condition parameters necessary for the use of the 

correlations， such as the fluid bulk temperature and pressure， are determined 

from the state variables of the fluid node to which the slab is facing. 

For a homogeneous node， the mass flux G is calculated in terms of the 

node flow area and the node averaged flow rate defined by 

Wn ニ 1日 ，， 但.16.1) 
2 

where LW， is the sum of the flow rates of the junctions connected to the 

node. 

In case of a three-region node， the heat transfer area of a slab may be 

divided into three parts by the subnode boundaries in the fluid node and the 

heat transfer calculation is performed separately for each subnode 鎚

illustrated in Fig.2.16.2. 

The average flow rate in a subnode is defined with the consideration of 

the motion of the subnode boundaries as 

....F'Zi.. 1. ，_ ，l:!.ZtOD 1. ，_ ，1:!.Ztx，1 
Wsn 忌~Wi + ~ A (ZIOP)P.ー!!!e+ー A(4，01 )p:::::.竺!.

2 2 At 2 At 
(2.16.2) 

E
O
 

E
O
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where

Wsn = subnode average flow rate,

W; = mass flow entering the subnode including the inter-subnode flows,

W(̂ » and Wsep, described in sections 2.3 and 2.4,

A(Ztop),A(Zbot) = flow area at top and bottom of subnode,

AZtop.AZbot = increment of boundary elevation within a time step,

p = fluid density of a subnode.

The coefficient F2i is -1 if W^ is entering the node through the upper

boundary and +1 if W^ is entering the node through the lower boundary. If Wi

is entering through a junction located at a intermediate elevation between the

two boundaries, F^ is calculated by the interpolation between +1 and -1 in

terms of the elevations of the junction between the two subnode boundaries.

The mass flux G is obtained from Wsn by the use of the flow area given by

the user as a function of elevation above the bottom of the node. Flow area at

the top of the subnode is used for this calculation.
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where 

Wsn = subnode average flow rate， 

Wj mass flow entering the subnode including the inter-subnode flows， 

Wl→. and Wsep， described in sections 2.3 and 2.4， 

A(Ztop)，A('Zt，ot) = flow area at top and bottαn of subnode， 

AZtop，企Zoot increment of boundary elevation within a time step， 

ρfluid density of a subnode. 

The coefficient FZi is -1 if Wi is entering the node through the upper 

boundary and +1 if Wi is entering the node through the lower boundary. If Wi 

is entering through a junction located at a intermediate elevation between the 

two boundari自 Fi is calculated by the interpolation between +1 and -1 in 

terms of the elevations of the junction between the two subnode boundari自.

The mass flux G is obtained frαn Wsn by the use of the flow area given by 

the user as a function of elevation above the bottom of the node. Flow area at 

the top of the subnode is used for this calculation. 
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Table 2.16,1 Heat Transfer Correlations

Mode 1 (Forced Convection in Subcooled Liquid)

Dittus and Boelter24)

h = 0.023 (^)(Pr/)
04(—)08,evaluated at TB

Mode 2 (Nucleate Boiling)

Thorn ffi)

0.072

Mode 3 (Forced Convection Vaporization)

Schrock and Grossman 26)

h = (2.5)(0.0B3)£)CPr/)°-4C GPe(1"l) )°-8(-^-)075

Oe Vf Xtt

evaluated at T B , where

1
/ \ 0 9 /*^f \ 0 5 /*TJ \Q 1

A'tf " 1-X Pg /i/

Mode 4 (Transition Boiling)

Mcdonough, Milich, and King 27^

q = QCHF ~ C(P)(TU-TW,CHF)
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Table 2.16.1 Heat Transfer Correlations 

Mode 1 (Forced Convection in Subcooled Liquid) 

Dittus叩 d助 elter24)

hニ 0.023 (~f)(Prf)0 .4 (æe)0.8.e叫lated at百
Ve μf 

Mode 2 (Nucleate Boiling) 

Thom 25) 

q = 
(ATsate (P/1260))2 

0.0マ2

Mode 3 (Forced Convection Vaporization) 

Schrock and Grossman 26) 

kf¥fD .¥0.4 ( me{l-X) ) 0.8f 1 ，0.75 h = (2.5)(0.α沼Hー)(Prf )V.4 (一一一一)V.O (:一一)
Deμf Xtt 

evaluated at TB. where 

I :r ，0.9ρ/ ，0.5μ<} ，0.1 
」ー= (一一)U"(ー )v.;>(一)
Xtt l-x ρgμf  

Mode 4 (Transition Boiling) 

Mcdonough. Mi li ch. and King 27) 

q = qCHF - C (P) (T，rT""CHF) 
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Table ?.. 16.1 (Continued)

where C(P) is dependent on pressure as follows

C(P)

2000
1200

800

979.2
1180.8

1501.2

Mode 5 (Stable Film Boiling) Groeneveld 28)

h = A(^)(Prv w)
c [^(.t^

De Hg Pf

where

V = 1.0 - 0.1(l-x)°-4(— - I ) 0 4 or 0.1 whichever is greater and
Pg

A = 0.052, B = 0.688, C = 1.26, D = -1.06 (Groeneveld's equation 5.7)

Both fcg and fig are evaluated at Te, and Pr i s evaluated at Tu.

Mode 6 (Pool Film Boiling)

Berenson 29)

= 0 425 ( /t-9Pg(P/-Pg>gfy9-| 1/4
A r A 2

where

h = [ 9c° -, 1/2
27r g(Pf-pg)
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued) 

~here C(P) is dependent on pressure as follows 

P C(P) 

2000 979.2 

ほ∞ 1180.8

8∞ 1切1.2

Mode 5 (Stable Film 8oiling) Groeneveld 28) 

11 = Aム)(Prvω F(生(x~ (1 -x ))叩
U" /1gρI  

where 

r = 1.0 -O. 1 (1-X)O 4 (-丘一 1)04 or 0.1 whichever is greater and 
ρq 

A = 0.052. B = 0.688. C = 1.26.0 = -1.06 (Groeneveld・sequation 5.7) 

80th kg and μ9 are evaluated at Ta. and Pr is evaluated at Tu ・

Mode 6 (Pool Film Boiling) 

Berenson 29) 

h = 0.mI kjMf一向 )gHJ2)1/4 

μgl1Tsal ̂c/2π 

where 

ĉ 
2π 

9cOー )1/2 

。(ρJ-ρ'9) 
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued)

Above equation is approximated in the coding by

q = F(P)(ATsa,)
3/4

where F(P) is dependent on pressure as follows:

F(P) (Btu/ft2hr°F075)

15
100

500

1000

1500

2000

128
236

412

510

615

705

If q < 20000 Btu/ft2hr in the Mode 6 equation, then the Mode 7 equation is

evaluated and larger value of q will be adopted.

Mode 7 (Transition Pool Boiling)

q , 2 0 0 0 0 ( ^ )
 U**

ATsa, in(A7.in/20)

where

AT • - /-"""" \4/3
A T - « - (

F ( P )
)

If ATsat < 20, tht-n q for Mode 7 is set equal to 90000 Btu/ft2hr in the

program.
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T'able 2.16.1 (Continued) 

A凶veequation is approximated in the coding by 

q = F (P )(f.Ts日t)3/4 

where F(P) is dependent on pr白 sureas follows: 

P F (P) (Btu/ft2 hroFO 75 ) 

15 la 

1∞ 236 

5∞ 412 

10∞ 510 

1500 615 

2000 7(ヨ5

If q < 20000 Btu/ft2hr in the 門ode6 equation， then the除詞e7 equation is 

evaluated and larger value of q will be adopted. 

問叫e7 (Transi tion P，∞1 Boiling) 

f.T.;n .日4
q ~ 20000(ーーとこ)

f.T，四 ln(f.T.int1担)

where 

f.T.in = (笠)()())4/3 
F(P) 

If f.Ts日t < 20， th~n q for Mode 7 is set equal to 90000 Btu/ft2hr in the 

program. 
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued)

Mode 8 (Forced Convection in Vapor)

Dittus and Boelter24)

h = 0.023 e^KPrc,)04^)0-8,

evaluated at TB .

Mode 9 (Low pressure Flow Film Boiling)

Dougall and Rohsenow 30)

h = 0.023 e2)

The equation is approximated in the coding by

h = 0.023 (^)(Prg)
04[()(

De fig Pf

evaluated at Tsat .

Quantities and their units used in this table and Table 2.16.2 are listed

below.

h = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ft2hr°F

k - thermal conductivity, Btu/ft hr °F

De = equivalent diameter, ft

PT = Prandle number, cpu/fc

Re = Reynolds number, GDe/n

G = mass flux, lb»,/ft2hr

G' = G/106

/i = viscosity, lb^/ft hr

cp = specific heat, Btu/lbgF

TB = bulk coolant temperature, °F

TSat = saturation temperature, °F
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued) 

肋de8 (Forced Convection in Vapor) 

Di ttus and Boelter24) 

h = 0.023 (~9 )(P
r9 

)0.4 c:盟主)0.8.

Ue 匂

evaluated at TB・

Mode 9 (Low pressure Flow Film Boiling) 

Dougall and Rohsenow 30) 

れ=O-mhj(Prα)0 4 ( (生)(生虫))0.8 

De 9 Aflow 

The equation is approximated in the coding by 

∞e ， "， p， h = 0.023 C9)(P同 )04( (-一一)(X+ 1-'9 (1-X))) 0.8 
D eμ9ρf  

evaluated at Tsat 

Quantities and their units used in this table and Table 2.16.2 are listed 

below. 

h = heat transfer coefficient. Btu/ft2hroF 

k = thermal conductivity， Btu/ft hr oF 

De = equivalent diameter. ft 

Pr = Prandle number， cpu/k 

Re = Reynolds number， GDe~μ 

G = mass flux， lbn，/ft2 hr 

G' = G/l06 

μ = viscosity， lbn，/ft hr 

cp = specific heat， Btu/l~F 

TB = bulk coolant t剖 lperature.oF 

Tsat = saturation temperature， oF 
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued)

Tu = wall temperature, °F

ATsat = Tw - Tsat . °F

D = diameter, ft

q = heat flux, Btu/ft2 hr

P = pressure, psia

i = quality

p = density, lh^/ft3

H = saturated liquid enthalpy, Btu/lb

Hfg = heat of vaporization, Btu/lb

Win = inlet enthalpy, Btu/lb

L = channel length, in

DHE = heated equivalent diameter

(= 4(flow area)/(heated perimeter)), in.

- Dr where Dr = rod diameter, in.

g = gravitational acceleration, ft/s2

gc = gravitational conversion factor, ft

o = surface tension, lbf/ft

Q = volumetric flow rate, ft3/s

A flow = flow area, ft2

and subscripts

/ = saturated liquid conditions

g = saturated vapor conditions

v = superheated vapor conditions

w = wall.
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Table 2.16.1 (Continued) 

T.. = wall tE珊 perature.oF 

hTsat T"， - Tsat・OF
D = diameter. ft 

q = heat flux. Btu/ft2 hr 

P = pressure. psia 

r = quality 

ρ =  densi ty. lb"， /ft3 

H = saturated liquid enthalpy. Btu/lb 
Hf9 = heat of vaporization. Btu/lb 
Hin = inlet enthalpy. Btu/lb 

L = channel length. in 
DHf hea ted equi valent di訓 eter

(= 4(flo帽 area)/Cheatedperimeter)). in. 

DHY = ~ Dr (Dr+DHf) -Dr where Dr = r叫 di訓 eter.in. 

9 = gravitational acceleration. ft/st 
9c = gravitational conversion factor. ft lbm/lbfst 

o = surface tension. lbf/ft 
Q = volumetric flow rate. ft3/s 
AJlo.. flow area. ft2 

and su凶cripts

f saturated liquid conditions 

9 saturated vapor conditions 

v su開 rheatedvapor conditions 

w wall. 
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Table 2.16.2 Critical Heat Flux Correlations

(See Table 2.16.1 for nomenclature. )

The critical heat flux is obtained by:

P > 1500 B&W-2

1500 > P > 1300 Interpolation between B&W-2 and Barnet

1300 > P > 1000 Barnett

1000 > P > 725 Interpolation between Barnett and Modified Barnett

725 > P Modified Barnet

using following correlations.

Babcock and Wilcox Company, B&W-2 31'

= 1.15509-0.40703(120.) f ( 0 . 3 7 0 2 x l 0 e ) ( 0 . 5 9 1 3 7 G .
12.71 x (3.0545G' )A

where A = 0.71186+ (2.0729 x 10~4)(P-2000)

8 = 0.834+(6.8479 x 10"4) (P-2000)

Barnet 32)

6 A+B(H(-Hin)
QCHF = 1 0 [ J

C+L

where A = 6 7 . 4 5 DH£°
 GSG'° I92 ( 1 . 0 - 0 .744 exp(-6.5I2DH VG1 ) )

B = 0 . 2587 D,,E
I2GI G ' 0 8 1 7

C = 185.0 flay1-415 G'0-212

Modified Barnet 33)

1r t8 . A+B(Ht-Hin)
QCHF = 1 0 " [ — ]

where

A = 73.71DHE°
 052G t0 m (1.0 - 0.315 e.rp(-ll .34DHYG- ))B88.6/H,g

B = 0.104 DH£
1445 G-0691

C = 45.55 DHY°
 0817 G-° 5866
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2.17 Steam Cooling and Core Spray Cooling

The standard method for determining heat transfer coefficients have been

described in section 2.16. Since THYDE-B1 ignores superheating of steam in the

steam region of a three-region node, the use of a heat transfer coefficient

determined from a correlation based on forced covection mode, i.e., the

Dittus-Boelter correlation, may give greater heat transfer rate than actual

situation. In addition, there are no special correlation for spray cooling in

the standard method (Table 2.16.1).

Considering above limitations, an optional method was introduced. In this

option, the user is allowed to specify, for each slab, a heat transfer

coefficient to be used when the slab is exposed to steam or is cooled by a

core spray. The heat transfer coefficient is given as a function of spray flow

rate and pressure. The user must specify this function in the form of two

dimensional table. The values for zero spray flow rate corresponds to the

coefficients for the steam flow cooling.

It should be noted that this model is a phenomenological one, and is not

based on firm understanding on phenomena that may actually occur under a spray

cooling condition. Due to the lack of sufficiently mechanistic understanding,

it is not clear whether this type of correlation is appropriate, or not. This

option, however, is expected to be useful because it allows sensitivity

studies and a direct application of the experimentally determined values.

On the other hand, it has been reported by Gururaj et.al. 35) that the

General Electric Company uses, in the SAFE code12) , the value of 12

Btu/ft2 hr °F as a core spray heat transfer coefficient in its Small-Break

LOCA Analysis Method and the value of 4 Btu/ft2 hr °F for licensing

calculations. The former value may be appropriate for the purpose of

evaluating the overall system behaviors such as the transient of system

pressure. It should be noted, however, that above values are not to be used

for the evaluation of the peak cladding temperature (PCT).

If an estimation of FCT is required, smaller heat transfer coefficients

should be used. For instance, the values that are usually used in a core

] iatup calculation performed for obtaining PCT in a licensing procedure are

3.0, 3.5, 1.5, and 1.5 Btu/ft2 hr °F for fuel rods in the outer corners, outer

row, next to outer row, and to those remaining in the interior, respectively,

of the assembly 36) . These values were determined from the BWR-FLECHT

experiments with consideration of the effect of radiative heat transfer34* .

Since THYDE-B1 ignores the radiative heat transfer, the use of these values

should yield cladding temperatures higher than actually observed.
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3. Calculation Flow and Numerical Method

The calculation sequence of THYDE-B1 is illustrated in Fig.3.1.1. As

shown in the figure, the whole calculation is divided into two parts , the

establishment of steady state condition and the transient calculation.

Outlines of each part are as follows.

The initialization stage includes following processes.

1 ) Input of steam table data

2) Input of problem specification data

3) Initialization of state variables of nodes and junctions

Node variables such as fluid density, void fraction, quality, etc., are

determined from pressure and enthalpy( or temperature ) given by the

user.

4) Initialization of temperatures of heat slabs

The initial temperatures of the heat slab nodes are calculated by the

code assuming the steady state temperature distribution in slabs.

The transient calculation is performed by applying a simple forward

explicit integration method to the ordinary differential equations described

in chapter 2. The time step size must be specified by the user.

4. Code Organization

4.1 Program Control

The program execution can be controlled by the following ways.

(1) Termination of Calculation

There are three ways of specification for the program termination.

i) Specification of available CPU time

Tne available CPU time in second can be given with use of the CPU limit

card which is read from FORTRAN Unit 3 (see section 5.1). The program is

terminated before this time is exceeded.

ii) Specification of end time with trip control card

The calculation is terminated when the calculated state variables of the
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Fig. 3.1.1 Outline of THYDE-B1 Calculation Flow
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Fig.3.1.1 伽 tlineof百町阻ーBlCalculation Flow 
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system reach a given condition specified with the trip control cards

(see sections 2.13 and 5.3).

iii) Specification of end time in time step control card

The calculation will be terminated when the physical time exceeds the

end time of the last time step control card (see section 5.3).

(2) Trip Control Options

The trips related to the junctions such as valve actions, pump trips,

leak initiations, and fill initiations, can be controlled with use of trip

control cards( see sections 2.13 and 5.3).

The reator scram should be considered if the user specifies the reactor

power to be calculated by the code. The time dependent reactivity cards (see

sections 2.15 and 5.3) can be used to simulate the scram action.

4.2 Restart and Dump Options

The restart and dump options are provided for the user's convenience. The

dump option is to store all the variables necessary for the continuation of

the calculation on an external data storage. Data dump is executed with the

time interval specified by the user with the time step control cards. This

function is also executed when the program is terminated due to the CPU limit

given by the user( see section 4.1(1)).

The restart option is to initiate the calculation using the dumped

results. The required data storage is described in section 5.1 and the

required input cards for restart calculation are described in paragraph (2) of

section 5.3.

4.3 Editing and Plotting

The variables calculated by the code can be plotted by the use of

SPLPLOT-1 program. The data editing for this purpose is done at the user's

option. The user can request this data editing by the use of Restart Control

Card and Time Step Control Card described in section 5.3. The edited variables

are fixed but, if necessary, the user can easily add any variable by a small

modification of the subroutine SPLEDT in the FORTRAN source of THYDE-B1.
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The identification names of the variables and their short descriptions

(used as graph captions) will be written at the top of the plot data tape and

can be listed by the SPLPLOT-1 program.

5. Input Data Requirements

5.1 Required Resources and Auxiliary Program

The THYDE-B1 code is written in FORTRAN-IV to be used on the FACOM M-200

computer system. The required core memory is about 980 kilo-bytes. The CPU

time requirement depends proportionally on the number of time steps. An

approximate value of the CPU requirement is about 6 ms/volume.step .

The calculated results can be plotted by a X-Y plotter, COM or other

graphics terminal with use of the SPLPLOT-l program^ .

THYDE-B1 uses several units of external memory devices such as magnetic

tapes or disks. Requirements for these data storage is summarised in Table

5.1.1.

In this table the FORTRAN Unit 1 and 2 are temporary data storages. The

Unit 2 is needed only when the plot data editing is required and this unit

must be of direct-access type.

The CPU limit card (FORTRAN Unit 3) is used for restart data dump (see

section 4.1). By this card , the code recognizes the CPU time available for

the job and executes • the restart data dump before the calculation is

terminated by the operating system of the computer due to excess time. The

data to be punched in this card is only the CPU time limit in second and the

card format is El0.0.

The FORTRAN Unit 5 is the card reader, for which the data requirements

are specified in section 5.3.

The FORTRAN Unit 8 must be assigned to the steam table data set. This

table is the same as that for RELAP48) .

The FORTRAN Unit 31 and 41 are the data storage for restart data and plot

data, respectively. The Units 30 and 40 are neccesary only for a restart

calculation. These units must be assigned to the data sets that have been

generated in the preceding run as Units 31 or 41. The contents of Unit 40 will

be copied in the head of Unit 41 before the extended results are added.

Therefore only one data set must be kept for plotting.
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Table 5.1.1 Required Data Files for a THYDE-B1 Calculation

FORTRAN Description

Logical

1

2

3

5

6

8

30

31

40

41

Unit

temporary data storage

temporary data storage

cpu limit card

input card deck

line printer

steam table data set

input data set for restart

(result of preceding run)

output data set for restart

input data set for plot

(result of preceding run)

output data for plot

Required space

5 kwords(*)

200 kwords

1 card

300 cards (*)

300 lines/edit

17 kwords

25 kwords/dump

25 kwords/dump

0.7 kwords/edit

0.7 kwords/edit

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*>

(*) indicates approximate values.
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Table 5.1.1 Required Data Files for a THY斑:-B1Calculation 

FORfRAN Description Required space 

Logical Unit 

temporary data storage 5 kwords(ホ)

2 temporary data storage 200 kwords 

3 cpu limit card 1 card 

5 input card deck 300 cards (ホ)

6 line pr inter 300 lines/edit (*) 

8 steam table data set 17 kwords 

30 input data set for restart 25 kwords/dump (*) 

(result of preceding run) 

31 output data set for restart 25 kwor由 /dump(ホ)

40 input data set for plot 0.7 kwords/edit (*) 

(result of preceding run) 

41 output data for plot 0.7 kwords/edit (ホ)

(ホ)indicates approximate values. 
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5.2 Free Format Data Input Subroutine REAG

All input data are read into THYDE-B1 via a generalized subroutine REAG

which is briefly described in the following. Subroutine REAG for FACOM M-200

converts BCD information to integer or floating point binary information;

three convergion types, i.e., types of reading 4*N| characters, N2 integers,

and N3 floating point numbers, respectively, are allowed by corresponding

subroutines.

To explain how to arrange the data, a typical example of the function

of this subroutine is shown below. Suppose the following three punched

cards:

105, 318, -14, 1.5E-3, 3.12E-3/THIS IS A COMMENT,

2(1.0, 1.5), 3(0)/,

1.0, 5*0.1, 2*-0.2/.

The subroutine will convert BCD number 105 and 318 to their binary

integer equivalents. In a similar fashion -14 will be converted to a

negative binary integer and 1.5E-3 will be converted to floating point

binary (0.0015). Data punched on a card may be delimited by blank column

or comma. The slash (/) indicates the end of the BCD field to be converted.

If no slash is present 72 columns of the first card are scanned and scanning

the columns of following cards continues so far as to satisfy the number of

required data.

The second card indicates that the data words 1.0 and 1.5 in the

first parentheses and 0 in the second are repeated twice a three times,

respectively and therefore it is equivalent with a card punched as

1.0, 1.5, 1.0, 1.5, 0, 0, 0/.

The last card indicates that the first word is 1.0, the second word

0.1 is successively accumulated to the previous word five times and the

last word -0.2, twice. Therefore it is equivalent with a card punched as

1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.3, 1.1/.

JAERI-M 4458, "A Subroutine Reading Data in Free Format3.7^" should be

referred to for more detailed information.

A slash (/) and an aster sign (*) appearing in the first and second

column respectively identify the card as a comment card. Any information

on the remainder of the card, including blank columns are treated as

comments. Comment cards may be placed anywhere in the input deck.
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5.2 Free Format Data Input Subroutine REAG 

All input data are read into THYDE-Bt via a generalized subroutine REAG 

which is briefly described in the following. Subroutine陪:AGfor FACOO件旬。

converts配 Dinformation to integer or floating point binary information; 

three convergion types， i.e.， types of reading 4*N， characters， N2 integers， 

and N3 floating point numbers. respectively， are allowed by corresponding 

subroutines. 

To exp1ain how to arrange the data， a typica1 examp1e of the funct~on 

of this subroutine is shown be10w. Suppose the f0110wing three punched 

cards: 

105， 318， -14， 1.5E-3， 3.12E-3/THI5 15 A COM阻 NT，

2(1.0， 1.5)， 3(0)/， 

1.0， 5骨0.1，2骨ー0.2/.

The subroutine wi11 convert BCD number 105 and 318 to their binary 

integer equiva1ents. In a simi1ar fashion -14 wi11 be converted to a 

negative binary integer and 1.5E-3 wi11 be c~nverted to f10ating point 

binary (0.0015). Data punched on a card r阻 ybe de1imited by b1ank c01umn 

or comma. The s1ash (/) indicates the end of the BCD fie1d to be converted. 

If no s1ash is present 72 c01umns of the first card are scanned and scanning 

the c01umns of f0110wing cards continues so far as to satisfy the number of 

required data. 

The second card indicates that the data words 1.0 and 1.5 in the 

first parentheses and 0 in the second are repeated twice a three times. 

respective1y and therefore it is equiva1ent with a card punched as 

1.0，1.5，1.0，1.5， O. 0， 01. 

The 1ast card indicates that the first word is 1.0， the second word 

0.1 is successive1y accumu1ated to the previous word five times and the 

1ast word -0.2， twice. Therefore it is equiva1ent with a card punched as 

1.0. 1.1， 1.2， 1.3. 1.4. 1.5. 1.3， 1.1/. 

JAERI-M 4458. "A Subroutine Reading Data in Free Format3.?)" shou1d be 

referred to for more detai1ed information. 

A s1ash (/) and an aster sign (*) appearing in the first and second 

c01umn respect1ve1y identify the card as a comment card. Any information 

on the remainder of the card. inc1uding b1ank c01umns are treated as 

comments. Comment cards may be p1aced anywhere in the input deck. 

"'' 
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5.3 Data Card Summary

A data deck for a run consists of following card blocks and each block

has a block number for identification in the program. Block numbers with an

asterisque (*) indicate that those blocks were changed from or added to the

original version of THYDE-B1.

Block Title Block Number

(1) Title Card (does

(2) Restart Control Card

(3) Problem Dimension Card

(4) Time Step and Edit Control Card

(5) Volume Data Cards

(6) Junction Data Cards

(7) Jet Pump Data Cards

(8) Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards

(9) Recirculation Pump Data Cards

(10) Main Steam Line Data Cards

(11) Leak Data Cards

(12) Fill System Data Cards

HPCI Data Cards

LPCI Data Cards

(13) Core Spray Data Cards

(14) Steam Separator Data Cards

(15) Trip Control Data Cards

(16) Heat Slab Dimension Cards

(17) Heat Slab Data Cards

(18) Core Heat Generation Data Cards

(19) Slab Geometry Data Cards

(20) Material Property Data Cards

(21) Other Heat Slab Data Cards

(22) Critical Flow Model Selection Cards

(23) Pump Motor Torque Table Data Cards

(24) Pump Characteristic Data Cards

(25) Core spray and Steam Coolig Heat Transfer Data

Cards

(26) End-of-Data Sign

not have a number)

000

001

003

004

005*

006

007

008*

009

010*

011

012

013

014

015

016

017

018*

019

020

021

022

051*

053*

054*

055*

999
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5.3 Data Card Summary 

A data deck for a run consists of fo11owing card b10cks and each b10ck 

has a b10ck num国 rfor identification in the program. B10ck numbers with an 

錨 terisque(*) indicate that those blocks were changed from or added to the 

origina1 version of THYDE-B1. 

B10ck Tit1e 

(1 ) Ti t1e Card 

(2) Restart Contro1 Card 

(3) Prob1em Dimension Card 

(4) Time Step and臼 itContro1 Card 

(5) Vo1ume Data Cards 

(6) Junction Data Cards 

(7) Jet Pump Data Cards 

(8) Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards 

(9) Recircu1ation Pump Data Cards 

(10 )刊ainSteam Line Data Cards 

(11) Leak Data Cards 

(12) Fi11 System Data Cards 

阻む1Data Cards 

L陀 1Data Cards 

(13) Core Spray Data Cards 

(14) Steam Separator Data Cards 

(15) Trip Contro1 Data Cards 

(16) Heat Slab Dimension Cards 

(17) Heat Slab Data Cards 

(18) Core Heat Generation Data Cards 

(19) Slab Geometry Data Cards 

(20) Materia1 Property Data Cards 

(21 ) Other Heat Slab Data Cards 

B1∞k Number 

(does not have a number) 

000 

001 

003 

004 

005本

006 

007 

008* 

oω 
010ホ

011 

012 

013 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018ホ

019 

位。

位 1

α空

(22) Critical F10w Mode1 Se1ection Cards 051本

(お)Pump Motor Torque Tab1e Data Cards 0日本

(24) Pump Characteristic Data Cards 054ホ

(25) Core spray and Steam Coo1ig Heat Transfer Data 

Cards 0白木

(26) End-of-Data Sign 9!:抱
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In the following description of each block, the descriptive title is

given at first. Then the description of composing cards will follow. In each

card description, order of the data entry in the card (W1.W2,...), the format

(I,R, or A), the variable name, and the input data requirement are given where

applicable. The format of the variable, integer, real or floating, or

alphanumeric, is indicated by I, R, or A respectively. The variable names are,

in principle, the same as those used in the program.

Each card block must begin with a number card, in which the block

identification number must be punched. The respective data cards must be

punched from the second card.

The order of the cards and blocks must be in accord with following

description. But any block may be omitted if not necessary.

(1) Title Card

The character string punched in the first column through 72nd of the

first card is used as a calculation title. This title will be printed in each

page of the output list. It can, also, be used as the calculation title in the

data plotting by the SPLPLOT-1 program (Appendix A). Number card for this

block is not required.

As for a restart calculation, the title must be the same as the preceding

calculation.

(2) Restart Control Card (000)

Card 1

VI-I NREST = Restart control

= 0, not restart

> 0, restart with the NREST'th restart information on FORTRAN

Unit 30.

W2-I IDUMP = Restart data dump control.

= 0, generate no data set for restart

= 1, store restart information on FORTRAN Unit 31.

W3-I X = Dummy variable. Set X=l.

W4-I ISPL = Plot data edit control

= 0, generate no plot information data set

= 1, store plot information on FORTRAN Unit 41

= 2, for a restart calculation, make a copy of the results of

preceding run from FORTRAN Unit 40 to Unit 41, and extend
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In the following description of each block. the descriptive title is 

given at first. Then the description of c叩 lposingcards wi11 fo 11 ow . In each 

card description. order of the data entry in the card (Wl.W2....)， the format 

(I，R. or A)， the variable name， and the input data requir倒 lentare given where 

applicable. The format of the variable， integer， real or floating， or 

alphanumeric， is indicated by 1. R， or A respectively. The variable names are， 

in principle， the same as those used in the program. 

Each card block must begin with a number 伺 rd.in which the block 

identification number must be punched. The respective data cards must be 

punched fr棚 thesecond card. 

The order of the cards and blocks must be in accord with following 

description. But any block may be omitted if not necessary. 

(1 ) Ti tle Card 

The character string punched in the first column through 72nd of the 

first card is used as a calculation title. This title will be printed in each 

page of the output list. It can， also， be used as the calculation title in the 

data plotting by the ~主..PWI・'-1 program (Appendix A). Number card for this 

block is not required. 

As for a restart calculation， the title must be the same as the preceding 

calculation. 

(2) Restart Control Card (α泊)

Card 1 

WI-I NREST = Restart control 

= 0， not restart 

> 0， restart with the NREST'th restart information on Fa苦TRAN

Unit 30. 

抱一1 IDUMP = Restart data dump control. 

= 0， generate no data set for restart 

1， store restart information on FO悶'RANUni t 31. 

収3-1 X = Dummy variable. Set X=I. 

W4-I IS礼=Plot data edit control 

= 0， generate no plot information data set 

1， store plot information on FaマI'RANUnit 41 

= 2， for a restart calculation， make a copy of the r槌 ultsof 

preceding run frαn FORTRAN Unit 40 to Unit 41， and extend 
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Unit 41 with new results.

As for a restart calculation, the required card blocks are only the title

card, restart control card (000), problem dimension card (001), time step

control card (003), and end-of-data sign (999). Other cards are not allowed to

be entered.

(3) Problem Dimension Card (001)

Card

Wl-I

W2-I

W3-I

W4-I

W5-I

W6-I

W7-I

W8--I

W9-I

1

NVOL

NJUN

NPUMP
NJETGP

NJETP

NSTRM

NLEAK

NFILL

NHPCI

W10-I NLPCI

Wll-I NCSP

W12-I NTRIP

W13-I NSEP

W14-I NTMAX

= Number of nodes

= Number of junctions of all types

= Number of pump data sets

= Number of jet pump geometry data sets

= Number of jet pump junctions

= Number of main steam line junctions

= Number of leak junctions

= Number of fill junctions

= Number of HPCI junctions

Model for HPCI, LPCI and core spray are completely the same

as that for the fill junctions at present. Therefore the fill

junction model should be used. Set NHPCI=NLPCI=NCSP=O.

= Number of LPCI junctions

= Number of core spray junctions

= Number of trip control cards

= Number of steam separator junctions (slip junctions)

NSEP must be less than or equal to 1.

= Number of time step control cards.

(4) Time Step Control Data Cards (003)

NTMAX data sets are required. Each set consists of one card containing

following data.

Card 1

Wl-I NTIM1 = Number of time steps per restart data dump.

W2-I NTIM2 = Number of time steps per printer out out.

W3-I NTIM3 = Number of time steps per plot data edit.

W4-R DELT = Time step size.
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Unit 41 with new resu1ts. 

As for a restart ca1cu1ation. the required card b10cks are on1y the tit1e 

card. restart contro1 card (α)()). prob1剖 dimensioncard (∞1). time step 

contro1 card (∞3). and end-of-data sign (999). Other cards are not a110wed to 

be entered. 

(3) Prob1em Dimension Card (∞1 ) 

Card 1 

WI-1 NVαd 

抱一I NJUN 

W3-1 NPUMP 

W4-1 NJET伊

W5-1 NJETP 

W6-1 NSTI刑

W7-1 NLEAK 

W8--1 NF1LL 

椛喜一I N阻むI

WlO-1 NLPC1 

Wlト1 NCSP 

W12-1 NTR1P 

W13-1 NSEP 

W14-1 NTMAX 

= Number of nod回

ニ Numberof junctions of a11 types 

= Number of pump data sets 

二 Numberof jet pump ge佃 etrydata sets 

Number of jet pump junctions 

= Number of main steam 1ine junctions 

= Number of 1eak junctions 

Number of fi11 junctions 

= Number of 1否宅1junctions 

肋de1 for 1否宅1.LPC1 and core spra~. are c叩 p1ete1ythe same 

as that for the fi11 junctions at present. Therefore the fi11 

junction mode1 shou1d be used. Set NHPC1=NLPC1=N<ヱ>P=O.

= Number of U宅1junctions 

ニ Numberof core spray junctions 

Number of trip contro1 cards 

二 Numberof steam separator junctions (slip junctions) 

NSEP must be 1ess than or equa1 to 1. 

Number of time step contro1 cards. 

(4) Time Step Contro1 Data Cards (∞3) 

NTMAX data sets are required. Each set consists of one card containing 

following data. 

Card 1 

WI-1 NT1Ml 

¥(2-1 NT1M2 

W3-1 NTH侶

W4-R 目立T

= Number of time steps per restart data dump. 

= Number of time steps per printer outout. 

= Number of time steps per p10t data edit. 

= Time step size. 
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W5-R TMAX = End of current time step data. The calculation will be

terminated when time exceeds TMAX in the last time step card.

(5) Volume Data Cards (004)

NVOL data sets are required. The sequence number of data entry will be

used as a node index (identification number).

Card 1

Wl-I IHOMO = Type of the node.

1 = homogeneous node

2 = theree region node

Card 2

Wl-R PRESS = Initial pressure (kgf/m2 ).

W2-R ZMAX = Height of the node measured from node bottom (m).

W3-R ZELEV = Elevation of the node bottom above a reference level (m).

W4-R ZPRES = Elevation of the representative point of node pressure above

node bottom (m).

W5-R VHAX = Volume of node (m3 ).

Card 3 (for homogeneous nodes only)

This card is required only for homegeneous nodes(IHOMO=1).

Wl-R X = Void fraction or specific enthalpy.

If 0 S X S 1, void fraction ALPHA will be set equal to X

and enthalpy will be calculated from ALPHA and PRESS. If X ^

1, enthalpy ENTH (kcal/kg) will be set equal to X and void

fraction will be calculated.

W2-R AREA = Flow area for calculation of the average mass flux in a node

(m2).

Card 4 (for three-region nodes)

Wl-R ENTN(1 ) = Specific enthalpy of the subcooled liquid region (kcal/kg).

If ENTN(l)g 0, -ENTN(l) will be regarded as enperature

(°C) and specific enthalpy will be calculated from this

input.

W2-R ALPHA(2)= Void fraction of the saturated mixture region.

Card 5 (for three-region nodes)

Wl-R ZLEV(l) = Elevation of the top of subcooled liquid region (2i,j )
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収)-.R 1刊AX = End of current time step data. The calculation will be 

terminated when time exceeds 1刊AXin the last time step card. 

(5) Vol ume Da ta Cards (∞4) 

NVIα~ data sets are required. The sequence number of data entry will be 

used as a node index (identification number). 

Card I 

WI-1 Hnむ=Ty開 ofthe node. 

Card 2 

1 = hαnogeneous node 

2 = theree region node 

刷 -R 円程SS Initial pr国 sure(kgf /rrt ). 

肥'-R ZMAX = Height of the node measured fr叩 nodebott叩 (m).

W3-R ZELEV = Elevation of the node bott叩 abovea reference level (m). 

W4・R Z円在S Elevation of the representative point of node pressure above 

node bott棚 (m). 

間シーR VMAX = Volume of node (nf3). 

Card 3 (for h叩喝eneousnod笛 only)

This card is required only for h叩 egeneousnodes(IHOMO=I). 

WI-R X 

舵 -R A肥A

= Void fraction or specific enthalpy. 
If 0 壬 X孟 1，void fraction ALPHA will be set equal to X 

and enthalpy will be calculated fr叩 ALPHAand円をお. If X主主

1. enthalpy ENTH(kcal!kg) will be set equal to X and void 

fraction will be calculated. 

= Flow ar朗 forcalculation of the average mass flux in a node 

(rrt ). 

Card 4 (for three-region nodes) 

WI-R 凹TN(1)=$問cific enthalpy of the subc∞led liquid region (kcal!kg). 

If EN1'N(1 )豆 0，-ENTN(l) will be regarded as .智開rature

(DC) and s開 cific enthalpy wiU be calculater' frαn this 

input. 

W2-R ALPHA(2)= Void fraction of the saturated mixture region. 

Card 5 (for three-region nodes) 

刷 -R ZLEV(l) = Elevation of the top of subc∞led liquid region (2'.， 
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measured from the bottom of the node (m).

W2-R ZLEV(2) = Elevation of the top of mixture region (Zg, ) measured from

the bottom of the node (m).

Card 6 (for three region nodes)

Wl-R CAS = Coefficient for bubble separation model.

If CAS > 0, Model 1 described in subsection 5.2.3 will be

used. CAS will be used as Ca in Eq.(2.3.2). Ca is

dimensionless.

If CAS < 0, Model 2 will be applied and \o (m) in Eq.(2.3.7)

will be set equal to |CAS|.

If the node is representing the inside of the shroud, )Q.o

can be calculated in the code assuming steady state energy

balance for the node. This option can be used by setting

CAS=0.

W2-R CLM = Coefficient Cj..s used in the local temperature rize model.

The model and recommended values are given in section 2.4

W3-R HP1 = Elevation of lower sensor location for liquid level signal

calculation (m).

W4-R HP2 = Elevation of upper sensor location, (m)

HP1 and HP2 are used as Zi and Z2 in Eq.(2.13.1). They are

elevations measured from the bottom of the node.

Volume geometry data cards for a three-region node

Card 7

Wl-I NTBV = Number of data points in the elevation versus volume table.

Card 8 (Elevation versus volume table)

This table is used for mixture level calculation described in section

2.3.

Wl-R TABVQL(l) = Elevation above bottom of the node for first point (m).

W2-R TABV0L(2) = Volume integrated from bottom of the node to TABVOL(1)

(m3).

W3-R TABV0L(3) = Elevation for second point.

, until NTBV points are entered.

Card 9

Wl-I NTBA = Number of data points in the elevation versus flow area
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measured from the bottom of the node (m). 

W2-R ZLEV(2) = Elevation of the top of mixture region (弘)measured from 

the bottom of the node (m). 

Card 6 (for three region nodes) 

Wt-R CAS ~ Coefficient for bubble separation model. 

陀:-R CLM 

W3-R HPl 

W4--R 1奮を

If CAS > 0， Model 1 described in subsection 5.2.3 will be 

used. CAS will be used as Ca in Eq. (2.3.2). Cαis 

dimensionless. 

If CAS < 0， Model 2 wiU be applied and )4.0 (m) in Eq. (2.3.7) 

will be set equal to ICASI. 

lf the node is representing the inside of the shroud， )4.0 

can be calculated in the code assuming steady state energy 

balance for the node. This option can be used by setting 

CAS--o 
= Coefficient Ci ・.used in the local temperature rize model. 

The model and recommended values are given in section 2.4 

Elevation of lower sensor location for liquid level signal 

calculation (m). 

= Elevation of upper sensor location. (m) 

HPt and Hf宅 areused as ZI and Z2 in Eq.(2.13.1). They are 

elevations measured from the bottom of the node. 

Volume geometry data cards for a three-region node 

Card 7 

Wt-I NTBV = Number of data points in the elevation versus volume table. 
Card 8 (Elevation versus volume table) 

This table is used for mixture level calculation described in section 

2.3. 

WI-R TABVIα~(1) = Elevation above bottαn of the node for first point (m). 

陀 -R TABVI札 (2)= Volume integrated from bottom of the node to TABVIαー(1)

(nf3 ). 
W3-R TABVIα~(3) = Elevation for second point. 

， until NTBV points are entered. 

Card 9 

WI-1 NTBA = Number of data points in the elevation versus flow area 
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table.

Card 10 (Elevation versus area table)

This table is used for two purposes. It is used for the determination of

average mass flux for each subnode in heat transfer calculation described in

section 2.16. It is also used for the determination of flow area at mixture

surface in the calcualtion of bubble separation rate as described in section

2.3 (only for Model 1).

Wl-R TABA(l) = Elevation above bottom of the node for first point (m).

W2-R TABA(2) = Flow area for first point (m2).

W3 R TABA(3) = Elevation for second point.

... ... , until NTBA points are entered.

Card 11

Wl-I NTBHD = Number of data points in the elevation versus hydraulic

diameter table.

Card 12 (Elevation versus hydraulic diameter table)

This table is used for determination of hydraulic diameter to be used in

the bubble velosity calculation described in section 2.3.

Wl-R TABHD(l) = Elevation above bottom of the node (m) for first point.

W2-R TABHD(2) = Hydraulic diameter for first point (m).

W3-R TABHD(3) = Elevation for second point.

, until NTBA points are entered.

(6) Junction Data Cards (006)

NJUN sets of data are required.Junctions will be numbered according to

the sequence of data entry.

Card 1

Wl-I NIN = Inlet node index (node identification number) or junction

type index for junctins which have no inlet node.

NIN > 0, Node index.

= 0, Jet pump throat flow.

= -1, Fill junction.

= -2, HPCI junction.

= -3, LPCI junction.

= -4, Core spray junction.
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table. 

Card 10 (Elevation versus area table) 

This table is used ior two purpωes. It is used for the determination of 

average mass flux for each subnode in heat transfer calculation described in 

section 2.16. It is also used for the determination of flow area at mixture 

surface in the calcualtion of bubble separation rate as described in section 

2.3 (only for Model 1). 

WI-R TABA(I) = Elevation above bottom of the n叫 efor first point (m). 

W2-R TABA(2) = Flow area for first point (mt). 

W♂ R TABA(3) = Elevation for second point. 

， until NTBA points are entered. 

Card 11 

W1-1 NTBHD = Number of data points in the elevation versus hydraulic 

diameter table. 

Card 12 (Elevation versus hydraulic di訓 etertable) 

This table is used for determination of hydraulic diameter to be used in 

the bubble velosity calculation described in section 2.3. 

W1--R TABHD(1) = Elevation above bottom of the node (m) for first point. 
w2←R TABHD(2) = Hydraulic diameter for first point (m). 

W3-R TABHD(3) = Elevation for second point. 

， until NTBA points are entered. 

(6) Junction Data Cards (006) 

NJUN sets of data are required.Junctions will be numbered according to 

the sequence of data entry. 

Card 1 

W1-1 NIN Inlet node index (node identification number) or junction 

type index for junctins which have no inlet node. 

NIN > 0， N叫 eindex. 

= 0， Jet pump thr伺 tflow. 

= -1， Fill junction. 

= -2， l葺宅1junction. 

= -3， LPCI junction. 

-4. Core spray junction. 

n

，. 
n

，. 
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W2-I NOUT

W3-I IPUMP

W4-I ICOKTP*

W5-I IVALVE

W6-R WIJ

W7-R ZIN

W8-R ZOUT

W9-R AJUNC

W1O-R INERTA

Wll-R RJUNC

W12-R RNJUNC =

= Outlet node index(node identification number) or junction

type index for junctions which have no outlet node.

NIN > 0, Node index.

= 0, Drive or suction flow of a jet pump.

= -1, Leak junction.

= -2, Main steam line junction.

= Pump index (IPUMP ̂  NPUMP)

If this junction is a steam separator junction, set IPUMP=-I.

When NIN< 0 or NOUT < 0, the junction concerned has no pump

and this index is used as a data identification index of

following types.

(NIN=-I) FILL index (IPUMP =g NFILL)

(NIN=-2) HPCI index (IPUMP =£ NHPCI)

(NIN=-3) LPCI index (IPUMP ̂  NLPCI)

(NIN=-4) Core spray index (IPUMP s£ NCSP)

(NOUT=-1) Leak index (IPUMP =£ NLEAK)

(N0UT=-2) Main steam line index (IPUMP ̂  NSTRM)

= Option number of critical flow data set.

Critical flow data set is described in paragrph (22).

IIVALVE| = Valve index

If valve is initially closed, IVALVE < 0.

If valve is initially open, IVALVE > 0.

If the junction has no valve, IVALVE =0.

Closing or opening of valves can be controlled by Trip

Control Cards. The valve index given here will be used for

identification of valves.

= Initial flow rate (kg/s).

= Elevation of the junction above the bottom of node NIN (m).

(If NIN > 0, 0 g ZIN ^ ZMAX)

= Elevation of the junction above the bottom of node NOUT (m).

(If NOUT > 0, 0 =g ZOUT =g ZMAX)

= Minimum flow area for choked flow calculation (m2 ).

If AJUNC = 0., choking will be ignored.

= Inertia of junction (1/m).

= Loss coefficient for normal flow direction (s2kgf/m5kg).

This value will be used as Ro in Eq. (2.6.1). If RJUNOO, RQ

will be calculated using Eq.(2.6.2).

Loss coefficient for reverse flow (s2kgf/m5kg).
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抱一1 NOUT = Outlet node index(n(~e identification number) or junction 

ty開 indexfor junctions which have no outlet node. 

NIN > O. Node index. 
O. Drive or suction flow of a jet p四 p.

=一1.Leak junction. 

ニ -2.Main steam line junction. 

収3-1 lPUMP = Pump index CIPUMP孟 NPUMP)

If this junction is a steam separator junction. set lPUMP=ー1.

When NIN<O or NOUT < O. the junction concerned has no pump 

and this index is used as a data identification index of 

foUowing types. 

(NIN=一1) FILL index (IPUMP壬 NFILL)

(NIN=-2 )班lCIindex (!PUMP豆Nl葺lCI)

(NIN=-3) U宅1index (IPUMP壬 NLPCI)

(NIN=-4) Core spray index (IPUMP壬ば三)p)

(NOUT=-1 ) Leak index (IPUMP豆阻..EAIO

(Nαπ=-2)刊ainsteam line index (IPUMP豆NSI'RM)

W4-1 ICぽ rf>l' = Option number of cri tical flow data set. 

Critical flow data set is described in paragrph (22). 

時 1 IV札四 IIV札四I= Valve index 

W6-R WIJ 

V7--R ZIN 

If valve is initially closed. IVALVE < O. 

If valve is ini tially open. IVA日E> O. 
If the jun~tion has no valve. IVALVE =0. 

Closing or opening of valves can be controlled by Trip 

Control Cards. The valve index given here will be used for 

identification of valves. 

Initial flow rate (kg/s). 

Elevation of the junction above the bottom of node NIN (m). 

CIf NIN > O. 0 亘 ZIN孟 ZMAX)

W8-R ZIαJT =:: Elevation of the junction a加vethe加 ttom of node NOUT (m). 

(If NOUT > O. 0 亘 ZαJf 三五 ZMAX) 

桃~R AJU舵 = 刊inimumflow area for choked flow calculation (mt). 

If AJUNC = 0.. choking will be ignored. 

WI0-R IN日行A Inertia of junction (11m). 

WII-R RJUNC =:: Loss coefficient for normal flow direction (s2kgrlnfkg). 

This value will be used as 同 in Eq. (2.6. 1 ). 1 f RJU舵=0.同

will be calculated using Eq. (2.6.2). 

WI2-R 剛 JUNC =:: Lρss coefficient for reverse flow (s2kgrlnfkg). 
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If RNJUNC=O, RJUNC will be used for reverse flow conditions.

W13-R DIAMJ* = Junction diameter used for smoothing of enthalpy change (m).

(7) Jet Pump Data Cards

NJETP sets of data are required.

Card 1

Wl—I JMOPT = Jet pump model option (see section 2.8).

1 = Model 1 (Momentum flux terms are considered through out

the transient. )

2 = Model 2 (Momentum flux terms will be considered until

water level in the downcomer drops to the level 0.1 m above

the top of a jet pump.

W2-I IJPUMP = Jet pump geometry data set index.

W3-I JCTGRPd ) = Suction flow junction index.

W4-I JETGRP(2) = Drive flow junction index.

W5-I JETGRP(3) = Discharge flow junction index.

W6-R PIN = Outlet pressure of the suction flow (kg/m2 ).

This value will be used as the initial value of P| in

section 2.8.

(8) Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards (007)

NJETP sets of data are required.

Card 1

Wl-R AS = Suction inlt flow area (m2).

W2-R AD = Drive nozzle flow area (m2).

W3-R AJ = Throat flow area, (m2 )

AJ should be determined so that AJ=AS+AD

W4-R ADIF = Diffuser outlet flow area (m2 ).

ADIF is not used in the present version. Set ADIF=1.

= Flow path length of mixing section (m).

= Flow path length of diffuser section (m).

= Flow path length of diffuser outlet to lower plenum (m).

DL1, DL2, and DL3 are used as Li , Le and La for the

gravitational head calculation (Eq.(2.8.35)).

W8-R AJS = Downcomer flow area, (m2 )

W9-R AJD = Jet pump drive line flow area, (m2 )
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If剛 JUNC=O， RJUNC will be used for reverse flow conditions. 

WI3-R DIAMJ* = Junction diameter used for smoothing of enthalpy change (m). 

(7) Jet Pump Data Cards 

NJETP sets of data are required. 

Card 1 

WI-1 J附lPT Jet pump model option (see section 2.8). 

阿odel1 (阿omentumflux terms are considered through out 

the transient.) 

2 =阿odel2 (Momentum flux terms will be considered until 

water level in the downcαner drops to the level 0.1 m above 

the top of a jet pump. 

W2-1 IJPUMP = Jet pump geometry data set index. 

W3-1 JETGRP(I) = Suction flow junction index. 

W4-1 JETGRP(2) = Drive flow junction index. 

W5-1 JETGRP(3) = Discharge flow junction index. 

版予-R PIN ニ Outletpressure of the suction flow (kg/mf). 

This value will be used as the initial value of PI in 

section 2.8. 

(8) Jet Pump Ge叩etryData Cards (007) 

NJETP sets of data are required. 

Card 1 

WI-R AS 

W2-R AD 

W3-R AJ 

W4-R ADIF 

W5-R 此 1

椛>-R 肌2

W7-R 阻β

wιR AJS 

恨みR AJD 

=. Suction inlt flow area (mf). 

ニ Drivenozzle flow area (mf). 

= Throat flow area. (mf) 

AJ should be determined so that AJ=AS+AD 

= Diffuser outlet flow area (mf). 

ADIF is not used in the present version. Set ADIF=I. 

= Flow path length of mixing section (m). 

= Flow path length of diffuser section (m). 

= Flow path length of diffuser outlet to lower plenum (m). 

乱 1， 阻2， and D1..3 are used as LI・lεandl.3 for the 

gravitational head calculation (Eq. (2.8.35)). 

= Downcαner flow area. (mf) 

= Jet pump dri ve line flow area. (mf) 
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W10-R AJJ = Lower plenum flow area, (m2 )

Since THYDE-B1 ignores the momentum flux terms for junctions other than

jet pump junctions, the authors recommend that AJS, AJD, and AJJ be set

sufficiently large numbers (for instance, 10lom2 ) in order to keep the APB
terms reversible. The use of the large values is equivalent to the neglection

of the momentum flux terms for dowcomer, recirculation lines, and lower

plenum.

(9) Pump Data Cards (008)*

NPUMP data sets are required.

Card 1

Wl-I IPC

W2-I IRP

W3-I IPM

W4-I

W5-R

W6-R

W7-R

W8-R

W9-R

W10-R

Wll-R

W12-R

W13-R

W14-R

W15-R

W16-R

W17-R

IMT

ROMEGA
PSRAT

RFLOW

RHEAD

RTORQ

INERTA

RRHOP

RTORQM

CAVCON

TORQF(l)

T0RQF(2)

T0RQF(3)

T0RQF(4)

= Index of pump characteristic data. 0^ IPCg NPCVHO.

= Reverse flow option.

0 = Pump head APP will be set equal to zero for reverse flow

conditions.

1 = Pump head will be calculated for both normal and reverse

flow conditions.

; Two phase flow option.

0 = Use single-phase pump data only.

> 0, Use two-phase degradation data. IPM is used as

two-phase pump data index. Og IPMg NPCVTW.

Index of pump motor torque data.

If IMT=0, the pump speed will be kept constant until the

pump has been tripped.

Rated pump speed (rad/s).

Ratio of initial pump speed and rated pump speed.

Rated flow rate (m3).

Rated head ((kg//ro2 )/(kg/m3 )).

Rated torque (kg/m).

Moment of inertia (kg m 2 ) .

Rated fluid density (kg/m3).

Rated motor torque (kg/m).

Not used at present. Set CAVC0N=0.

Constant for frictional torque calculation (kg/m).

Constant for frictional torque calculation (kg/m).

Constant for frictional torque calculation (kg/m).

Constant for frictional torque calculation (kg/m).
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WID-R AJJ = Lower p1enum flow area. (m2) 
Since THY斑:-Bl ignores the momentum flux terms for junctions other than 

jet pump junctions， the authors recommend that AJS， AJD， and AJJ be set 

sufficient1y 1arge numbers (for instance， 1010m2 ) in order to keep the dP. 

terms reversib1e. The use of the 1arge va1ues is equiva1ent to the neg1ection 

of the momentum f1ux terms for dowcomer， recircu1ation 1ines， and 10wer 

p1enum. 

(9) Pump Data Cards (008)+ 

NPUMP data sets are required. 

Card 1 

Wl-1 1陀

昭一1 IRP 

W~l IPM 

W4-1 1MT 

lndex of pump characteristic data. 0豆 I陀壬 N陀開O.

= Reverse f10w option. 

o = Pump head dPp wi11 be set equa1 to zero for reverse f10w 

conditions. 

1 = Pump head wi11 be ca1cu1ated for both norma1 and reverse 

flow condi tions. 

= Two phase f10w option. 

o = Use sing1e-phase pump data on1y. 

> 0， Use two-phase degradation data. IPM is used 鵠

two-phase pump data index. O~五 l~五 N陀VTW.

ご lndexof purnp rnotor torque data. 

lf IMT=O， the pump speed wi11 be kept constant unti1 the 

pump has been tripped. 

W5-R 限刑囚A = Rated pump speed (rad/s). 

W6-R PSRAT Ratio of initia1 pump speed and rated pump speed. 

W7-R RFLOW = Rated f10w rate (m3). 

W8--R RHEAD = Rated head ((kgj/lI，2)/ (kg/nr'l )). 

恨みR RfQ悶 = Rated torque (kgjm). 

WI0-R 1NERTA 刊omentof inertia (kj; m2 ). 
WII-R 悶K]p = Rated f1uid density (kg/mr). 

WI2-R RTORQM = Rated motor torque (kgjm). 

W13ーR CAVCCl'l = Not used at present. Set CAVIα到=0.

WI4-R Tα延~(1)= Constant for frictiona1 torque ca1cu1ation (kgjm). 

WI5-R TO悶F(2)=Constant for frictiona1 torque ca1cu1ation (kg/m). 

WI6-R TORQF(3)= Constant for frictiona1 torque ca1cu1ation (kg/m). 

W17.← R TORQF(4)= Constant for frictiona1 torque ca1cu1ation (kg/m). 
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(10) Main Steam Line Data Cards (009)

NSTRM data sets are required.

Card 1

Wl-R TAU

W2-R TIMTR

W3-R WSTRM

W4-R GS

W5-R WSR

W6-R DPR

W7-R PR

= Time constant of isolation valve closure (s).

= Delay time for initiation of isolation valve closure (s).

Delay time can also be considered by the trip control model.

In such cases TIMTR can be 0.

= Maximum steam flow rate (kg/s).

= Controller regulation band (kgf/m2 ).

= Rated steam flow rate (kg/s).

= Rated pressure drop between reactor vessel and turbine

admission valves (kgf /m2 >.

= Rated pressure in reactor vessel (kgf/m2 ).

(11) Leak Data Cards (010)*

NLEAK data sets are required.

Card 1

Wl-I ICHOKE - Leak type. ICHOKE g 0.

-3 = use time versus flow rate table.

-2 = use pressure versus mass flux table.

-1 = use pressure versus flow rate table.

0 = use critical flow model selected by ICOKTP in Junction

Data Cards.

W2-R SINKPR = Sink pressure (kgf/m
2 ).

Card 2

Wl-I NFAT = Number of data points in leak data table.

Card 3

Leak data table.

Wl-R TABFA(1)= Independent variable or first point.

If ICH0KE=-3 or > 0, elapsed time after leak initiation (s).

If ICH0KE=-2 or -1, pressure (kgf/m2).

W2-R TABFA(2)= Dependent variable for first point.

If ICH0KE=-3, flow rate (kg/s).

If ICH0KE=-3, flow rate (kg/s).
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(10) Main Steam Line Data Cards (α沼)

NSI1引 datasets are required. 

Card 1 

W1-R TAU = Time constant of isolation valve closure (s). 

W2-R TI阿fR = Delay time for initiation of isolation valve closure (s). 

Delay time can also be considered by the trip control model. 

In such cases TIMTR can be O. 

W3-R WSTI引 = Maximum steam flow rate (kg/s). 

W4-R GS = Controller regulation band (kgf/mt). 

W5-R WSR = Rated steam flow rate (kg/s). 

版予-R DPR = Rated pressure drop between reactor vessel 

admission valves (kgf/mt、~

'W7-R PR = Rated pressure in reactor vessel (kgr/mt). 

(11) Leak Data Cards (010)* 

NLEAK data sets are required. 

Card 1 

W1-1 IG日)f(E = Leak type. IGHOKE孟 O.

-3 = use time versus flow rate table. 

-2 = use pressure versus mass flux table. 

-1 use pressure versus flow rate table. 

and turbine 

o = use critical flow model selected by 1∞KfP in Junction 

Data Cards. 

W2-R SINKPR = Sink pressure (kgr/mt). 

Card 2 

W1-1 NFAT = Number of data points in leak data table. 

Card 3 

1βak data table. 

W1-R TABFA(1)= Independent variable or first point. 

If IGH臼伍:=-3or > O. elapsed time after leak initi.a tion (s). 

1 f IGHOKE=-2 or -1. pressure (kgf /mt ). 

W2-R TABFA(2)= Dependent variable for first point. 

If ICHOKE=-3. flow rate (kg/s). 

If IGほ~-3. flow rate (kg/s). 
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If ICH0KE=-2, mass flux (kgVs).

If ICHOKE=-1, flow rate (kg/s).

If ICHOKE=O, leak area normalized to AJUNC given in Junction

Data Cards.

W3-R TABFA(3)= Independent variable for second point.

, until NFAT points are entered.

(12) Fill Systems Data Card (Oil) and HPCI/LPCI Data Cards (012/013)

NFILJL (or NHPCI/NLPCI) data sets are required.

As for HPCI and LPCI systems the calculation models are the same as that

for fill systems, and required input data are also the same. Data block

numbers are 012 and 013, respectively. Each block must contain NHPCI or NLPCI

data set.

Card 1

Wl-R CGL = Mixing length for steam region, (m)

W2-R CML = Mixing length for mixture region, (m)

W3-R FBG = Mixing coefficient for steam region, (m)

W4-R FEM = Mixing coefficient for mixture region, (m)

Card 2

Wl-I NT = Number of data points in the table of reservoir temperature

cr enthalpy.

If NT = 0, temperature or enthalpy is constant.

If NT < 0, temperature or enthalpy is dependent on elapsed

time after fill system actuation.

If NT > 0, temperature or enthalpy is dependent on the

pressure of outlet node.

Card 3

Table of enthalpy or temperature

Wl-R TABLT (1)= Time(s) or pressure(kgf/m2) for first point.

In case of NT=0, temperature or enthalpy mus.t be entered.

W2-R TABLT (2)= temperature (°C ) (TABLT(j )=-(temperature)) or enthalpy

(kcal/kg) (TABLT(j)=enthalpy) for first point.

W3-R TABLT(3)= Time or pressure for second point.

, until NT points are entered, where the independent variable

must be in ascending order.
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1f 1α虻lKE=-2.mass fl ux (kgJnf s ) . 

1f 1CHDKE=-I. f10w rate (kg/s). 

1f ICHDKE=O. 1eak area norma1ized to AJU肥 givenin Junction 

Data Cards. 

拡3-R TA師、A(3)=Independent variab1e for second point. 

• unti1 NFAT points are entered. 

(12) Fi11 Systems Data Card (011) and HPCI/LPC1 Data Cards (012/013) 

NF1LL (or NHF宅1!NL陀1)data sets are required. 

As for HPC1 and LPC1 systems the ca1cu1ation mode1s are the same as that 

for fi11 systems. and required input data are a1so the same. Data b1∞k 

numbers are 012 and 013. respective1y. Each b10ck must contain r冊む or阻正lC1

data set. 

Card 1 

WI--R CGL 

胞 -R CML 

W3-R FEG 

W4-R FD-1 

Card 2 

WI-1 NT 

Card 3 

= Mixing 1ength for steam region. (m) 

= Mixing 1ength for mixture region. (m) 

= Mixing coefficient for steam region. (m) 

= Mixing coefficient for mixture region. (m) 

= Nllmber of data points in the tab1e of reservoir t四 perature

cr enthalpy. 

1f NT = O. temperature or entha1py is constant. 

If NT < O. temperature or entha1py is dependent on e1apsed 

time after fi1l system actuation. 

1f NT > O. temperature or entha1py is dependent on the 

pressure of out1et node. 

Tab1e of entha1py or t剖 perature

WI-R TABLT(I)= Time(s) or pressure(kgr/nf) for first point. 

1n case of NT=O. t側 peratureor entha1py must be entered. 

抱一R TABLT(2)= t聞 perature (OC ) (T.姐LT(j)=一(temperature)) or entha1py 

(kca1/kg) (TABLT(j)=entha1py) for first point. 

W3--R TABLT(3)= Time or pr回 surefor second point. 

， unti1 NT points are entered. where the independent variab1e 

must be in ascending order. 
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Card 4

Wl-I NW = Number of data points in flow rate table.

If NW=O, flow rate is constant.

If NWX), flow rate depends on pressure of outlet node.

If NW<0, flow rate depends on elapsed time after fill E_ .n

initiation.

Card 5

Table of flow rate

Wl-R TABLW(1)= time (s) or pressure (kgf/m2) for first point.

In case of NW=O, flow rate (kg/s) must be entered.

W2-R TABLW(2)= flow rate (kg/s) for first point.

W3-R TABLW(3)= time or pressure for second point.

, until |NW| pairs are entered, where the independent variable

must be in ascending order.

(13) Core Spray Data Cards (014)

The user is allowed to specify heat transfer coefficients to be used

during core spray operation (see paragraph (25)). Models for the coolant

behavior are the same as that for fill systems and required input data are

also the same. Data block number is 014. This block must contain NCSP data

sets.

(14) Steam Separator Data Cards

This card block is required when NSEP=1.

Card 1

Wl-I NTABF = Number of data points for separation efficiency data table.

Card 2

Separation efficiency as a function of mixture level in the downcomer

node must be given.

Wl-R TABEF(1)= Mixture level for first point (m).

W2-R TABEF(2)= Separation efficiency for first point.

W3-R TABEF(3)= Mixture level for second point.

, until NTABF points are entered.
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~ Number of data points in flow rate table. 

If NW=O， flow rate is constant. 

If NW>Q， flow rate depends on pressure of outlet node. 

If NW<O， flow rate depends on elapsed time after fill ~ ~ 

initiation. 

Table of flow rate 

W1-R TABLW(l)= time (s) or pressure (kgr/mt) for first point. 

In case of NW=O. flow rate (kg/s) must be entered. 

W2-R TABLW(2)= flow rate (kg/s) for first point. 

W3-R TABLW(3)= time or pr白 surefor second point. 

， until INWI pairs are entered. where the independent variable 

must be in ascending order. 

(13) Core Spray Data Cards (014) 

The user is allowed to specify heat transfer coefficients to be used 

during core spray operation (see paragraph 缶)). Models for the coolant 

behavior are the same 錨 thatfor fill systems and required input data are 

also the same. Data block number is 014. This block must contain NCSP data 

sets. 

(14) Steam Separator Data Cards 

This card block is required when NS日高==1. 

Card 1 

WI-I NT姐F = Number of data points for separation efficiency data table. 

Card 2 

Separation efficiency as a function of mixture level in the downc叩 er

node must be given. 

WI-R TABEF(l )= Mixture level for first point (m). 

抱一R TABEF(2)= Separation efficiency for first point. 

W3ーR TA殴~(3)= Mixture level for second point. 

， until NTA師、 pointsare entered. 
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(15) Trip Control Data Cards (016)

NTRIP data sets are required.

Card 1

Wl-I IDACT

W2-I KSIG

W3-I

W4-I

IDVOL

IPVOL

= Index of action to be taken. IDACT is an integer of three

figures.

IDACT = XYtY2 (-1=SX<=1, 0<Y|Y2S99 )

If X= -1, action is to close a valve. YiY2 is valve index.

The valve index is given in Junction Data Card.

If X = 1, action is to open a valve. Y1Y2 is valve index.

If X= 0, following actions are taken.

Y| =1 : Termination of calculation.

Y| =2 : Open a leak

Yi =3 : Pump trip

Y| =4 : Start a fill

Y, =5 : (not defined)

Y, =6 : Actuate a HPCI

Y| =7 : Actuate a LPCI

Y| =8 : Actuate a core spray

Y2 is used as index of leak, pump, or fill system.

For an example, IDACT=102 means X=l, Y)Y2=2 and, therefore,

the valve of index number 2 will be opened by this trip. If

IDACT=42, the fill system of index number 2 will be actuated.

Index number for leaks, pumps, or fills are given as IPUMP in

Junction Data Cards.

= Signal to be compared.

1 = Elapsed time after problem initiation.

2 = Pressure of node IDVOL

3 = Collapsed liquid level of node IDVOL as defined in

subsection 2.13.

4,5 = Not defined

6 = Flow rate of junction IDVOL.

If the sign of KSIG is minus, the trip will occur when the

compared value drops below the set point. If KSIG is greater

than 0, the trip will occur when the set point is exceeded.

= Node or junction index.

= Index of optional node or junction.

If IPVOL > 0, the difference between the values of nodes
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(15) Trip Control Data Cards (016) 

NTRIP data sets are required. 

Card 1 

WI-1 IDAI口・ lndex of action to be taken. IDACT is an integer of three 

figures. 

IDACT = XY'Y2 (-1三五X<=I，O<Y， Y2三五99)

If X= -1， action is to close a valve. Y'Y2 is valve index. 

The valve index is given in Junction Data Card. 

If X = 1， action is to open a valve. Y'Y2 is valve index. 

If X= 0， following actions are taken. 

Y， =1 Termination of calculation. 

Y， =2 Open a leak 

Y， =3 Pump trip 

Y， =4 Start a fill 

Y， =5 (not defined) 

Y， =6 Actuate a 阻むI

Y， =7 Actuate a LPCI 

Y， =8 Actuate a core spray 

Y2 is used as index of leak， pump， or fill syst剖.

For an example， IDACT=I02 means X=I， Y'Y2=2 and， therefore， 

the valve of index number 2 will be opened by this trip. If 

IDACT=42， the fill system of index number 2 will be actuated. 

Index number for leaks， pumps， or fills are given as IPUMP in 

Junction Data Cards. 

陀 I 路 IG = Signal to be compared. 

W3-1 

W4-1 

IDV'αd 

IPVαd 

Elapsed time after problem initiation. 

2 = Pressure of node IDV'札

3 = Collapsed liquid level of node IDVOL 鵠 defined in 

subsection 2.13. 

4，5 = Not defined 

6 = Flow rate of junction IDVOL. 

If the sign of KSIG is minus， the trip wiU occur when the 

C側 paredvalue drops below the set point. If路 IGis greater 

than 0， the trip will occur when the set point is exceeded. 

= Node or junction index. 

Index of optional node or junction. 

If IPV札>0， the difference between the valu回 ofnodes 
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W2-I

W3-I

W4-I

W5-I

W&-I

W7-I

NSLAB
NOCOR

NGEOM

NMAT

NMATG

MAXRG

NTVSNP
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(junctions) IDVOL and IPVOL will be used.

W5-R SETP = Signal set point. Units are s for time, m for liquid level,

kg/s for flow rate, and kgf/m2 for pressure.

W6-R DELAY = Delay time for initiation of action after reaching setpoint.

(s)

(16) Dimension Card for Heat Slabs (017)

= Number of heat slabs.

= Number of heat slabs with heat generation in them.

= Number of heat slab geometry data sets.

= Number of material property data sets.

= Number of gap conductance data sets.

= Maximum number of regions in a heat slab.

= Number of data points in normalized heat generation table. If

NTVSNPX), the heat generation in the core will be calculated

by table interpolation. If NTVSNP=0, the one-point reactor

kinetics model will be used. Following three variables NTROD,

NTALP, and NTFUT must be 0, if NTVSNPX).

W&-I NTROD = Number of data points for scram reactivity table.

W9-I NTALP = Number of data points for void reactivity table.

W10-I NTFUT = Number of data points for fuel temperature reactivity table.

(17) Heat Slab Data Cards (018)*

NSLAB data sets are required.

Card 1

Wl-I MVSL = Index number of volume at left (or peripheral) surface.

0<NVSL.

W2-I NVSR = Index number of volume at right (or center) surface. If

NVSR=0, adiabatic condition is applied for the right hand

side. As for cylindrical geometry, NVSR must be 0.

W3-I IGBOM = Geometry index.

W4-I ISPHTC* = Index of steam cooling and spray cooling option.

ISPHTOO : use built-in heat transfer correlations.

0<ISPHTC^ NSPHTC : use heat transfer coefficient given by

the user. ISPHTC is used as a index of table data. Tables are

given by Steam Cooling and Spray Cooling Data Cards.

W5-R ZSLB = Elevation above the reference level (m).
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(junctions) 1DVOL and 1円札 wiUbe used. 

W5-R SETP = Signa1 set point. Units are s for time， m for 1iquid 1eve1， 

kg/s for f10w rate， and kgr/mt for pressure. 

W6-R DELAY = De1ay time for initiation of action after reaching setpoint. 

(s) 

(16) Dimension Card for Heat Slabs (011) 

= Number of heat slabs. 

= Number of heat slabs with heat generation in them. 

= Number of heat slab geometry data sets. 

= Number of materia1 property data sets. 

= Number of gap conductance data sets. 

= Maximum number of regions in a heat slab. 

= Number of data points in norma1ized heat generation tab1e. 1f 

NTV~到P>O ， the heat generation in the core wi11 be ca1cu1ated 

by tab1e interpo1ation. 1f NTV剖手0， the one-poin t reactor 

kinetics mode1 wi11 be used. Fo11owing three variab1es NTROD， 

NTAl.P， and NTFUT must be 0， if NTV剖わO.

W8-1 NTROD = Number of data points for scrarn reactivity tab1e. 

W9-1 NTALP = Number of data points for void reactivity tab1e. 

WI0-1 NTFUT = Number of data points for fue1 t倒 lperaturereactivity tab1e. 

WI-1 NSLAB 

W2-1 Nα::OR 

W3-1 NGm1 

W4-1 NMAT 

W5-1 NMATG 

椛>-1 MAXRG 

W7-1 NTVSNP 

(11) Heat Slab Data Cards (018)* 

NSLAB data sets are required. 

Card 1 

WI-1NVSL 1ndex number of volume at left (or peripheral) surface. 

0剖V乱.

W2-1 NVSR = 1ndex number of vo1ume at right (or center) surface. 1f 

NVSR=O， adiabatic condition is app1ied for the right hand 

side. As for cylintirical geαnetry， NVSR must be O. 

W3-1 1GEa = Ge叩etryindex. 

W4-1 1S円rrc+= 1ndex of ste叩 C∞lingand spray c∞ling option. 

1SPHI・G--Q use built-in heat transfer correlations. 

O<1SPHfC孟 NS円fDC use heat transfer coefficient given by 

the user. 1S?HTC is used as a index of table data. Tables are 

given by Stearn Cooling and Spray Cooling Data Cards. 

阪5-R ZSLB = Elevation above the reference level (m). 

F
D
 

O
D
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The reference level must be the same as that for the node

elevations.

W6-R RHSLB = Slab length (m).

W7-R VOLS = Total volume of slab (m3 ).

If this slab is a part of the core section, the geometry data must be of

one fuel rod (or part of a rod) as opposed to a lumped value for the whole

core. The number of fuel rods will be input as IXSN in Core Section Data

Cards.

Card 2

Wl-R AfflL = Heat transfer area at left hand side (m2 ).

W2-R HMDL = Left side hydraulic diameter (m).

W3-R DHEL = Left side heated equivalent diameter (m).

Card 3

This card is not required if NVSR=O.

Wl-R AHTR = Heat transfer area at right hand side (m2 ).

W2-R HMDR = Right side hydraulic diameter (m).

W3-R DHER = Right side heated equivalent diameter (m).

(18) Core Section Data Card (019)

NMCOR sets of data are required.

Card 1

= Slab index.

= Number of rods represented by this slab.

= Power fraction defined as Es in Eq.(2.15.2).

= A dummy variable. Set X to 1.

= Weighting factor for calculation of average fuel temperature.

(19) Slab Geometry Data Cards (020)

NGEOM sets of data are required.

Card 1

Wl-I JGOM = Geometry type.

1 = Rectangular type.

2 = Cylindrical type.

W2-I JREG = Number of regions

- 8 6 -
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The reference level must be the same as that for the node 

elevations. 

眼目 時現.s = Slab length (m). 
W7-R VIα.s = Total vol ume of slab (nfi). 

If this slab is a part of the core section， the geometry data must be of 

one fuel rod (or part of a rod) as opposed to a lumped value for the whole 

core. The number of fuel rods will be input as IX剖 in Core Section Data 

Cards. 

Card 2 

WI-R Al司工

抱一R HMDL 

W3-R DHE1.. 

Card 3 

ニ Heattransfer area at left hand side (mt). 

= Left side hydraulic di訓 eter(m). 

= Left side heated equivalent diameter (m). 

This card is not required if NVSR=O. 

WI-R Al打R = Heat transfer area at right hand side (nf). 

W2-R HMDR ニ Rightside hydraulic diameter (m). 

W3-R DH四=Right side heated equivalent diameter (m). 

(18) Core Section Data Card (019) 

Card 1 

W1-1 

W2-1 

W3-R 

W4-R 

W5--R 

N町XJRsets of data are required. 

ISLB 

IX剖

R丑B

X 

T陀 T

= Slab index. 
= Number of rods represented by this slab. 

ニ Powerfraction defined as Es in Eq. (2.15.2). 

= A dummy variable. Set X to 1. 

Weighting factor for calculation of average fuel t倒 lperature.

(19) Slab Ge側etryData Cards (α却)

NGEOM sets of data are required. 

Card 1 

W1-1 Jα到 =Geometry type. 

1 = Rectangular type. 

2 = Cylindrical type. 

W2-1 JREG = Number of regions 

-86-
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Card 2

Wl-I JGAP(1) = Gap index for first region.

= 0 , not gap.

> 0 , index of temperature versus gap conductance table.

W2-I JGAP(2) = Gap index for second region.

... until JREG data are entered. The sequence of the regions is

from right to left for the rectangular type and center to

peripheral for the cylindrical type.

Card 3

Wl-I JMAT(l) = Material index for first region.

W2-I JMAT(2) = Material index for second region.

.... until JREG data are entered.

Card 4

Wl-I JPNT(1) = Number of space mesh in first region.

W2-I JPNT(2) = Number of space mesh ir. second region.

.... until JREG data are entered.

Card 5

Wl-R WREG(l) = Width of first region (m).

W2-R WREG(2) = Width of second region (m).

.... until JREG data are entered.

Card 6

Wl-R DRBG(1) = Density of first region (kg/m3 ).

W2-R DREG(2) = Density of second region (kg/m3 ).

.... until JREG data are entered.

Card 7

Wl-R PREG(l) = Power distribution factor EJ? in Eq. (2.15.2) for first region.

W2-R PREG(2) = Power distribution factor for second region.

.... until JREG dati are entered.

Card 8

Wl-R TREG(1 ) = Weighting factor for average temperature calculation for

first region.

W2-R TREG(2) = Weighting /actor for second region.

-8 7 -
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Card 2 

W1-I JGAP(1) = Gap index for first region. 

= 0 ， not gap. 

> 0 ， index of temperature versus gap conductance table. 

W2-I JGAP(2) = Gap index for second region. 

Card 3 

W'1-I 

W2-I 

Card 4 

until JR回 dataare entered. The sequence of the regions is 

frαn right to left for the rectangular type and center to 

peripheral for the cylindrical type. 

JMAT(1) = Material index for first region. 
JMAT(2) = Material index for second region. 

until JREG data are entered. 

W1-I J円灯(1) = Number of space mesh in first region. 

抱一1 J円灯(2)= Number of space mesh ih second regi0n. 

Card 5 

W'1-R 

W2-R 

Card 6 

W'1-R 

W2-R 

Card 7 

until JREG data are entered. 

WREG(1) = W'idth of first region (m). 

WREG(2) = W'idth of second region (m). 

until JR回 dataare entered. 

DREG(1) = Density of first region (kg/m3). 

D旺D(2)= Density of second region (kgパtfl). 

until JREG data are entered. 

W1-R 円四(1)= Power distribution factor ER in Eq. (2.15.2) for first r句 ion.

W2-R 円在口(2)= Power distribution factor for second region. 

until JREG dat~ are entered. 

Card 8 

W1-R TR回 (1) = Weighting factor for average t田lperature calculation for 

first region. 

W2-R TR回 (2)= Weighting /achr for second region. 
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.... until JRBQ data are entered.

The authors recommend that TREG(i) be set equal to PREG(i) unless there

is any special reason for different values.

(20) Material Property Data Cards (021)

(i) Thermal conductivity tables

Card 1

W1-I NTPK = Number of points in thermal conductivity table (NTPK ̂  1).

Card 2

Wl-R TPK(l) = Temperature for first point (°C).

W2-R TPK(2) = Thermal conductivity for first point (kcal/m°Cs).

W3-R TPK(3) = Temperature for second point.

, until NTPK points are entered.

(ii) Specific heat tables

NMAT sets of data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged in

accord with the material indeces.

Card 1

W1--I NTPC - Number of data po.Yts in the heat capacity table.

Card 2

Wl R TPCC1 ) - Temperature for first point (°C).

W2-R TPC(2^ = Heat capacity for first point. (kcal/kg°C).

W3-R TPC(3) - Temperature for second point.

, until NTPC points are entered.

(iii) Gap conductance tables

NMATG sets of data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged

in accordance with the gap indeces.

Card 1

Wl-I NTPG = Number of data points in the gap conductance table.

Card 2

- 8 8 -
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until JR回 dataare entered. 

The authors recαnmend that TREn(i) be set equal to PR回 (i) unless there 

is any special reason for different values. 

(20) Material Property Da.ta Cards (位1) 

(i) Thermal conductivity tables 

Card 1 

WI-1 NTPK = Number of points in thermal conductivity table (悶胃孟 1). 

Card 2 

WI-R TPK(l) = Temperature for first point (OC). 

W2-R T円ぐ(2) = Thermal conductivity for first point (kcal/moCs). 

W3-R TPK(3J = Temperature for second point 

. until NTPK points are entered. 

(ii ) ~問cific heat tables 

附 AT sets of data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged in 

accord vith the material indeces. 

Card 1 

Wl..I NT陀 "-Number of data po.o ，.ts in the heat capacity table. 

Card 2 

Wl. R 1下巴(!) -Temperature for first point (OC). 

W2-R TPC(2 ¥ニ Heatcapacity for first point. (kcal;kピC). 

W3-R T陀 (3)ιTemperaturefor second point. 

， until NT陀 pointsare entered. 

(iii) Gap conductance tables 

Card 1 

N門ATGsets of data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged 

in accordance vith the gap indeces 

WI-1 NT問 =Num出 rof data points in the gap conductance table. 

Card 2 

一回一
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Wl-R TPG(l) = Temperature for first point (°C).

W2-R TPG(2) = Gap conductance for first point (kcal/ra?°C s).

W3-R TPG(3) = Temperature for second point.

, until NTPG points are entered.

(21 ) Other Heat Slab Data Cards

Card 1

Wl-I IVOLC = Index number of the node in which the core is located.

V/2-R QINIT = Total reactor power at initial state (kcal/s).

W3-R BETABL = ft/A in Eq. (2.15.4). If kinetics calculation option is not

used (NTVSNP=O), set BETABL = 0..

Card 2 Time dependent power table

Card 2 is necessary only when NTVSNPX), and Cards 3, 4, and 5 are

necessa-y only when NTVSNP=O.

Wl-R PTABL(l) = Time for first point (s).

W2-R PTABL(2) = Power normalized to QINIT for first point.

W3-R PTABLO) = Time for second point.

, until NTVSNP points are entered.

Card 3 Scram reactivity table

Wl-R RROD(1) - Time for first point (s).

W2-R RR0D(2) = Scram reactivity for first point (dollar).

W3-R RR0D(3) = Time for second point.

, until NTROD points are entered.

Card 4 Void reactivity table

WI-R RALP(1) = Void fraction for the first point (s).

W2-R RALP(2) - Reactivity feedback for the first point (dollar).

W3-R RALP(3) = Void fraction for the second point.

, until NTALP points are entered.

Card 5 Fuel temperature reactivity table

Wl-R RFUT(l) = Fuel temperature for first point (°C).

W2-R RFUT(2) = Reactivity feedback for first point (dollar).

W3-R RFUT(3) = Time for second point.

, until NTFUT points are entered.
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WI-R 1'PG(1) = T倒防raturefor first point (OC). 

抱一R 1'PG(2) = Ga.p conductance for first point (kcal!m2oC s). 

W3-R 拝。(3) = T剖 peraturefor second point. 

• until NTPG points are entered. 

(21 ) Other Heat Slab Data Cards 

Card 1 

WI-1 

抱一R

版3-R

Card 2 

lVOLC Index number of the n剖 ein which the core is 1ocated. 

QINIT = Tota1 reactor power at initial state (kca1/s). 

BEI'A且 =s/̂ in Eq. (2.15.4). If kinetics ca1cu1ation option is not 

used (N1VSNP==O). set BEfA乱=0.. 

Time de開 ndentpower tab1e 

Card 2 is nec回 saryon1y when N1VSNP>O. and Cards 3. 4. and 5 are 

necessa"y on1y when N'IVSNP=O. 

WI-R PTA乱 (1)= Time for first point (s). 
胞 R PTA乱 (2)= Power norma1ized to QINIT for first point. 

収3-R PTABL (3) = Time for second point. 

• unti1 N'IVSNP points are entered. 

q
u
 

d

R

R

R

 

伽

朴

臨

時

Card 4 

WI-R 

担 -R

W3-R 

Card 5 

WI-R 

W2-R 

破3-R

Scram reactivity table 

陪夜X>(1)ニ Timefor first point (s). 

陪夜X>(2)= Scr訓 reactivityfor first point (do11ar). 

陪夜X>(3)= Time for second point. 

. until NTR∞points are entered. 

Void reactivity tab1e 

RALP(l) = Void fraction for the first point (s). 

R組]>(2)= Reactlvity feedback for the first point (dollar). 

RALP(3) = Void fraction for the second point. 

• until NTALP points are entered. 

Fuel t伺 peraturereactivity table 

町UJ'(1)= Fuel t剖問raturefor first point (OC). 

陣UJ'(2)= Reactivity feedback for first point (dollar). 
貯UJ'(3)= Ti鵬 fors配 ondpoint. 

• until NTFUT points are entered. 
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(22) Critical Flow Data Cards (051 )*

Card 1

Wl-I NCHOKE = Number of critical flow data sets.

Card 2

This card must be repeated NCHOKE times.

Wl-I ISUB = Critical flow model index for subcooled liquid.

W2-I ISAT = Critical flow model index for saturated mixture.

W3-I IVAP = Critical flow model index for superheated steam.

Definitions of critical flow model indeces are as follows.

1 = Sonic model

2 = Moody Model

3 = Henry-Fauske Model

4 = Homogeneous Equilibrium Model

5 = Incompressible Flow Model.

W4-R CSUB = Discharge coefficient for subcooled liquid flow.

W5-R CSAT = Discharge coefficient for saturated mixture.

W6-R CVAP = Discharge coefficient for superheated steam.

W7-R XLM = Transition quality for subcool-saturate boundary.

W8-R XLG = Transition quality for saturate-superheat boundary.

Since THYDE-B1 does not consider superheating of steam in a three-region

node, superheated (not saturated) steam will not appear in a THYDE-B1

calculation. Therefore, if the user does not have any idea for steam flow

regime, XLG=1.0 , CVAP=CSAT, and IVAP=ISAT may be appropriate.

(23) Pump Motor Torque Data Cards (053)*

Card 1

Wl-I NPMPTX = Number of pump motor torque tables.

Card 2

Wl-I NPMP(l) = Number of data points in first table.

Card 3 Pump speed versus torque table

Wl-R PTMO(l.l) = Pump speed for first point (rad/s).

- 9 0 -
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(包)Cri tical Flow Data Cards (051)* 

Card 1 

W1-1 NCHOKE = Number of critical flow data sets. 

Card 2 

This card must be repeated NCHOKE times. 

W1-1 lSUB = Critical flow model index for subcooled liquid. 

抱一1 ISAT = Critical flow model index for saturated mixture. 

W3-1 IVAP = Ct'itical flow model index for superheated steam. 

W4-R CSUB 

W5-R CSAT 

W6-R CVAP 

'W7-R XLM 

W8-R XLG 

Definitions of critical flow model indeces are as follows. 

1 = Sonic model 

2 = Moody Model 

3 = Henry-Fauske Model 

4 = Homogeneous Equilibrium Model 

5 = Incompressible Flow 阿odel.

= Discharge coefficient for subcooled liquid flow. 

Discharge coefficient for saturated mixture. 

= Discharge coefficient for superheated steam. 

Transition quality for subcool-saturate boundary. 

Transition quality for saturate-superheat boundary. 

Since 官町DE-B1does not consider superheating of steam in a three-region 

node. superheated (not saturated) steam will not appear in a 古町田~-B1

calculation. Therefore. if the user does not have any idea for steam flow 

regime.氾G=1.0 • CVAP=CSAT. and IVAP=ISAT may be appropriate. 

(23) Pump Motor Torque Data Cards (053)* 

Card 1 

W1-1 N円~ = Number of pump motor torque tables. 

Card 2 

W1-1 N円伊(1) = Number of data points in first table. 

Card 3 Pump speed versus torque table 

W1-R PTMO(1.1) = Pump speed for first point (rad/s). 
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W2-R PTMO{2,1) = Pump motor torque for first point (kg/m).

W3-R PTM0(3,l) = Pump speed for second point.

, until NPMP(1) points are entered.

Card 2 and 3 are repeated until NPMPTX tables are entered.

(24) Pump Characteristic Data Cards (054)*

Card 1

Wl-I NPCVHO = Number of single-phase characteristic curve data sets.

W2-I NPCVTW = Number of two-phase characteristic curve data sets.

Card 1 declares number of data sets to be entered. A pair of Card 2 and 3

describes a curve. 2+8*NPCVH0f2+9H<NPCVTW pairs of Card 2 and 3 must be

entered.

Card 2 (Description of a curve to be entered)

Wl-I ISET = Index of pump characteristic data set.

ISET=1, 2,...NPCVHO, 1, 2..., or NPCVTW.

W2-I IT = Data index.

1 = single-phase pump head.

2 = single-phase pump torque.

3 = two-phase pump head

4 = two-phase pump torque

W3-I IC = Curve type index.

K
1

2

3

4

5'

6

7

8

9

'• a

X)

Xi

>0

X)

go
g o
g o
g o

(two-phase

V

^ 0

^ 0

<0

<0

go
go

>0

X)

v/a
g i
>1

S -1
^ 1

g 1
>1

S - l

<-l

multiplier

Independent
Variable

v/a

a/v
v/a

a/v

v/a

a/v

v/a

a/v

data) void

Dependent
Variable

h or ft/a2

h or ft/v2

h or ft/a2

h or ftV
h or ft/a2

h or ft/u2

h or ft/a2

h or (i/v2

multiplier
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W2-R PTMO(2.1) = Pump motor torque for first point (kgjm). 

W3-R PTMO(3.1) = Pump speed for second point. 

• until NPMP(I) points are entered. 

Card 2 and 3 are repeated until NPMPTX tables are entered. 

(24) Pump Characteristic Data Cards (054)* 

Card 1 

Wl-1 N陀 VHO = Number of single-phase characteristic curve data sets. 
¥¥12-1 N陀 VTW = Number of two-phase characteristic curve data sets. 

Card 1 declares number of data sets to be enter剖. A pair of Card 2 and 3 

describes a curve. 2キ8t:N陀 VHD-t-2ゆくN陀，VTW pairs of Card 2 and 3 must be 

entered. 

Card 2 (Description of a curve to be entered) 

Wl-1 lSEf 

抱一1 IT 

W3-1 1C 

lC 

2 

3 

4 

5' 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lndex of pump characteristic data set. 

1SET=I. 2....N陀 VHO，1， 2...， or N陀 VTW.

= Data index. 
1 = single---phase pump head. 
2 = single-phase pump torque. 
3 = two-phase pump head 

4 = two-phase pump torque 

= Curve ty阿 index.

lndependent 

α U ..!!LL Variable 

>0 主主 O 三玉 1 vlα 

>0 孟 O >1 αIv 

>0 <0 主主 ー 1 vlα 

>0 <0 >-1 α:jv 
話O 話O 三五 1 v/α 

三五 O 三五O >1 αIv 
主五 O >0 主主一1 vlα 

主五 O >0 <-1 αIv 
(two-phase multiplier data) void 

-91-
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Variabl金

h or s/α2 

h or sI-J 

h or sI'α2 

h or sI-J 
h or s/，α2 

h or sI-J 
h or s/α2 

h or sI-J 
multiplier 
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W4-I NPOINT = Number of data points.

Card 3 ( Characteristic data table )

Wl-R TAB(1 ) = Independent variable for first point.

W2-R TAB(2) = Dependent variable for second point.

W3-R TAB(3) = Independent variable for second point.

.... ... , until NPOINT points are entered.

(25) Steam Cooling and Core Spray Cooling Data Cards (055)*

Card 1

Wl-I NSPHTC = Number of data sets. NSPHTC sets of Cards 2, 3, and 4 will

be required.

A set of Cards 2, 3, and 4 describes a heat transfer coefficient

correlation as a function of pressure and spray flow rate. The values for the

flow rate of zero corresponds to a heat transfer coefficient for steam

cooling.

For each set, Card 2 specifies number of pressure points and then Card 3

and 4 describes a table of heat transfer coefficient as a function of spray

flow rate. Card 3 and 4 is required for each of the pressure point.

Card 2

Wl-I MAXPR = Number of pressure points.

W2-R FLOWA = Flow area for calculation of mass flux from spray flow rate

(m2).

Card 3

Wl-I NPOINT = Number of data points in a table for a pressure point.

W2-R PRES = Pressure (kg/m2 )

Card 4

Wl-R HTCTB(l) = Mass flux of spray flow for first point (kg/nf̂ s). Mass flux

is defined as

mass flux = a/spra,, /FLOWA,

where EWspr<jy = sum of flow rates of a l l core sprays.
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W4-1 NPOIN'I・=Number of data points. 

Card 3 ( Characteristic data table ) 

Wl-R TAB(l) Independent variable for first point. 

W2-R TAB(2) = Dependent variable for second point. 

W3-R TAB(3) Independent variable for second point. 

， until NPOIN・I・pointsare entered. 

(25) Steam Cooling and Core Spray Cooling Data Cards (055)* 

Card 1 

Wl-1 NSPHfC = Number of data sets. NSI刊~ sets of Cards 2， 3， and 4 will 

be required. 

A set of Cards 2， 3， and 4 describes a heat transfer coefficient 

correlation as a function of pressure and spray flow rate. The values for the 

flow rate of zero corresponds to a heat transfer coefficient for steam 

cooling. 

For each set， Card 2 specifies number of pressure points and then Card 3 

and 4 describes a table of heat transfer coefficient as a function of spray 

flow rate. Card 3 and 4 is required for each of the pressure point. 

Card 2 

Wl-1 MAXPR = Number of pressure points. 

W2-R FLOWA = Flow area for calculation of mass flux from spray flow rate 

Card 3 

Wl-1 NPOINT 

W2-R PRES 

Card 4 

(nt ). 

= Number of dai:.a points in a table for a pressure point. 

= Pressure (kg/nt) 

Wl-R HTCTB(l) = Mass flux of spray flow for first point (kg/nts). Mass flux 

is defined鎚

mass flux DlSPTOl/爪印刷，

where Dl
SPTOY 

= sum of flow rates of all core sprays. 
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W2-R HTCTB(2) = Heat transfer coefficient for first point (kcal/nfVc ).
W3-R HTCTB(3) = Mass flux of spray flow for first point.
.... .... , until NFOINT points are entered.

(26) End-of-Data Sign (999)
The end of data deck must be indicated by a card with an integer 999.
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W2-R H町田(2)== Heat transfer coefficient for first point (kcal/m2s0C). 

W3-R HI'CTB (3) == Mass flux of spray flo.... for first point. 

• until NPOINT points are entered. 

(26) End-of-Data Sign (91謁)

The end of data deck must be indicated by a card ....ith an integer 91抱.

q
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Nomenclature

A Flow area or heat transfer area (m2 )

c Specific heat (kcal/kg°C )

C Heat capacity (kcal/°C )

Ci Concentration of delayed neutron precurser of group i (1/m3)

Cu, Constant used in local temperature rise model for a three-region

node

Ca Constant used in bubble separation model for a three-region node

Dh Hydraulic diameter (m)

Eaet Fraction of actinide decay heat in initial reactor power

E^, Fraction of decay heat group j in initial reactor power

EM Constant used for description of power distribution in core

En Constant used for description of power distribution in core

ER Constant used for description of power distribution in core

Es Constant used for description of power distribution in core

/ Function

F Fraction or factor

Fm Mixing efficiency for mixture region (-)

Fg Mixing efficiency for vapor region (-)

Fz Flow direction factor used for determination of volume averaged

flow rate in heat transfer rate calculation (-)

g Gravitational acceleration (9.80665 m/s2)

gc Gravitational conversion factor (9.80665 N/kgf )

G Mass flux (kg/nr^s)

GM Critical mass flux calculated with Moody's model (kg/m2s)

Gs Steam flow controller regulation band (kgf/m2)

h Specific enthalpy (kcalAg)

h|̂ » Specific enthalpy of fluid moved from subcooled liquid region to

saturated mixture region (kcal/kj)

h Heat transfer coefficient (kcal/ m2s°C)

I Moment of inertia (nf̂ kg)

J Joule constant (4186 J/kcal)

A; Thermal conductivity (kcal/s m °C)

L Length (m)

Lg Mixing length for vapor region used in fill junction model (m)

L, Mixing length for mixture region used in fill junction model (m)

Uii Mixing length for leakage flow smoothing (m)
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Nomenclature 

A Flow area or heat transfer area (.;) 

c Specific heat (kcaljkピC)

C Heat capaci ty (kcal;"C) 

Ci Concentration of delayed neutron precurser of group i (l/m3) 

C，→. Constant used in local temperature rise model for a three-region 

node 

Ca Constant used in bubble separation model for a three-region node 

臥 Hydraulicdi細 eter(m) 

己ct Fraction of actinide decay heat in initial reactor power 

Edj Fraction of decay heat group j in initial reactor power 

EH Constant used for description of power distribution in core 

En Constant used for descr・iptionof power distribution in core 

ER Constant used for description of power distribution in core 

Es Constant used for description of power distr・ibutionin core 

f Function 

F Fraction or factor 

Fm Mixing efficiency for mixture region 一)

Fg Mixing efficiency for vapor region 一)

Fz Flow direction factor used for determination of volume averaged 

flow rate in heat transfer rate calculation (一)

g Gravitational acceleration (9.8ぽ泊5m/s2 ) 

~ Gravitational conversion factor (9.8α沼5Njkgr ) 

G Mass flux (kg/'; s) 

GM Critical mass flux calculated with M∞dy's model (kg/m2s) 

GS Steam flow controller regulation band (kgr/m2) 

h Specific enthalpy (kcaljkg) 

h，_. Specific enthalpy of fluid moved fr叩 subcooledliquid region to 

saturated mixture region (kcal!k.~) 

h Heat transfer coefficient (kcal/ m2sDC) 

1 Mαnent of inertia (.; kg) 

J Joule constant (41邸 Jjkcal)

k Thermal conductivity (kcal/s m DC) 

L Length (m) 

lq Mixing length for vapor region used in fill junction model (m) 

L. Mixing length for mixture region used in fill junction model (m) 

L.ix Mixing length for leakage flow smoothing (m) 
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(L/A) Junction inertia (in"1 )

M Mass of fluid (kg)

n Neutron concentration

Ns Number of heat slabs

P Pressure (kgf/m
2 )

Py Upstream pressure of steam flow controller (kgf/m2 )

Pus Pressure set point for steam flow controller Qcgf/irf- )

q Heat transfer rate (kcal/s)
Q Heat feenaration rate or heat transfer rate <kcal/s)

Or Total heat generation in the core (kcal/s)
Qro QT at initial state (kcal/s)

Qj Heat generation due to fission product decay (kcal/s)
r Resistance of heat transfer (s°C/kcal)

R Reactivity normalized to the delayed neutron fraction (-)
fV Fuel temperature feedback reactivity (-)

Rs Reactivity inserted by scram action (-)
R, Void feedback reactivity (-)

Ro Loss coefficiet for single-phase liquid flow (s2kgf/m5kg)

t Time (s)

At Time step size (s)

tc,p time constant of pump coast down (-)

TR Rated torque of a pump (kgfin)

u Velocity (m/s)

Ub Velocity of bubbles relative to liquid (m/s)

v Specific volume (m3/kg)

V Volume (m3)

W Flow rate (kg/s)

Wsep Rate of bubble separation from mixture region (kg/s)

Wsiip Slip flow rate of vapor (kg/s)

x Quality (-)

XL Bubble sweep-out length (m)

Xdj Concentration of decay heat group j normalized to steady state

value (-)

z Elevation (m)

Z«i Elevation of boundary between subcooled liquid and mixture regions

(m)

Z,,, Elevation of boundary between mixture and vapor regions (m)

Zj Junction elevation (elevation of the boundary between two nodes
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(L/A) Junction inertia (m-1 ) 

M Mass of f1uid (kg) 

n Neutron concentration 

Ns Number of heat slabs 

P Pressure (kgr 1m2 ) 

Pu Upstream pressure of steam flow controller (kgf/m2) 

Pus Pressure set point f'or steam 1'1010' contr011er (kg，/m2.) 

。 Heattransfer rate (xcalノS)
Q Heat.色，enarat.ionrat.e or heat. t.ransf'er rat.e (kcal/s) 

Qr Total heat generation in the core (kcal/s) 

Oro Qr at ini tia1 state (kcal/s) 

cu Heat generation due to fission product decay (kcal/s) 

r Resistance of heat transfer (soC/kcal) 

R Reactivity normalized to the delayed neutron fraction (一)

時 Fueltemperature feedback reactivity (ー)

Rs Reactivity inserted by scram action (一)

凡 Voidfeedback reactivity (一)

民Losscoefficiet for sing1e-phase liquid f10w (s2kgr/mPkg) 

t Time (s) 

At Time step size (s) 

tc，p time constant of pump coast down (一)

TR Rated torque of a pump (kgrm) 

u Ve10city (m/s) 

Ub Ve10city of bubbles relative to liquid (m/s) 

v Specific volume (m3!kg) 

V Volume (m3) 

W F10w rate (kg/s) 

Wsep Rate of bubble separation fr叩 mixtureregion (kg/s) 

Wslip Slip flow rate of vapor (kg/s) 

x Quality (一)

xi. Bubble sweep-吋outlength (m) 

Xdj Concentration of decay h回 tgroup j normalized to st伺 dy state 

value (一)

z Elevation (m) 

Z.I Elevation of boundary between subc∞led liquid and mixture regions 

(m) 

Zg. Elevation of boundary between mixture and vapor regions (m) 

ZJ Junction elevation (elevation of the boundary between two nodes 
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connected by a junction) (m)

Greek symbols

a Void fraction (-)

ft Effective delayed neutron fraction (-)

fii Effective fraction of delayed neutron group i (-)

AP Pressure difference (kgf/m2 )

r) Separation efficiency of steam separator (-)

Hi Decay constant of delayed neutron group i (1/s)

Hdj Decay constant of decay heat group j (1/s)

A Prompt neutron life time (s)

p Density (kg/m3 )

o Surface tension (kgf/m)

(EQ), Total heat transfer rate to fluid in node i from heat slabs

(kcal/s)

(EW), Total flow rate of fluid entering node i (kg/s)

(EhW), Total convection rate of energy entering node i (kcal/s)

T C Time constant of isolation valve closure (s)

<pz Two-phase multiplier for frictional pressure drop (-)

Co Angle velocity (rad/s)

b

bot

B

cond

D

down

eff

f
fill

flux

fric

F

g

Subscripts

Bubble

Bottom

Bulk fluid

Condensation of vapor

Jetpump drive flow

Downcomer

Effective quantity

Saturated liquid

Injection system

Momentum flux

Frictional loss

Fuel

Saturated vapor
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connected by a junction) (m) 

Greek symbo1s 

αVoid  fraction (一)

βEffective de1ayed neutron fraction (一)

si Effective fraction of de1ayed neutron group i (一)

AP Pressure difference (kgr/m2 ) 

η Separat.ion efficiency of steam separator (-) 

~I Decay constant of deJ司yedneutron group i (l/s) 

九lj Decay constant of decay heat group j (1/s) 

A Prompt neutron 1ife time (s) 

ρ Densi ty (kg/rrr1) 

o Surface tension (kgr/m) 

(印)i Tota1 heat transfer rate to f1uid in node i from heat slabs 

(kcal/s) 

(LW)i Tota1 f1o¥ol rate of f1uid entering node i (kg/s) 

(EhW)i Tota1 convection rate of energy entering node i (kca1/s) 

LC Time constant of iso1ation va1ve c10sure (s) 

φ2 T¥oIo-phase mu1tip1ier fur frictiona1 pressure drop (一)

ω Ang1e ve10city (rad/s) 

Subscripts 

b Bubb1e 

bot Bottom 

B Bu1k fluid 

cond Condensation of vapor 

D Jetpump drive f10¥ol 

down Downcomer 

eff Effective quantity 

f Saturated 1iquid 

fill Injection system 

flur Momentum flux 

fr'ic Frictiona1 10ss 

F Fue1 

σ Saturated vapor 
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grav Gravitation

in Node at inlet side of a junction

J Jet pump flow or junction

leak Leak junction

L Lower plenum

M Mixing section of jet pump

n Node

out Node at outlet side of a junction

p Recirculation pump

ps Recirculation pump suction

pipe Jet pump drive pipe

R Rated condition

s Mixture surface

S Jet pump suction flow

top Top of node or subnode

u Wall

g

i

m

new

old

Superscripts

Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

New time

Old time

of

of

of

vapor region

subcooled liquid region

mixture region
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gnαv Gravitation 

in Node at inlet side of a junction 

J Jet pump flow or junction 

leak Leak junction 

L Lower plenum 

H Mixing section of jet pump 

n Node 

out Node at outlet side of a junction 

p Recirculation pump 

ps Recirculation pump suction 

pipe Jet pump drive pipe 

R Rated condition 

s Mixture surface 

S Jet pump suction flow 

top Top of node or subnode 

w Wall 

Superscripts 

9 Quantity of vapor region 

Quantity of subcooled liquid region 

m Quantity of mixture region 

new New time 

old Old time 
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